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PUBLISHER'S NOTE 

Once again it is with great pride and pleasure that we publish this second spe
cial issue of The Journal of Canadian Art History/Annales d'histoire de I'art 

canadien. The current volume continues our celebration of over twenty-five years 
of fostering and encouraging the publication of materials within the discipline 
of Canadian art history. This time we are presenting seven texts written by several 
members of our Advisory Board. Like most learned publications, The 

Journal/Annales has a large group of scholars from across Quebec and Canada 
who are specialists in the variety of arenas that constitute current study of 
Canadian art history. Our board members are active researchers at universities 
and art museums and their interests describe the range of projects, from histori
cal to contemporary, that defines our discipline. 

The primary function of an Advisory Board is, as the term implies, to con
sult on the material which is submitted to TheJournal/Annales for publication. 
Fortunately, our board members often go further than the usual expectations 
and provide us with in-depth commentary, raising new issues and offering our 
potential contributors new directions and new ideas to pursue. The Board has 
also taken on another important function - to encourage new scholars to sub
mit their research material for publication. Thus, the work of younger art his
torians can benefit from the wide attention that our periodical attracts at home 
and abroad. We are most grateful for the Advisory Board's work in all of these 
endeavors. 

For this second part of our 25th. Anniversary project, we invited our 
board of scholars to submit articles on any aspect of their current research. Our 
first special Anniversary issue of The Journal/Annales consisted of texts written 
by the eight members of the Editorial Board. This volume similarly describes 
the variety of approaches and methodologies which concern the Canadian art 
historical community at the beginning of the 21st. century. In subsequent 
issues of The Journal/Annales we will publish more texts by members of our 
Advisory Board alongside articles by both new and established historians of 
Canadian art. As in all of our issues, the articles in this volume are arranged 
chronologically according to the time-period of their content. This is the only 
area in which The Journal/Annales takes a linear approach to the study of 
Canadian art history. Rather, our twenty-five years of publication have proven 
that the study of our visual and material culture is a complex and multifaceted 
enquiry, with as many questions as answers. 

Once again, The Journal/Annales celebrates the community which has 
devoted their research energies to Canadian art. On a personal note, I wish to 
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thank our copy editors, our translators, our designer and especially Brenda 
Dionne, our Editorial Assistant, who for many years has ensured our continued 
participation in the writing of Canadian art history. 

Sandra Paikowsky 
Publisher and Managing Editor 
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NOTE DE L'EDITRICE 

U ne fois encore c' est avec beaucoup de joie et de fierte que nous publions 
cette deuxieme edition speciale de The Journal of Canadian Art 

History/Annales d'histoire de l'art canadien. Nous poursuivons dans le present 
volume notre celebration de plus de vingt-cinq annees d'encouragement a la 
publication d' articles sur l' art canadien. Cette fois-ci nous presentons sept arti
cles ecrits par plusieurs membres de notre comite de lecture. TheJournal/Annales 
res semble a la plupart des publications savantes en ce qu'il compte, a travers le 
Quebec et le Canada, un grand.nombre de specialistes dans les divers champs 
qui constituent 1'etude'actuelle de 1'histoire de 1'art canadien. Les membres du 
comite font de la recherche dans les universites et les musees d'art et leurs 
interets temoignent de 1'etendue des projets, qu'ils soient historiques ou con
temporains, qui definissent notre discipline. 

La premiere fonction du comite de lecture est, comme son nom l'indique, 
d'etudier les articles soumis pour publication dans The Journal/Annales. 

Heureusement, les membres du comite vont au-dela de nos attentes et nous four
nissent des commentaires approfondis, soulevant de nouvelles questions et 
presentant aux auteurs eventuels denouvelles directions et de nouvelles idees a 
poursuivre. Le comite s'est aussi donne une autre fonction: encourager les nou
veaux chercheurs a publier leur materiel de recherche. Ainsi, le travail des jeunes 
historiens de 1'art peut beneficier de l'attention que rer;oit notre revue au pays et 
a 1'etranger. Nous sommes tres reconnaissants envers le comite pour tous ces 
efforts. 

Pour cette deuxieme partie de notre projet du 25' anniversaire, nous avons 
demande a notre comite de specialistes de soumettre des articles sur l'un ou 
1'autre aspect de leurs recherches actuelles. Le volume precedent de The Journal/ 
Annates etait compose de textes ecrits par les huit membres du comite de redac
tion. Le present riumero montre egalement la diversite d' approches et de metho
dologies qui interessent la communaute des historiens de l'art canadien au debur 
du XXI' siecle. Dans les numeros qui suivront, nous publierons d'aurres textes 
de notre comite de lecture ainsi que des articles par des historiens de l'artcana
dien, qu'ils soient nouveaux dans le domaine ou bien etablis. Comme pour tous 
nos numeros, les articles du present volume sont presentes en ordre chronolo
gique selon la periode couverte par le contenu. C'est le seul cas OU TheJournall 
Annates aborde l'etude de 1'histoire de l'art canadien de maniere lineaire. Nous 
avons plut6t demontre, au cours de nos vingt-cinq annees de publication, que 
l' etude de notre culture visuelle et materielle est une recherche complexe, aux 
nombreuses facettes et qui suscite autant de questions que de reponses. 
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Une fois encore, TheJournallAnnales celebre la communaute qui a consacre 
l'energie de ses recherches a l'art canadien. Sut un ton plus personnel, je desire 
remercier nos redacteurs, nos traducteurs, notre metteur en page et parti
culierement Brenda Dionne, notre assistante a l'administration, grace a qui nous 
pouvons, depuis tant d'annees, continuer a ecrire l'histoire de rart canadien. 

Sandra Paikowsky 
Editrice et directrice de redaction 
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Nicolas-Jean-Baptisrc de Poilly (Paris, 1707-1780), Fnlnr;ois Xllvier Dupiessis, MissionnnirC' 
de la Compag." de Jesus. NI! a Quebec en Canada, le 13 Janvier 1694. 
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, 
LE PERE FRANCOIS-XAVIER DUPLESSIS ET 
L'IMAGERIE DU CALVAlRE D'ARRAS EN 
NOUVELLE FRANCE (1738-1745) 

F ran~ois-Xavier Regnard Duplessis, ne a Quebec en janvier 1694 et decede a 
Paris en decembre 1771 a l'age de soixante dix-sept ans, fut sans doute le jesuite 

d'origine canadienne le plus celebre de son temps!: Apres des etudes au college des 
Jesuites de Quebec, il part pour la France en octobre 1716, decide a devenir mem
bre de la celebre Compagnie fondee par Ignace de Loyola, puis a revenir au Canada 
pour y oeuvrer comme missionnaire2

• Entre au noviciat des Jesuites a Paris en jan
vier 1717, il poursuit sa formation au college de Rennes, en Bretagne, ou il 
prononce ses voeux deux ans plus tard. De 1720 a 1727, Fran~ois-Xavier Duplessis 
passe ensuite par divers colleges, dont ceux de La Fleche, de Blois et de Tours, pour 
se rendre enfin a Arras ou il enseigne la philosophie. En 1729, il demande a ses 
superieurs de l'envoyer au Canada, mais ceux-ci jugent preferable de le garder sur 
place. Arras est en effet a proximite des Flandres et de la Hollande, bastions des 
calvinistes et des lutheriens dont il fallait contrer a tout prix l'influence, mission 
principalement confiee aux jesuites depuis le concile de Trente. Les predications et 
les retraites prechees par le pere Duplessis le rendent rapidement populaire et lui 
valent notamment quelques pamphlets imprimes par les jansenistes a Amsterdam. 
En 1734, pour repondre a la demande des fideles, le pere Duplessis entreprend une 
serie de grandes missions qui le conduiront a Douay, Amiens, Rouen, Valenciennes, 
Saint-Germain-en-Laye, et meme dans les provinces allemandes. Sa carriere de 
predicateur devait se poursuivre pendant une trentaine d' annees. Il reviendra perio
diquement dans la cite d'Arras, qu'il tenait particulierement en affection. 

C'est a l'occasion d'une retraite de Paques prechee par le pere Duplessis pour 
la garnison d'Arras que se produisit, le 19 mars 1738, le miracle qui devait entral
ner une production d'imagerie et une devotion qui rayonnerent jusqu'en Nouvelle 
France. Des le 26 avril 1738, l'eveque d'Arras, Fran~ois Baglion de La Salle, emit 
un mandement ou est relatee de fa~on detaillee I'histoire du miracle3• Un article 
intitule «Miracle a Arras en 1738», signe «A.D.» et publie dans les Archives du 
Nord dans la seconde moitie du XIX' siecle resume les faits survenus en mars 1738, 
tels que relates dans le mandement de l' eveque: 

La croix plantee sur le calvaire place au-dessus de la parte separant la Cite de 
la ville d'Arras, etant minee, le R.P. Duplessis, jesuite, la fit remplacet. Elle fut 
benie le 18 mars 1738, par l'abbe Boisot, vicaire-general cl'Arras, clans l'eglise 
des Jesuites au elIe resta cleux jaurs a la suite cl'une mission qui y fut prechee. 
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Jusques la tout etait naturel dans cet acte exterieur de devotion tres-commun 

dans nos contrees; mais le 19 mars, la fiUe Marie-Isabelle Le Grand, fruitiere, 

agee de 40 ans, affligee depuis 3 ans a 4 ans de plusieurs infirmites provenant 

d'une chute faite sur l' escalier de sa cave, se presenta a l' eglise des Jesuites. EUe 

avait vainement, pendant trois annees, passe par les mains de tous les chirur

giens du pays et eUe etait restee avec la hanche demise, plusieurs vertebres 

mouvantes et derangees, le tibia ecarte de l' os femur, et les ligaments de la 

hanche fort relaches: cette partie ne prenait plus de nourriture. 

Abandonnee des hommes de l' art qui la declaraient incurable, Marie Le Grand, 

aidee de sa soeur et de ses bequiUes, se transporta pres de la nouveUe croix, 

baisa les pieds du crucifix avec devotion, et pria avec ferveur. EUe sentit pen

dant sa priere une revolution extraordinaire dans sa personne; quelqu'un place 

pres d'eUe l'entendit dire a sa soeur: Mon Dieu, je sens tous mes os et mes nerfs qui 
se retirent, et mon sang qui se trouble dans mes veines, tout mon corps se disloque. La 

jambe malade s' allongea, les os de la hanche se remirent dans leur etat naturel, 

et l'infirme se leva tout-a coup sans bequilles, se tint debout sur ses deux 

jambes et se mit a marcher sans etre aidee ni soutenue de personne. 

Ce fait fut constate par des temoins; les chirurgiens qui avaient traite Marie Le 

Grand firent des declarations uniformes sur son etat incurable, selon eux, avant 

le 19 mars 1738; 1'eveque d'Arras recueillit tous les dires, les consigna dans 

son mandement et declara alors authentique le miracle arrive le meme jour en 

l'eglise des jesuites au pied de la croix. Le lendemain, 20 mars 1738, une pro

cession solenneUe eut lieu pour le transport de la croix; la fiUe Le Grand la 
suivit a pied et parfaitement retablie. L'eveque permit par son mandement que 

ses bequilles fussent attachees a la croix et qu' en souvenir de cet evenement la 

relation en fUt gravee sur une pierre, tant a l'eglise des Jesuites qu'au calvaire 

meme; enfin, il attacha des indulgences a ceux et a ceUes qui visiteraient 

devotement l'eglise des Jesuites et la croix a l'occasion de ce miracle. Ce 

curieux mandement, qui relate les noms de tous les medecins d'Arras et ceux 

des ecclesiastiques appeles a parfaire !'information de cet evenement qui fit 

grand bruit dans tous I'Artois, est contresigne par l'abbe Dupuich, l'un des 

vicaires-generaux de l' eveche d' Arras'. 

Peu de temps devait se passer avant que ne se produise un second fait mira
culeux attribue a la croix d'Arras, et qui fut suivi par nombre d'autres cas. Dans une 
lettre adressee en novembre 1738 a ses soeurs religieuses a l'Hotel-Dieu de Quebec, 
les meres Marie-Andree de Sainte-Helene et Genevieve de l'Enfant Jesus, le pere 
Duplessis relate les circonstances de ce second miracle survenu a Arras et qui allait . 
decupler son ardeur et son zele de missionnaire: 
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Si le premier miracle a contribue a autoriser les travaux de nos missions, le sec

ond dont M. l'eveque d'Arras m'a dit qu'il etait parfaitement convaincu et 

qu'il a raconte a M. le Cardinal de Fleury avec dix ou douze des plus eclatants 



me paralt bien propre a ranimer le zele et la charite qu'un missionnaire aussi 
bien que des hospitalieres doivent avoir pour des pauvres malades, c'est un 
homme de soixante et cinq ans qui avait ete cordonnier paralytique depuis 
dix-huit ans qu'on appelait plus particulierement que les autres le pauvre du 
pere Duplessis parce que pendant huit ans que j'ai demeure a Arras, je l'allais 
voir au moins deux fois par semaine et je lui procurais les secours dont il pou
vait avoir besoin. Cet homme depuis 18 ans ne pouvait pas se donner plus de 
mouvement qu'un morceau de bois, j'ai aide plusieurs fois a le mettre a terre 
pour raccommoder son lit. M. le cure de Ste-Croix dans la paroisse de qui il 
etait lui apportait quatre fois l'annee notre Seigneur pour le consoler de son 
affliction. Ce pauvre malade ayant demande de que! cote etait plante la croix, 
ne pouvant s'y faire porter il se tournait tous les jours de ce cote pour y faire 
sa priere; le neuvieme jour au matin il se sent tout d'un coup gueri, il demande 
ses habits pour aller a la croix, on en emprunta car il n'en avait plus d'usage 
depuis dix-huit ans, il descend l'escalier d'un pas ferme sans aucun appui, il 
rencontre dans la rue son cure qui m'a dit lui-meme qu'en le voyant il etait 
tombe faible de surprise, il traverse toute la ville, monte le rempart sans baton 
ni appui, et depuis ce temps-la, il jouit d'une parfaite sante6

• 

On peut comprendre qu' apres la guerison de Marie-Isabelle Le Grand et celle 
de ce cordonnier - au terme d'une neuvaine un peu particuliere - les miracles 
operes par le calvaire d'Arras allaient gagner rapidement en popularite, d'autant 
plus qu'ils furent aussitot traduits en gravure et diffuses a une grande echelle, et ce, 
des les premiers mois qui suivirent les evenements miraculeux. Des lors, la renom
mee de predicateut du pere Duplessis atteignit la France entiere, et la croix plan
tee sur les remparts d' Arras devint un lieu de pelerinage tres frequente. A compter 
de 1738, la croix et l'explication des mysteres de la Passion allaient devenir le leit
motiv des missions et des retraites prechees par le pere Duplessis et donner lieu a de 
veri tables mises en scene axees sur l'erection de calvaires nouveaux, de croix et la 
benediction de crucifix. Le recit des neuvaines de Rouen et de Gisors, en 1738, est 
particulierement evocateur de ce contexte devotionnel. A Rouen,ecrira le pere 
Duplessis a ses soeurs de l'Hote1-Dieu de Quebec, le missionnaire jesuite dut ainsi 
benir plus de soixante dix mille crucifix, « ... une foret de crucifix elevee au dessus 
de la tete de tout le monde7». Le succes de la predication de la Croix allait d'ailleurs 
amener le pere Duplessis a precher en presence de la cour a Paris, en 1744. A 
compter de 1746, de plus en plus souvent touche par la maladie, le missionnaire 
continua toutefois ses missions a travers la France, pour finalement revenir a Paris 
DU il mourut en I77l. 

Des novembre 1738, le pere Duplessis avait fait parvenir les premieres 
images du calvaire en Nouvelle-France (fig. I). De Chevreuse, il ecrit a ses soeurs: 
«Je vous envoye cette annee plusieurs images qui representent le calvaire» et, a la 
fin de salettre, il ajoute: «Envoyez a nos bons amis et surtout a nos chers mission-
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naires quelques images du calvaire d'Arras pour les engager a se souvenir de nous 

dans leurs prieres car fen ai plus besoin que jamais8». A compter de ce moment, et 
jusqu'en 1745, les envois d'images du calvaire d'Arras par le pere Duplessis furent 

reguliers. Ces envois comptent d'ailleurs parmi les plus importants qu'on puisse 
retracer grace a des documents ecrits pendant le Regime franc;;ais, parallelement aux 
envois d'images sur la devotion aux saints Anges qui nous sont connus par la cor

respondance entre Henti-Marie Boudon et 1'abbe De Glandelet, entre 1696 et 
16999• Voici les extraits de la correspondance du pere Duplessis qui en temoignent: 

En avril 1740, il ecrit: 

Je vous envoie 150 images de la croix d'Arras, des livres de la devotion au cal
vaire, j'en ai mis une partie a votre adresse et l'autre a l'adresse du P. Coquart 

qui vous les remettra et vous lui en ferez part. Je vous envoie ci-joint du Bois 
de la croix d'Arras. M. Nanpont en a fait enchiisser dans plusieurs croix que je 

vous envoie et sur lesquelles le nom est ecrit pour mon frere et pour vous. C .. ) 
]'y joins aussi quelques petits ec1ats propres a mettre dans de petits reliquaires. 
( ... ) Si vous jugiez a propos de faire debiter une partie des images et livres du 

Calvaire que je vous envoie aux personnes qui voudraient en acheter et du pro

duit en acheter du capillaire et l'envoyer pour les personnes qui ont fait les 
avances, ce serait une gradeusete qui ne vous serait point a charge, ces images 
se vendent a Paris 6 sols la piece, je les ai cependant eu a trois, les livres du 

Calvaire relies en veau 25 sols, je les ai cependant eu a 20 et ceux qui sont en 
basane 15 et ceux qui sont en papier marbre 11. Les avis de pratiques pour la 
mission coutent 16 sols et les cantiques en papier dnq solslO. 
En plus de reliques et de fragments de la croix miraculeuse propres a fabri

quer des reliquaires varies, les images du calvaire d'Arras etaient ainsi accompa
gnees de cantiques spirituels probablement graves comportant une bordure orne
mentale et une representation de la croix miraculeuse. De plus, le pere Duplessis 
ajoutait a ses envois deux ouvrages dont les titres nous sont connus: La divotion au 
calvaire de 1'abbe Lefebvre, parue des 173811 et ornee de deux gravures sur bois, puis 
reeditee en 173912, et les Avis et pratiques pour profiter de la mission et de la retraite et 
en converser le fruit ... du pere Duplessis, dont l' edition de 174413 allait d' ailleurs com

porter en frontispice une gravure de Nicolas-Jean-Baptiste de Poilly (Paris, 1707-
1780)14 (fig.6). En 1741, les Heures du Calvaire de l'abbe Lefebvre, publiees a Douay 
et ornees en frontispice d'une gravure de Laurent Cars (voir, plus loin, notre fig.lO) 
s' ajouteront a ces publications devotes expediees a Quebec pour stimuler la devo
tion initiee par le jesuite d'odgine canadienne. 

14 

En 1743, le pere Duplessis ecritencore a ses sreurs: 
]' ai mis entre les mains du P. Calpin, un crucifix magnifique dont on m' a offert 

cinquante ecus. Il a ete beni dans une benediction solennelle que j'ai fait par 
l'autorite de Mgr l'Archeveque le Vendredi St. Et il a servi a l'adoration de la 
Croix dans deux retraites que j'ai donne, OU j'ai ete oblige de le laisser plusieurs 

jours pour contenter la piete des fideles; il doit vous l'envoyer de ma part avec 

des livres et des cantiques, et des images du Calvairel5
• 



fig. 1 Nicolas-)ean-BaptiSle de Poilly (paris, i 707- i 780). Rcpr~senlation de la Croix 
miraculeuse plant~e sur le rempart de la ,·ille d·Arras le 19 mars 1738/ Par le5 
soins du R.P. Fran~ois Xavier Dup1e55is de la Compagnie de )/!5US. et 
Mi.S5ionnaire Apostolique. 1738, eau-fune et burin, 38 x 23 cm (reuille), ColI. 
Archives du monasrere de l'H6tel-Dleu de Quebec. (Phmo: Inventaire des biens 
culmrcls du Qu~bec) 
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Enfin, deux ans plus tard, le 27 avril 1745, une derniere lettre fait mention 
d'images envoyees par le pere Duplessis: «Vous trouverez dans la caisse du frere 
Anceliri des livres et des images16» dont on peut supposer qu'il s'agit d'estampes 
representant le calvaire d'Arras et des ouvrages mentionnes plus haut. 

Ces indications extraites de la correspondance du pere Duplessis a ses soeutS 
sont d'autant plus importantes pour notre propos, qu'a la difference des images de 
la sainte Famille creees a la demande de Ms' de Laval et de celles des saints Anges 
envoyees par Henri-Marie Boudon et diffusees dans la colonie par l'abbe Charles De 
Glandelet a la toute findu XVIIe siecle - images dont la diffusion nous est con
nue par les ecrits mais que nous n'avons pu retracer jusqu'a maintenant17

-

l'imagerie du calvaire d'Arras dont parle le pere Duplessis dans ses lettres ont ete 
conservees dans leur integralite. Les Archives departementales du Pas-de-Calais, a 
Arras, possedent en effet une collection tres importante, la collection Barbier, qui 
rassemble tous les documents ecrits et figures relatifs a la devotion au Calvaire et a 
son developpement depuis 1738 jusqu'a la fin du XIXe siecle1B

• Nous y avons 
retrouve une trentaine d'estampes de grand et de petit format illustrant l'histoire 
du calvaire d'Arras, dont une dizaine furent gravees et editees avant 1760. De plus, 
cette collection avait fait l'objet d'un inventaire tres detaille des 1899 dans l'Histoire 
du calvaire d'Arras de l'abbe Henri Debout19

, lequel mentionne egalement l'exis
tence, au chapitre de l'iconographie du calvaire, de tableaux derives des gravures, 
de tapisseries, de medailles, d'images et de drapelets de peIerinages, produits a par
tir de 1740 pour commemorer et diffuser les evenements miraculeux survenus en 
1738. 

Avant de passer en revue les estampes representant le calvaire d'Arras, dont 
nous connaissons la diffusion en Nouvelle-France grace a la correspondance du pere 
Duplessis, i1 convient de souligner ici un fait important: c'est que nous n'avons pu 
retracer dans les collections des communautes religieuses du Quebec q~e deux 
gravures attestant cette diffusion. L'une est conservee dans le fonds d'images an
ciennes du monastere de l'Hotel-Dieu de Quebec (fig. 1), et l'autre au monastere 
des Ursulines de la meme ville (fig.2). Cette rarete vient encore confirmer a quel 
point la vulnerabilite des estampes utilisees frequemment peut nous priver des 
temoins materiels de l'importante diffusion d'images dans la colonie, dont les 
documents font foi. Il s'agit de deux representations differentes parmi les multiples 
gravures executees par Nicolas-Jean-Baptiste de Poilly (1707-1780)20, ou editees 
par lui peu de temps apres les guerisons miraculeuses et l'erection de la croix sur 
les remparts de la ville d'Arras. La premiere estampe nous montre la croix plantee 
sur la porte de la cite, entouree de nombreux personnages harangues par le pere 
Duplessis, se tenant au pied du calvaire. Sous la porte et le long du mur d'enceinte, 
s'avance une procession precedee de l'eveque d'Arras, Ms' Fran~ois Baglion de La 
Salle, de chanoines, d' enfants de chceur et de magistrats. A la gauche de cette porte 
d'autres personnages, dont un paralytique assis dans un fauteuil, une femme age-

16 
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fi,,] NlroIas-Jean-BalXl5tt ck POlity (PanS, \707_1780), ReplUtntallon dt la Crou. 
mlracuielUe plam& sur le rempan de la ViUe d'Arras. par 1es soIns J du R.P, 
F~s Xavier Duple5,is de la Compa.gn.e de Jesus, et Miuionnaire AposlOliqut. 
17 }8, 8nl\J1Jrt iI l'eau-lOnt tl au bunn coouuoJ]k sur IOllt et rmausstt l l'aquarellt tt 1 
I'hullt .Ve( des ffiOI'ifs de fNltS. de OtuB et d'olseaw: coll~ el aquudJb. 37 ~ 24 em 
(faullt rogn6d, MU56e do Ursulme5 <k QuAxcc. (Photo; FrarM;OIs L.clupc:llt) 
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nouillee - probablement le cordonnier gueri et Marie-Isabelle Le Grand - et une 
sentinelle armee d'un mousquet, rappelant que la neuvaine miraculeuse avait ete 
prechee pour la garnison d'Arras, viennent completer la scf:ne21 .. 

l' estampe consetvee chez les U rsulines de Quebec represente un second type 
de representation du calvaire d'Arras grave par De Poilly, qui tenait son echoppe 
rue Saint-Jacques a Paris a l'enseigne de UEsperanct?2. Cette gravure a l'eau-forte et 
au burin marouflee sur toile, rehaussee a l'aquarelle avec des motifs de fruits,. de 
fleurs et d' oiseaux23 - qui nous rappellent ici les talents innes des U rsulines dans 
l'ornementation des parements d'autels, des reliquaires et de la broderie - est en 
fait la version «arrangee» de la gravure originale de De Poilly, «Dedie(e) a Madame 
la Duchesse d'Ayen», qui comportait autour de la croix du calvaire six formules 
imprimees des actes «de Foy», «d'Esperance», «d' Amour et de Remerciement», 
«d'Adoration», «de Contrition» et «de Zele» (fig. 3)24. 

La guerison miraculeuse de Marie-Isabelle Le Grand et celle du cordonnier 
paralytique, en 1738, allaient donner lieu a une production diversifiee d'estampes, 
Oll le calvaire est represente entoure par ces premiers protagonistes ou par d'autres 
malades venant chercher la guerison, des pelerins, des soldats de la garnison 
d'Arras, et dans lesquelles le pere Duplessis apparalt agenouille devantla croix ou 
se tenant derriere elle dans l'attitude du predicateur. Nicolas-Jean-Baptiste de 
Poilly grava ou edita la plupart de ces estampes (figs.4 a 6), titrees «Representation 
de la Croix miraculeuse» ou «Modele de la Croix Miraculeuse plan tee sur le 
Rempart de la Ville d'Arras ( ... ) par les soins du R.P. Duplessis de la Compagnie 
de Jesus, et Missionnaire Apostolique». Les «Representations» montrent le 
Calvaire se decoupant sur un paysage ou sur les edifices de la ville d'Arras, alors que 
les «Modeles» font sans doute reference aux autres calvaires eriges en divers lieux 
par le pere Duplessis dans ses missions apres 1738. Les croix elles-memes sont la 
plupart du temps ornees de multiples coeurs enfiammes, symboles de l'amour 
divin, tels celui que tient saint Augustin, patron de l'ordre des Hospitalieres, dans 
la plupart des representations peintes ou gravees que nous en connaissons, aux 
XVII' et XVIII' siecles. La popularite grandissante des missions prechees par le 
jesuite allait d'ailleurs commander une assez abondante production d'imagerie. Les 
gravures de De Poilly furent ainsi a la source d'autres representations du Calvaire, 
comportant quelquefois des variantes et des ajouts importants de personnages, 
gravees et editees celles-Ia chez Jacques Chereau25 (fig.7) et chez Laurent Cars26 a 
Paris (figs.8-11), chez Daumont27

, rue Saint-Martin a Paris, chez Basset28, sans 
compter les estampes anonymes conservees aux Archives departementales du Pas
de-Calais. A l'instar des gravures de De Poilly, et contemporaines des predications 
du pere Duplessis, il est vraisemblable que ces diverses estampes firent egalement 
partie des envois du Jesuite en Nouvelle-France. Toutes les estampes mettent en 
scene Marie-Isabelle le Grand, le paralytique gueri, les soldats de la garnison 
d'Arras, d'autres malades venus venerer la croix dans l'attente d'une guerison, et le 
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fig,3 Nicolu-Jtan-Baplislc de Poilly (pariS, 1707·1780), Reprc:Ko~lion de la Croix 
miraculeuse planlh sur le Tempart de la Ville d' "'rraJ, par les soins I clu R.P. 
Fran~ois Xavier Duple~sis de la Compagnie de Jesus, Cl Missionnaire 
Aposlolique I Dedie Ji Madame la Ouchesse d'Ayen f Pat son Ires humble el Irts 
obtissam servileur N.J.B. De Poill)', 1738, tIIu-fortt tI burm, 38 x 22 cm (ftl,ullt), 
ArchlVC"S d~pantmtOlalC"S du P:u-dt-CaI;lJs, Arl"1l5 (Fl"lIocc:), ColltcllOO Barb,tr, Canon 
483,0 l (Photo Arch,vC"S d~par[tmtnl.lJC"S du P:u..(\t·Cahus) 
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Nicolas-Jean-Bapri$te de PoilJy (Paris, 
1707-1780), Modele de la CroiJ{ min!
culeuse / Planl« sur le Remparl de la 
Ville d'Arras le 19 mars 1738 par les 
soins du R.P. / Duplessis de la Compagnie 
de Jesus, & Missionnaire, 1738, eau-fone 
et bunn, 34 )r 21 cm (~u coup de planche); 
34 x 22 cm (feuille), Archives d4!partemen
tales du Pas-de-Calais. Arras (france), 
Collection BarbJer, Carton 483, n' 4. (Photo: 
Archives depam.·mentales rlu Pas-dc-Calais) 
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fig·5 Nicolas-Jean.Baptiste de Poilly, edit. 
(Paris, 1707-1780), Modele de la Croix 
miraculeuse f Planl« sur le Rempat[ de 
la Ville d'Arras le 19 mars 1738 par le R. 
f P_ F. Duplessis de III Compagnie de 
Jesus, et I Missionnaire Apostolique, 
1738, eau forte et budn. 16 x 9 cm (au coup 
de planche); 17 x iO cm (feuille), Archives 
depanementale!§ du Pas-de-Calais, Arras 
(France), Collection Barbicr, Carton 483, 
n" 7. (Phoro: Arch.ives d4!partememales du 
Pas-de-Calais) 



fig.6 N,cohu-Jtan·BaplIsre de Poilly, &1,(, (Pans, 
1707·1780), Rcpresenlalion de la Croix 
miraculeu~ I PI.nlh sur le nunparl de la 
Ville d'Arl'Wl, par le R.P. F, Xllvier I 
Duplessis el des aUlres qu 'iJ • Erigo!e 
d.n, le couu de I se, Missiom en France, 
en Fhlndre, el en Lorainc, 1744, eau· 
fOrlt el burin, 16 x 9 cm {au roup de plan_ 
chd; 16 x 9 cm ({tu,lIt), Art"h,\'e$ dipartt. 
rnenralts du Pas-<k-CalilIS. Arras (France), 
Collecllon Barb,er, Canon 483, n 9, (Photo: 
ArchIVes dipantmtntales du Pas-de-Calals) 

fig. 7 

... ,'It... ,... , ..... ~ ... 
• • 

Ja'ques Chertau, kill (Blais, 1688·Pans, 
1776), Reprtsenlalion de la Croix minl
culeuse I Planl& sur le Rempan de la 
Ville d·Arru ala cl6rure d 'une minion 
faile pu le Pere l Duplessi, Jesuile. J pour 
la Garnison de ceue ville, pendant le 
Can!!me de l'annec 1738, Vtrs 174), tiU

{ow: 0:"1 burm, 30 x 20 cm (au coop de 
planche); 3lll 22 cm ({tmllt'), ArchIves 
dEpanemeOlales du Pas-Oe·Caiall, Arras 
{Francd, CollKlIon Barb,er, Canon 483, 
n' 10. (Pholo; Art"hLVt'S dipantmtOlaln du 
Pas-de-Calai$) 
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Lallrent Cars, edit. (Lyon, 1699+Pans, 1771), 

Representation de la Croix miraculel.lse 
plam~e sur le rempan: de la ViUe d' Arras 
a la doture d'une mission I faite par le 
Pere Dupleni! Jesuite, pour la Ga.rni50n 
de cene viUe, pendant le Cari!me de I'an_ 
nee 1738, vers 174~, eau-forte et burin, 
30:lt 20 cm (au coup de plancm-;; 34 :It 20 cm 

(feuille), Archives dl!'panemeraaies du PilS
dC'-Calais, Arnu (Fl':iInce), Collection Sub,er, 
Canon 483. n" 13. (Photo: Arch,ves dipa.rte
memales du Pas-de Calais) 

fig·9 Laurenr Cars (Lyon, 1699-Paris, 1771), 
Verirable Representation de la Croix I 
Miraculeuse d' Arrllli , 1741, eau-forte, 14 x 
8 cm (image); I~ :It 9 cm (feuille), Archives 
diparremenrales dll Pas-de-Ca1ais, Arl"35 
(France), Collecrion Barbier, Carton 483, 
n" 12 (PhOtO: ArchlYn dipa.rtemenra1es du 
Pas-de-Calais) 



pere Duplessis, se tenant pres de la croix miraculeuse, parmi les notables ou se 
melant aux malades et pelerins. Fait interessant, tous les Christ en croix ou corpus 
representes dans l'iconographie du calvaire d'Arras ont la tete relevee: c'est le fils de 
Dieu encore vivant, le Christ thaumaturge souffrant, pret a supporter les souf
frances du monde, a remedier aux maux de ceux venus le venerer. Ce trait distingue 
l'iconographie du calvaire du XVIII' siecie de celle des siecies precedents montrant 
aux fideles un Dieu agonisant ou mort et non pret a interceder, par les maux 
endures, en faveur des croyants29• 11 s'agit toujours d'un Christ de compassion, d'un 
Christ guerisseur. 

Par ailleurs, dans les multiples gravures consacrees au calvaire d'Arras, les 
compositions varient peu, si ce n'est par le nombre d'acteurs presents sur les lieux 
ou l'arriere-plan figurant la ville d'Arras, avec des b1itiments qui different quelque
fois. Dans le domaine de l'edition d'estampes du XVIII' siecie, les copies, les 
emprunts et les contrefac;ons etaient frequents, et l' originalite des estampes en souf
frait parfois, sans toutefois dementirle besoin de diffuser sur une grande echelle les 
evenements marquants de la vie spirituelle et sociale de l'epoque. La gravure origi
nale de Nicolas-Jean-Baptiste de Poilly (fig. 1) demeure tourefois la plus realiste et 
la plus detaillee sur les evenements survenus en 1738. Un tableau, peint sur toile 
par Nicolas Jacquemond en 1743 en fut meme tire, destine a la sacristie de la cathe
drale d' Arras, et une autre copie en 1744, alors que la devotion au calvaire 
atteignait son apogee30 • La collection Barbier conservee aux Archives departemen
tales du Pas-de-Calais a Arras nous permet donc de reconstituer avec un maximum 
de fidelite - circonstance tout a fait exceptionnelle pour 1'ensemble de la periode 
que nous erudions - un des moments forts de 1'importation d'estampes sous le 
Regime franc;ais. 

Comme nous 1'avons vu, 1'histoire du calvaire et la devotion furent donc con
nues tres tot en Nouvelle-France, ou les seeurs du pere Duplessis contribuerent a 
les diffuser par le moyen des estampes et des ouvrages de piete que celui-ci leur fit 
parvenir. Une lettre de mere Genevieve de 1'Enfant-Jesus a 1'apothicaire Feret, de 
Dieppe, datee du 30 octobre 1738, fait etat de la popularite naissante de cette devo
tion chez les religieuses de l'Hotel-Dieu de Quebec: 

... v(ous) tacherez a n(ous) avoir un christ dhivoir des plus grands qui se fasse 

qui panche la tete a droit(e), n(ous) ne voulons et ne pouvons y metre plus de 

12 11, il n'est pas necessaire quil soit si recherche pourvU quil soit devot, cest 

p(our) metre sur une croix assez grande qui p~eside sur une chasse de reliques 

qui fait le principal dune de nos plus devotte chapelle dedie au Calvaire qui 

est dans notre maison et dont n(ous) avons soin ma seeur et moy. ( ... ) ont ma 

beaucoup demandez de ces petits christ a metre au col et au chapelet ... 31. 

En 1753, les seeurs Duplessis devaient d'ailleurs faire acte de reconnaissance 
envers la duchessse d'Ayen, qui avait fait executer par Nicolas-Jean-Baptiste de 
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Poilly, en 1738 une des representations gravees du Calvaire d'Arras (fig.3). Mere 
Genevieve de l'Enfant-Jesus lui ecrivit en effet: 

Votre piete s'etend jusque dans les pays etrangers et meme dans ce nouveau 

monde par les images devotes du crucifix que vous avez fait imprimer. Cela 

nous a procure l'honneur de vous connaItre et de savoir plus particulierement 

les bontes que vous avez eues pour le Pere Duplessis. Permettez s'il vous plaIt 

Md, a deux uniques soeurs qu'il a religieuses dans le Canada de vous temoigner 

leur reconnaissance de l'affection dont vous l'honorez et de leur edification de 

remarquer dans une personne de votre qualite un amour tendre pour N.S.32. 

On peut supposer que la devotion au calvaire d'Arras, diffusee aussi bien par 
l'image que par l'ecrit, connut une certaine popularite dans la colonie, parallele
ment a la devotion a la Croix, soutenue celle-Ia par la presence d'innombrables 
images, crucifix de bois - avec ou sans corpus - de cuivre, d'etain, d'os ou autres 
materiaux33 • Leur enumeration ici serait vaine, tant la presence de Christ en croix 
est constante dans les inventaires apres deces des particuliers. Avant meme que la 
mission du pere Duplessis en accelere la diffusion, cette devotion etait d'ailleurs 
connue en Nouvelle-France, comme l'atteste un volume intitule justement La 
Devotion au Calvaire, mentionne en 1734 dans l'inventaire apres deces d'une bour
geoise de Quebec, Marie-Catherine Jorian34• 

Peu de documents temoignent cependant de la popularite des Avis et 
Pratiques sur les misions du calvaire que le pere Duplessis fit publier a Paris en 
1744, et qui comportaient en frontispice une gravure de Nicolas-Jean-Baptiste de 
Poilly representant le pere Duplessis dans l'attitude du predicateur au pied du 
Calvaire d'Arras, en compagnie d'Isabelle Le Grand qui lui tend ses bequilles 
(fig.6). Au dire meme du pere Duplessis, les 5 000 exemplaires de la premiere edition 
de 1'ouvrage s'ecoulerent si rapidement, qu'en avril 1744 il ne put en faire parvenir 
que vingt-quatre exemplaires' a Quebec3s • Dans une lettre adressee de Paris a ses 
sceurs, le pere Duplessis avoue meme que «la Reine et un grand nombre de seigneurs 
et de dames de la cour 1'ont voulu avoir, ce qui en a fait faire un debit si considerable 
que de cing mille gui ont ete imprimes au commencement de cette annee, il n' en 
reste plus, et fay eu de la peine a avoir ceux que je vous adresse36». En 1747, malgre 
tout, 1'inventaire de la bibliotheque de la communaute des Freres Charon, a Montreal, 
comporte une «pratique de la devotion au Calvaire couvert de papier bleu37». En 
1758, de meme, l'inventaire apres deces de Joseph Nouchet, conseiller du roi au 
Conseil Superieur et receveur des domaines du roi, nous revele la presence des «Avis 
et pratiques de la mission du pere Duplessis jesuite en 1 volume3s». 

La renommee du pere Duplessis en France explique sans doute la rarete des 
portraits du celebre predicateur dans les collections des communautes religieuses 
de Quebec - fait etonnant, mais qui n'est pas sans lien avec les conditions de con
servation des images au XVIII' siecle - notamment de celui que grava De Poilly 
en 1744 a la demande de la duchesse d'Ayen39, et dont un exemplaire est conserve 
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HE URES 
U CALVAIRE 

DtOltES 
A MONSE1G)lEUR 

A 

'EVEQUE D'ARRAS 
E B V R( lE~'t. ~~~: • . Gerydecc , 

It. DOUAY . 
JACQ UE S·FR. WILLERVAL, 

hili rimev.r du Rai. 

M. DCt;. XLI. 
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fig. 10 Laurent un (lyon. 1699· Paris, 1771), Veritable Representation de la Croix I 
Mir.u;:uleuse d 'A rra.s, 1741. rau-fone, en page frontlsplce des Hums till Ca/~'atrf 
did/its J /l IOI/SlIgwntr I'Eliq_ J't\ rrllJ, Pill" M I..crebv~. Prftre, A Douay. Che~ )acqun
Fr. Willerwal. M,OCC.XU., 14" 8 cm (,ma8e); 17 le 10 cm (feullle). ArchlvtS depane
menlaies du Pas.<Je.ulalS, Arras (France), Blbhod~ut. Collcction BatbJcr, A. 481 
(Photo: Arch,ytS dq:anemenwes du Pas-de-Calals) 
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- . 
Laurem Car3, &I,L (Lyon. 1699-Paris, t 771). Represem3rion de la eroix mira
culeus!! plamee sur le rempart de la ViIII' d'Arras a la d6ture d'une mission I 
ra.iu~ par le Pere Duplessis Jesuile, pour la Garnison de cene vllle, pendant le 
Carl!me de ]'aonee 1738. vets 1745.eau-fone et burin, 22 x 18 cm tau trail' card-, sam 
III [Egende): 25 x 19 cm ([cuille, marges irreguliel'l'S). Archives dl!parrememaJes au Pas
de-Calais, Arms (Fnmce), Collrcrion Barbler, Carron 483, n'll. (Photo: Archives 
dliparlemenrale:;; du Pas-de-Calais) 



au Musee du Quebec (fig.12). Car, seion le biographe du pere Duplessis, Joseph 
Edmond Roy, des milliers de copies de ee portrait « ... furent repandues dans toute 
la France4o». Cette belle estampe, finement gravee, nous montre le pere Duplessis 
en buste, de trois-quarts, dans une bordure ovale; sous la tablette supportant cet 
eneadrement, on peut lire les vers suivants: 

Quel est l'Ap6tre que je vois? 
C' est Du Plessis le Heraut de la Croix. 

Des Saints Martyrs il a le zele, 
Il trouve dans la Croix son espoir, ses douceurs, 

Il nous apprend a ne point rougir d'elle, 
IlIa plante en tous lieux, et souvent dans les ereurs. 

Un second portrait du pere Duplessis nous est egalement connu, qui est con
serve, celui-Ia, aux atchives du monastere de 1'H6tel-Dieu de Quebec (fig.13). 
Grave vers 1750 pour la «Suite de Desroehers41 » et vraisemblablement derive de 
1'estampe de De Poilly, il represente le missionnaire tenant de plus dans sa main 
droite l'instrument de sa predication; sous le portrait, le graveur a ajoute ce verset 
de la premiere Epftre de saint Paul aux Cotinthiens: «Je suis envoye pour annon
cer l' excellence et la vertu de la Croix, afin que vous lui rendiez les honneurs qui 
lui sont dus». 

Pendant les dernieres annees du Regime fran~ais, la devotion au Calvaire 
allait se developper de fa~on caracteristique, et ce sans nul doute en proportion aux 
envois de livres et d'images effeetues par le pere Duplessis. Des 1740-1742, un 
missionnaire sulpicien, M. Hamon Le Guen, avait fait eriger sur une des hauteurs 
avoisinant le village des Deux-Montagnes - aujourd'hui Oka - un calvaire cons
titue de quatre oratoires et de trois chapelles42

• Meme certains «oratoires» prives de 
particuliers furent probablement affeetes dans leur composition par cette devotion 
fulgurante: les exemples seraient trop nombreux a citer ici, mais notons tout de 
meme au passage, en 1745, dans 1'inventaire de Jean-Baptiste Lefebvre, eharpen
tier de navire a Quebec, la presence de cette «petite flole de verre souffie dans 
laquelle est un petit Christ avec les attributs de la passion de Notre-Seigneur en 
fa~on d'ivoire43». En 1741, de meme, les pauvres de 1'H6tel-Dieu de Quebec firent 
eriger une croix de chemin pres du moulin de Saint-Augustin qui appattenait aux 
hospitalieres. Cette croix de chemin est 1'un des plus anciens calvaires de la region 
de Quebec et est entree dans l'imagerie «du terroin> grace a la belle eau-forte reali
see en 1916 par Henry Ivan Nielson (fig. 14). En 1747, en effet, on devait yajouter 
un corpus en bois dont 1'installation a ete relatee par mere Genevieve de 1'Enfant
Jesus, toujours active a repandre la devotion que son frere animait de fa~on spec
taculaire en France; elle ecrivit dans le Livre de recettes et dipenses de I'H8tel-Dieu: 
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fig. 12 
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Nicolas-J"n-Baplisrr d~ Poilly (Paris, 
1707·1780), Fran~ois Xavier Dupleuis, 
Miuionnaire de la Compag.' de Jesus. 
Ne 1 Quebec en Canada, le 13 Janvier 
[694, 1744, eau-forte et hurin, 27 x 21 (m 
(feuille), Coli, Musee du Quebec (56.332), 
(Photo: MusCe du Quebec) 



fig· I J ~utnne-Ja/w1dltr Dtsrochers. &ht. (Lyon. 
1668 - Pans. 1741). ou Gillrs-Edme Petit. 
&111_ (Parts. \ters 1694 - 1760). Fram;ois 
Xa\t ier du plusis. f Missionnaire de la 
Compagnie de Jesus. I n4! ~ Queb« en 
Canada le I}. Jan\tief 1694 .. "eT1 1738-
1740. nu \ters 1750. gravure i J'eau·fone t! 
pu buno comrf'Coll&O sur (0111'. 1 S x 10 cm 
(fC'uille. margrs coupks). Co11. Ardll\trs du 
mooasthe de I'HOtt'I-Dltu de Qu~bec. 
(Photo: lo\,t'or.llre drs blt'ns culture!s du 
QuEbec) 
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Hl!nry lvan Nlelson (QuEbec. 1865-1931), Le Calvaire de Saim.Augustin. pres de 
Quc:bec, 1916, eau-fone et poime s«he, 35 x 28 cm (au coup de pil1Oche); 43)[ 
32 cm (feullle). Coli. M us« du Qulbec 04.379), (Photo: Mu5&. du Quebec) 



Ce fut aussi pour notre consolation que le 14' septembre jour de la feste de 

l'Exaltation de la Ste Croix de cette annee 1747 le Christ fut place dans le petit 

calvaire au bout de la Cote du moulin de St Augustin sur le domaine des 

Pauvres, qui se trouvent heureux davoir Jesus Christ pour Pere et pour 

Seigneur, sa providence ayant voulu que leur hotel dieu fut fonde sous les aus

pices de son precieux Sang et dedie a la Croix. Depuis sept ans [en 1741} ils 

avoient fait leur possible pour luy donner par cet errection une marque de con

fiance. C ... ) Ainsi les pauvres de cet hopital en ont fourni seulement les mate

riaux avec la figure du Christ, qui attire la confiance et la piete des passants 

etant expose sur un chemin qui se croise et par lequel ont passe de tout cote. 

Un nombre considerable d'habitants assisterent a la ceremonie de l'elevation 

de la Croix qui se fit lapres mydi de cette feste, Monsieur Desnoyers assiste de 

Mr le Cure de la pointe auz tremble y fit une exhortation touchante qui tira 

les larmes des yeux de toute cette assemblee qui sortirent de ce saint lieu plain 

de componction, comme ceux de Jerusalem revinrent du Calvaire ou ils 

avoient vU expirer Jesus Christ, en frappant leur poitrine, on ne peut voir cette 

representation quon ne soit touche de devotion, et les pelerains y viennent 

meme d' assez 10in44
• 

Mis au courant par ses sreurs de la progression de la devotion au calvaire, le 
pere Duplessis leur ecrira en fevrier 1749: <<le suis charme qu'on commence a 
planter des calvaires en Canada. Cela fait faire aux passants bien des actes d'amour 
de Dieu45 ». La meme annee, le voyageur suedois Pehr Kalm devait d'ailleurs con
firmer cette popularite des calvaires et croix de chemins en Nouvelle-France, et du 
fait meme l'importance et l'ampleur de la devotion a la Croix dont le pere 
Duplessis fut un des plus fervents propagateurs. Kalm a en effet note dans son 
journal de voyage: 

Durant tout mon voyage a travers le Canada, j'ai rencontre des croix dressees 

ici et la sur la grand-route. Elles ont une hauteur de deux a trois toises et sont 

d'une largeur en proportion; bien des gens disent qu'elles marquent la limite 

entre les paroisses, mais il y a plus de croix que de frontieres; du cote qui fait 

face au chemin, on a decoupe un profond renfoncement OU 1'on a place soit 

Notre-Seigneur en Croix, soit la Vierge Marie qui tient dans ses bras Notre 

Sauveur enfant; on a place une vitre devant la cavite pour que le vent et la pluie 

ne puissent rien deteriorer. Tout Frant;ais qui passe devant un calvaire fait le 

signe de la Croix et se decouvre. C ••• ) En certains endroits, on a ajoute tous les 

instruments qui, d'apres ce que 1'on croit, ont du etre utilises pour crucifier 

Notre Sauveur; parrois meme on a place au sommet le coq de Pierre46
• 

La diffusion de la devotion au calvaire d'Arras en Nouvelle-France ne cons
titue qu'un des aspects des efforts deployes par les jesuites pour encourager et sup
porter la foi dans la nouvelle colonie. Comme l'a demontre des 1975 Franr,;ois-Marc 
Gagnon dans La Conversion par l'image. Un aspect de la mission des Jesuites aupres des 
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Indiens du Canada au XVII' siecle, 1'imagerie peinte ou gravee fut un des instruments 
privilegies des missionnaires dans leurs tentatives d' «acculturation» des peuplades 
autochtones, et ce des les debuts de 1'etablissement des Frans;ais47 • 

Les envois d'images profiterent aussi bien au maintien de la piete dans les 
communautes religieuses, dans les eglises et chapeUes que chez les particuliers. 
Nous avons parle plus haut de devotions majeures entretenues par 1'imagerie, teUes 
la devotion a la sainte Fainille et aux saints Anges, connues par les documents ecrits 
mais dont les attestations visueUes ont depuis longtemps disparu. 11 en va de meme 
pour les images de confreries et 1'imagerie profane. 11 s'agit la d'un patrimoine qu'il 
faudra un jour reconstituer, par le biais d'une exposition mettant a profit les riches 
collections des communautes religieuses, notamment, et ceUes conservees outre
mer48

• Or, nous connaissons un autre cas bien documente par les ecrits et les images 
qui, dans le sillage du mouvement amorce par la Contre-Reforme, constitue 
presque un «temoignage-miroir» de la diffusion de la devotion au calvaire d'Arras. 
11 s'agit de la devotion a saint Frans;ois Regis, qui prit fin presque simultanement 
avec le debut de la devotion au calvaire, soit en 1737, par 1'installation d'une sta
tue dediee a ce saint dans une niche du monastere des Augustines de 1'Hopital 
General de Quebec. Les debuts de cette devotion remontaient deja a 1675, alors 
qu'une estampe representant le pere jesuiteJean-Frans;ois Regis (1597-1640) - qui 
avait voulu des les debuts de son apostolat devenir un missionnaire au 
Canada - opera une guerison miraculeuse sur une malade de 1'Hotel-Dieu de 
Quebec. Jean-Frans;ois Regis ne put jamais venir en Nouvelle-France et demeura 
un «missionnaire de desir», deployant ses efforts apostoliques dans le Vivarais, 
region du Massif Central de la France. Cependant, sa renommee de saint 
thaumaturge en fit un des jesuites envers lesquels la devotion se developpa 
jusqu'aux coOOns de la Nouvelle-France, des missions du Saguenay, jusqu'a ceUes 
du Mississippi, de la Louisiane et de 1'Arkansas, notamment grace au zele du pere 
Pierre-Michel Laure (1688-1738). Comme ce sera le cas pour le calvaire d'Arras 
diffuse a partir de France par un missionnaire d'origine quebecoise, la devotion a 
l' «apotre du Vivarais» (qui ne put jamais se faire «martyr» en terre amerindienne) 
se diffusa principalement par le moyen d'images et de diverses reliques lui ayant 
appartenu49

• Entre 1675 et 1727, le «credit miraculeux» dont jouissait le pere 
Regis en Nouvelle-France - par des guerisons de toutes natures - peut se comparer 
a celui dont le pere Duplessis et sa devotion au calvaire d'Arras eurent des deux 
cotes de 1'Atlantique, de 1738 a 1745. 11 y a la un parallele qui non seulement 
demontre les effets de la «conversion par 1'image» dans 1'esprit post-tridentin, mais 
vient aussi confirmer le role capital de 1'estampe et de sa diffusion aux XVII' et 
XVIII' siecles. 

Aces epoques revolues - et qui pourtant nous semblent parfois etrange
ment proches- 1'estampe et 1'imagerie constituent, par definition, pourrait-on 
dire, 1'art des bien nantis et des bourgeois, qui comptent parmi eux quelques ama-
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teurs et collectionneurs eclaires, mais plus encore rart des pauvres, le patrimoine 
des pauvres. Les couts donnes par le pere Duplessis pour les images du calvaire 
d' Arras en sont la preuve. Ces objets d' art de peu de valeur sur le plan financier mais 
de grande importance au niveau devotionnel ont, de par leur presentation a nu sur 
les m).l.rs des demeures - cloues ou suspendus a des «gorges» ou rouleaux les main
tenant tendus - noircis et endommages par la fumee, l'humidite, les insectes, la 
moisissure, la manipulation, disparu dans une tres large part. C'est pourquoi il con
vient de sauvegarder les rares temoins d'un decor interieur et de pratiques qui ont 
desormais une valeur intrinseque et qui trouveraient une place de choix dans les 
collections des musees. Ces images, temoins d'un temps ou l'estampe tenait une 
place preeminente dans la vie quotidienne, contribueront, si ron y prend garde, a 
reconstituer correctement l'environnement visuel et les valeurs spirituelles d'une 
epoque et de pans de notre histoire qui, a force de s'eloigner, risqueraient de tomber 
dans l'oubli. 

DENIS MARTIN 
Conservateur des arts graphiques et de la photographie 
Musee du Quebec 

Notes 

1 Cet article tire largement parti de notre recherche de doctorat sur I'imagerie sous le 
Regime fran<,;ais, dans laguelle une partie traitait du calvaire d'Arras. Nous y avons ajoute des 
modifications et des decouvertes faites depuis lors, gardant I'essentiel du texte et le bonifiant 
lorsgue cela etait necessaire (voir: Denis MARTIN, Uestampe importee en Nouvelle-France, these de 
doctorat, Quebec, Universite Laval, Avril1990, tome 1 (texte), p.268-280. 

2 Les elements biographiques sur le pere Duplessis sont tires de la notice de Joseph 
Edmond ROY dans son edition des Lettres du P.F.-X. Duplessis de la Compagnie de jesus, Levis, 
Mercier & Cie, 1892, p.xxx et suiv. 

3 Mandement de Nveque d'Arras au sujet d'un miracle opere par la vertu de la croix dans Nglise 
des R.R. P.P.jesuites d'Arras le 19 mars 1738, a la c10ture d'une mission/aite par le R. P. Duplessis de 
la compagnie dejesus. Le pere Duplessis fit parvenir des 1738 ce mandement a ses sreurs religieuses 
a I'H6tel-Dieu de Quebec (voir a ce sujet: ROY (edit.), Lettres du P.F.-X. Duplessis de la Compagnie 
dejesus, Lettre XLIX, p.196 et p.191, n. 1. 

4 Aux XVII' et XVIII' siecles -le terme calvaire fit son apparition dans le fran<,;ais mo
derne en 1704 - un calvaire designe « ..• le mont ou le Christ fut crucifie. Par metonymie, il 
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designe aussi toute representation plastique de la passion et de la crucifixion du Christ (av. 1778), 
ainsi qu'une croix dressee sur une plate-forme ou a un carrefour." (voir: Alain REY, Dictionnaire 
historique de la langue fran[aise, Paris, Dictionnaires Le Robert, 1998, rome 1, p.594). - Le cal
vaire ou la croix d' Arras etant erigee au-dessus d'une des portes de la ville, il remplissait donc ces 
deux fonctions. Les croix plantees par la suite par le pere Duplessis furent pour la plupart de si m
pIes croix de chemins, comme le laisse supposer l'imagede, et non des calvaires composites, veri
tables tableaux de la crucifixion et du mont Golgotha, avec le Christ supplicie entre les deux lar
rons, la Vierge, Marie-Madeleine et saint Jean l'Evangeliste, ou des croix comportant rous.les sy~
boles de la Passion. Nous reviendrons sur ce sujet un peu plus loin dans cet article a la faveur de 
l'analyse de l'imagerie proprement dite du calvaire d'Arras. 

5 A.D., «Miracle a Arras en 1738», Archives du Nord (s.d.), p.445-446. 

6 Lettre du P.E-X. Duplessis a ses seeurs, A. Chevreuse, le 1 pmo Novembre 1738, dans 
ROY, Lettres du P.F.-x' Duplessis de la Compagnie deJisus, Lettre XLIX, p.197-198. 

7 Ibid., p.201. 

8 Ibid., p.l96, 205. 

9 Au sujet de ces envois d'imagerie, voir: MARTIN, Uestampe importee en Nouvelle-France, 
p.250-268. 

10 Lettre du P.E-X. Duplessis a ses seeurs, Paris, 25 avri11740, dans ROY, Lettres du P.F.-X. 
Duplessis de la Compagnie deJisus, Lettre U, p.216-217. 

11 La Devotion au Calvaire, avec des Rejlexions, Prieres et Cantiques sur la Croix, Par M. le 
Febvre, Pretre de ce Diocese, A. Arras, Chez U.e. Duchamp, 1738, 72p. Les deux gravures sur bois 
apparaissent sur la page de titre de l'ouvrage (Le Christ et les larrons en croix: 3,5 x 4,5 cm) et la 
page 4 (Le Christ avec saintJean et la Vierge: 8 x 5,5 cm). Comme le soulignaient en 1973 John R. 
PORTER et Leopold DESY, dans Calvaires et croix de chemin du Quebec, l'ouvrage de Le Febvre « ... 

jette une lumiere additionnelle sur la question en ce sens qu'i! rattache au theme du calvaire la 
pluparr des vertus, des devotions, des sentiments, des meditations et des souffrances du chretien. 
On imagine facilement les echos qu'ont pu avoir ces livres et images a tous les niveaux de l'Eglise 
quebecoise. Relativement aux calvaires, le pere Duplessis aurait donc joue un role majeur, encou
rageant leur erection, facilitant l'extension des devotions qui s'y liaient et diffusant des represen
tations qui eurent surement une incidence sur les types iconographiques.» (Montreal, Cahiers du 
QuebeclHurtubise HMH, 1973, p.50). 

12 La devotion / au calvaire par M. Lefebvre / pretre et vicaire / de Saint Giri, / de la ville d'Arras/ 
nouvelle edition, revue corrigee et augmentee par l'auteur, A. pouay, chez Jacques E Willewal, 
imprimeur, libraire au S. Esprit, MDCCXXXIX (1739). Voir: ROY, Lettres du P.F.-x, Duplessis 
de la Compagnie deJisus, p.216, n. 1. 

13 «Il y precise tout un eventail de ceremonies et de rites rattaches a la croix et au calvaire: 
solennites, benedictions, translations, lieux d'erection, litanies et neuvaines.» (PORTER et 
DESY, Calvaires et croix de chemin du Quebec, p.50). 

14 Il s'agit ici des Avis / et / pratiques / pour profiter / de la mission et de la retraite / et en conser
ver le fruit, / a l'usage des Missions / et des retraites / du pere Duplessis, de la compagnie de / Jesus / premie" 
re partie: contenant les meditations et les prieres, A. Paris, chez Hyppolite Louis Guerin, MDCCXLIV 
(voir: ROY, Lettres du P.F.-x, Duplessis de la Compagnie deJesus, p.243, n. 1). 

15 Lettre du P. Duplessis a ses seeurs, Paris, 17 avril1743, dans ROY, Lettres du P.F.-X. 
Duplessis de la Compagnie dejesus, Lettre LVI, p.237. 

16 Lettre du P. Duplessis a ses seeurs, Paris, 27 avril 1745, dans ROY, Lettres du P.F.-x, 
Duplessis de la Compagnie deJisus, Lettre LXI, p.247. 

17 Voir: MARTIN, L'estampe importee en Nouvelle-France, p.225-37, et p.250 et suiv. 
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18 Archives departementales du Pas-de-Calais, Arras, Carton 483, Collection Barbier: 
portefeuille in-folio comportant 104 pieces (serie Z). Les estampes y sont repertoriees du numero 
1 au numeto 30. 

19 Henri DEBOUT, Histoire du Calvaire d'Arras, Arras, Imprimerie de la Societe du Pas
de-Calais, 1899, p.107-130: «Iconographie du Calvaire». Les estampes sont repertoriees entre les 
pp.1ll et 120. 

20 Voir la notice sur De Poilly dans: Maxime PREAUD, Pierre CASELLE, Marianne 
GRIVEL, Corinne LE BITOUZE, Dictionnaire des Miteurs d'estampes Cl Paris sous I'Ancien Regime, 
Paris, Promodis, Editions du Cercle de la Librairie, 1987, p.266. 

21 Cette estampe est decrite par l'abbe Debout (op cit., p.ll2-ll3, n'II). 

22 Voir PREAUD, et al., Dictionllaire des Miteurs d'estampes Cl Paris sous I'Ancien Regime, 
p.266. 

23 Voir la notice consacree a cette ceuvre par John R. PORTER dans: Le Grand Heritage. 
L'eglise catholique et les arts au Quebec (cat. d'exposition, en collaboration), Quebec, Musee du 
Quebec, 1984, p.178, cat. n' 149 (reprod.). 

24 DEBOUT, Histoire du Calvaire d'Arras, p.116-117, n' X. 

25 Ibid., p.ll5, n'VII. 

26 Ibid., p.116, nO. VIII, IX. Les representations du calvaire gravees par Laurent Cars sont 
repertoriees par Marce! ROUX dans Inventaire du Fonds Franfais. Graveurs du XVIII' siiicle, Paris, 
Bibliotheque Nationale, 1934, t. III (Bizemont-Cars), p.487-488, nO. 104-105. 

27 Representation de la Croix miraculeuse plantee sur le rem part de la Ville d'Arras le.19 Mars 
1738 par les soins du R.P. Fran-/fois Xavier Duplessis, A Paris, chez Daumont rue St Martin pres St 
Julien, eau-forte et burin, vers 1750-1760,49 x 36,5 cm (feuille), 45 x 35,4 cm (au trait carre). 
Cette estampe est conservee aux Archives nationales du Canada a Ottawa (Historical Events, Box 
# 234). Sur Jean-Franc;ois Daumont (actif vers 1740-1775), mercier, editeur et marchand d'es
tampes a l'enseigne de L:Aigle d'Or, voir PREAUD, et al., Dictionnaire des Miteurs d'estampes Cl Paris 
sous I'Ancien Regime, p.98. 

28 DEBOUT, Histoire du Calvaire d'Arras, p.114, n'V . 

. 29 Voir au sujet de ces differences dans l'iconographie du Christ en ctoix, du XVI' au 
XVIII' siecle: Emile MALE, L:Art religieux apres le Concile de Trente. Etude sur l'iconographie de la fin 
du XVI' siec!e, du XVII', dll XVIII' sii!cle, Paris, Librairie Armand CoHn, 1932, p.267 et suiv.; 
p.277-278, MIHe ecrit, sur le Christ en croix du XVII' siecle, precedant le Christ intercesseur du 
XVIII' siecle comme celui d' Arras: «Le Christ sur la croix a deux attitudes, car il est represente 
tantot vivant et tantot mort. Vivant, il rejette toujours la tete en arriere, leve les yeux au ciel et 
exhale un soupir de sa bouche entr'ouverte. ( ... ) C'est le Christ des artistes du XVII' siecle. Il y a 
dans cet austere christianisme que!que chose de la pensee de M. de Berulle: ce qui touche dans 
l'Evangile, ce sont moins les faits eux-memes que les «etats interieurs» du Christ, auxque!s 
chaque chretien peut s'associer. Les artistes respiraient ce christianisme dans l'air. C'est la patience 
du Christ sur la croix qu'ils ont exprimente». 

30 DEBOUT, Histoire dll Calvaire d'Arras, p.108, n' II. Voir aussi: Emmanuel BENEZIT, 
Dictionnaire des peintres, sCII/ptellrS, dessillatellrs et gravellrs, Paris, Editions Grlind, 1999, tome 7, 
p.436. L'artisteen realisa encore une autre version en 1744, d'apres la gravure de De Poilly, pour 
la Communaute des Dames Chariottes, a Arras (voir: DEBOUT, Histoire du Calvaire d'Arras, 
p.109, n' Ill; reproduit dans C. Le GENTIL, Le Calvaire d'Arras, Arras, (s. ed.), 1882, p.20). 

31 Lettre de Mere Genevieve de l'Enfant-Jesus aM. Feret, Dieppe, Quebec, 30 octobre 
1738, dans «Lettres de Mere Marie Marie-Andree de Sainte Helene, superieure des Hospitalieres 
de l'Hotel-Dieu de Quebec», Nova Francia, vo!. IV, n' 6 (Novembre-Decembre 1929), p.371. 
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32 Brouillon d'une lettre de la mere de l'Enfant-Jesus a la duchesse d'Ayen, en marge 
d'une lettre adressee par le pere Duplessis a ses seeurs, de Paris, le 25 fevrier 1753, dans: ROY, 
Lettres du P.F.-X Duplessis de la Compagnie dejisus, Lettre LXXXII, p.285, n. 1. 

33 Voir ci-dessous, note 38. 

34 Archives nationales du Quebec a Quebec (dorenavant ANQQ), Greffe de Claude 
Barolet, Inventaire de Marie-Catherine Jorian, epouse de Joseph Laurent Simiot, bourgeois, 19 
janvier 1734 (n' 292). 

35 Lettre du pere Duplessis a ses seeurs, Paris, 22 avril 1744, citee dans ROY, Lettres du 
P.F.-X Duplessis de la Compagnie deJesus, Lettre LIX, p.243; voir aussi le commentaire de Roy a ce 
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vous veriez par pl(usieurs) marchant qui se trouve combien ce cher frere est estime». (Lettre de 
Mere Duplesis de Sainte-Helene a Monsieur feret maitre Apoticaire A Dieppe, 30 octobre 
174(4?), dans «Lettres de Mere Marie-Andree Duplessis de Sainte-Helene, superieure des 
Hospitalieres de l'Hotel-Dieu de Quebeo>, Nova Francia, vo!. II, n' 2 (1927), p.37. 

36 Lettre du pere Duplessis a ses seeurs, Paris, 22 avril 1744, citee dans ROY, Lettres du 
P.F.-X Duplessis de la Compagnie deJesus, Lettre LIX, p.243. 

37 Inventaire cite dans Fernand LEFEBVRE, «La bibliotheque des Freres Charon», 
Bulletin des recherches historiques, vo!. 64, n' 3 Ouillet-Aout-Septembre 1958), p.73. 

38 ANQQ, Greffe de A.J. Saillant, Inventaire de Joseph Nouchet, 10 fevrier 1758 (n' 
871). A la fin de cette periode somme toute tardive de la Contre-Reforme et de l'activite des 
jesuites dans ce mouvement, on trouve encore des temoignages de l'importance de la devotion au 
calvaire dans leurs missions, comme cette Dwotion du Calvaire a l'usage des Missions des R.R.P. 
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«L'exploitation des sources ecrites dans la reconstitution de l'univers visuel de la Nouvelle
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Summary 

, 
PERE FRANCOIS-XAVIER DUPLESSIS 
AND PRINTS OF THE ARRAS CALVARY 
IN NEW FRANCE (1738-1745) 

F ranc;ois-Xavier Duplessis was certainly the most celebrated Canadian-born 
Jesuit of his day. Born in Quebec City on January 13, 1694, he died in Paris in 

December 1771 at the age of seventy-seven. In October of 1716, after studying at 
the College des Jesuites de Quebec, he left for France to become a member of the 
renowned Society of Jesus founded by Ignatius of Loyola. Duplessis fully intended 
to return to Canada to work as a missionary but that was not to be. 

From 1720 to 1727, Duplessis spent time at various seminaries at La Fleche, 
Blois, Tours and finally Arras where he taught philosophy. In 1729, ten years after 
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taking his vows, he asked his superiors to send him back to Canada. However, they 
thought it better that he remain in northern Europe. Arras is near Flanders and
Holland and, as the area was a stronghold of Calvinists and Lutherans, the Jesuits 
believed it was imperative to control the Protestant influence. Pere Duplessis' ser
mons and retreats quickly made him highly popular and he was most notably 
recognized in several pamphlets printed by Jansenists in Amsterdam. His career as 
a preacher continued for about thirty years. He was particularly attached to the city 
of Arras and returned there periodically. 

On March 19, 1738, a miracle took place during an Easter retreat when Pere 
Duplessis was preaching to the Arras garrison. This led to a religious devotion that 
reached as far as New France. It also initiated the widespread dissemination of 
religious prints recording the event. On April 26, 1738, the Bishop of Arras, 
Franr;ois de La Salle issued a pastoral giving a detailed account of the miracle: the 
healing of a crippled woman, Marie-Isabelle Le Grand who was a 40 year-old fruit
seller. Not long after, another miraculous occurrence was also attributed to the 
Arras Cross - the healing of a paralytic shoemaker. These events were followed by 
a number of other remarkable incidents. It is easily understandable that following 
these healings, the miracles brought about by the Arras Calvary quickly become 
enormously popular. No doubt their fame was increased by images depicting the 
miraculous events and the Arras Cross on the city's ramparts which were 
immediately reproduced as engravings and circulated in great numbers. From this 
time on, Pere Duplessis' fame as a preacher became more widely known through- -
out France and the Cross on the ramparts of Arras became a' much-frequented 
shrine. Beginning in 1738, the Calvary and the explanation of the Mystery of the 
Passion would become the leitmotif of the missions and retreats at which Pere 
Duplessis preached. This renewed devotion to the Passion would also lead to life
like restagings of the raising of Calvaries, crosses and crucifixes. 

In November 1738, Pere Duplessis sent the first images of the Arras cross to 
New France. Writing from Chevreuse to the sisters of the Hotel-Dieu de Quebec, 
he advised them that: "This year, I am sending you several images that represent 
the Calvary." At the end of his letter, he added: "Send a few images of the Arras 
Calvary to our good friends and to our dear missionaries so they will remember us 
in their prayers for I need them more now than ever." Pere Duplessis would con
tinue to regularly send shipments of the Arras prints (as many as 150 prints in 
1740) until 1745. These shipments were among the most significant materials that 
we are able to trace among the documents written during the French Regime. 

In a search of Quebec's religious communities, we have been able to locate 
only two of the Arras engravings which relate to Pere Duplessis' circulation of 
prints in New France. The works are of two different images from among the many 
engravings made or published by Nicolas-Jean-Baptiste de Poilly (1707-1780) 
shortly after the miraculous healings and the raising of the Cross on the ramparts 
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of the city of Arras. Despite the few extant prints in Quebec, we can assume that 
the Arras Calvary devotion was successfully disseminated, both as visual object and 
as text, because of the zeal of Pere Duplessis's nuns and their popularity in the 
colony of New France. At the same time, the devotion to the Cross was sustained 
by the presence of innumerable crucifixes, with or without the figure of Christ; 
which were principally carved in wood but also made from copper, pewter, bone or 
other materials. Duriqg the last years of the French Regime, this devotion to the 
Calvary would continue to increase largely as the result of Pere Duplessis' earlier 
shipments of books and images. The importance of this religious cult is also sub
stantiated by the raising of many calvaries and roadside crosses. Their number was 
remarked upon by the Swedish traveler Pehr Kalm during his visit to New France 
in 1749. 

The important Barbier Collection in the Archives departementales du Pas
de-Calais in Arras has assembled all the written and visual documents relating to 
the Calvary devotion and its development from 1738 until the end of the nine
teenth century. This collection contains more than thirty prints, in both large and 
small format, which illustrate the history of the Arras Calvary. Over one third of 
the images were engraved and published before 1760. The inventory of the collec
tion, in its discussion of the iconography of the Calvary, also cites the existence of 
paintings derived from the engravings as well as tapestries, medals and small pen
nants from pilgrimages. These were produced from 1740 onwards to commem
orate and disseminate the religious meaning of the miraculous events that had 
occurred in Arras in 1738. 

In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, prints and engravings were by 
definition the art of the well-to-do and the middle class, among whom were a few 
art lovers and enlightened collectors. But prints were also the art of the poor; and 
today they can also be seen to represent the visual patrimony of the poor. This is 
clearly deduced from the nominal cost of the prints as stated in Pere Duplessis' let
ters concerning his shipments of images of the Calvary of Arras. These art objects, 
which were primarily regarded for their devotional importance, were displayed 
unframed on the walls of domestic buildings and unfortunately have largely dis
appeared because of the destructive results of smoke, dampness, insects, and 
mildew as well as mishandling. There is now an immediate need to preserve the 
few extant examples of these decorative objects which, by accident or through lack 
of knowledge, are rarely found in museum collections. Such prints are significant 
evidence of a past era and through conservation and study, these images will enable 
us to correctly reconstruct the visual environment of a chapter in our history, which 
is fast falling from sight and could easily fade into oblivion. 

Translation: Janet Logan 
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fig,! ThWphile Hamel, Trois chefs moncagnais et Peter McLeod, 1848, huile sur [oile, 
46 x 36 cm, colle.:cion partLculi~re. 
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AUTOUR DU TABLEAU 
Trois chefs montagnais et Peter McLeod 
Peint par Theophile Hamel en 18481 

La nation montagnaise est aujourd'hui repartie en une douzaine de communautes 
du Saguenay-Lac-Saint-Jean jusqu'en Haute-Cote-Nord et forme une popula

tion d'environ 14000 individus2
• La communaute de Mashteuiatsh (anciennement 

Pointe-Bleue), la plus populeuse d'entre elles - avec pres de 2 000 residents et 
2 500 non residents - est situee depuis 1856 dans une reserve sur le bord du lac 
Saint-Jean, pres de Roberval, apres avoir ete situee sur des parcelles de terre le long 
des rivieres Peribonka et Metabetchouane apres l'institution officielle du regime 
des reserves en 185l. 

Pour respecter le vocabulaire de l'epoque, nous utiliserons le mot «Monta
gnais» pour designer ceux qui se nomment «Innus» ou plus precisement «l1nus» 
comme se designent eux-memes dans leur langue les Montagnais du Lac-Saint-Jean 
ou Ilnuatsh du Pekuakami. Depuis 1998, l'exposition permanente du Musee 
amerindien de Mashteuiatsh retrace dans ses grandes lignes l'histoire et les tradi
tions de cette nation au mode de vie de chasseurs-cueilleurs3• 

L'reuvre qui nous interesse est un petit tableau de Theophile Hamel (1817-
1870) peint a Montreal en 1848 (fig. 1). Conserve en Ecosse par la succession de 
James Btuce, 8' comte d'EIgin et 12' comte de Kincardine, jusqu'a sa mise en vente 
le 4 novembre 1987 chez Sotheby's a Londres, ce tableau est aujourd'hui dans une 
collection particuliere non localisee4

• 11 a fait pattie de deux expositions a la Galerie 
nationale du Canada soit Pages d'histoire du Canada, organisee par Roy Strong a l'oc
cas ion du centenaire de la Confederation en 1967, et Deux peintres de Quebec. Antoine 
Plamondon, Theophile Hamel, organisee en 1970 par Robert H. Hubbard5• 

En 1967, le tableau etait intitule Lord Durham et fes Chefs indiens et date vers 
1847-18546, tandis qu'en 1970 il etait inscrit au catalogue sous le titre de Lord 
Durham avec trois chefs indiens et date de 18387• L'identification du personnage de 
droite en tant que Lord Durham (1792-1840), gouverneur en chef des colonies de 
l'Amerique du Nord, provient a la fois d'une tradition familiale erronee -la se
conde epouse de Lord Elgin etant la fille de Lord DurhamB 

- et d'un oubli total 
des circonstances entourant la creation du tableau. 

C'est a Raymond Vezina, en 1975 et 1976, qu'il revient d'avoir corrige ce 
titre en identifiant le personnage de droite comme etant Peter McLeod (1807-
1852)9, de lui avoir donne comme titre Trois chefs indiens et Peter McLeod, d'avoir date 
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le tableau de 1848 et d'en avoir trouve la signification - la presentation d'une 
requete a Lord Elgin - en le rapprochant d'un article publie le 18 mars 1848 dans 
le Journal de QuibeclO

• Vezina s'appuyait aussi sur un article intitule «Une delega
tion de Montagnais aupres de Lord Elgin» publie en 1968 dans la revue 
Saguenayensia par M8' Victor Tremblay qui, malheureusement, ne donnait pas ses 
sources ll

. 

En realite, le titre exact du tableau devrait etre Trois chefs montagnais et Peter 
McLeod. Les circonstances historiques entourant la creation de ce tableau meritent 
un examen attentif. 

A partir de 1844 -l'Acte d'Union des deux Canadas etait entre en vigueur 
en 1841 -le Parlement se transporta a Montreal, qui avait ete choisie pour etre 
la capitale permanente du gouvernement de l'UnionI2

• Le gouvernement y loua le 
marche Sainte-Anne qui servit d'Hotel du Parlement jusqu'a ce qu'il soit incendie 
le 25 avril1849 dans des circonstances dramatiques. 

Lord Elgin (1811-1863) - James Bruce, second fils du celebre «sauveteur» 
des marbres du Parthenon - etait arrive au Canada en janvier 1847 a titre de gou
verneur general. 11 allait demeurer a ce poste jusqu'a la fin de 1854. 

En 1848, l'assemblee legislative siegeait donc a Montreal et le depute de 
Saguenay etait Marc-Pascal de Sales Laterriere (1792-1872)13, qui prit l'initiative 
de faire publier dans La Minerve du 13 mars 1848 a la fois le texte de la requete des 
Montagnais, le compte-rendu de leur rencontre avec Lord Elgin le 11 mars, ainsi 
que ses prop res commentaires a l' appui de cette requete. C' est 'sans doute grace a 
lui que les Montagnais obtinrent le privilege de rencontrer Lord Elgin. Les mem
bres de la deputation nous sont connus par l' article de La Minerve: 

Dne deputation de trois chefs Sauvages, de la tribu des Montagnais, occupant 
le territoire du Saguenay, comme14 autrefois, sous le nom de Postes du Roi, 
accompagnee de leurs interpretes, MM. Peter McLeod, Thos. Simard, 
McLaren, et l'hon. de Sales La Terriere, membre du parlement provincial pour 
ce comte, s'est rendue hier chez le gouverneur-general, lord Elgin, et lui a 
presente le memorial suivant: 15 

Les trois chefs montagnais se nommaient Tumas (Thomas) Mesituapamuskan, 
Jusep (Joseph) Kakanukus et Pasil (Basile) Thishenapen. La requete avait ete redi
gee a Chicoutimi le 7 fevrier 1848 et portait lO6 signaturesl6

• 11 faut comprendre 
. ici que le Domaine du Roi ou les Postes du Roi formaient au Saguenay un terri

toire de la Couronne qui etait loue a divers exploitants, tant sous le Regime fran~ais 
qu'anglais, pour le commerce de la fourrure et qu'il etait reserve aux Montagnais 
qui echangeaient le produit de leur chasse contre des marchandises17

• 

En 1831, la Compagnie de la Baie d'Hudson avait achete les droits du 
Domaine du Roi, mais, a partir du debut des annees 1840, eUe doit faire face a la 
concurrence du marchand de bois William Price (1789-1867)18, fournisseur de 
l'Amiraute britannique, qui, entre 1838 et 1842, encourage et soutient une societe 
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dite des «Vingt-et~Un», formee d'habitants de La Malbaie, a s'installer en squat
ters le long du Saguenay et a y construire des scieries. C'est le debut d'un mouve
ment de colonisation qui allait flnir par devaster l'essentiel des territoires de chas
se des Montagnais. 

Les commentaires de Marc-Pascal de Sales Laterriere, qui, dans La Minerve, 
tente d'etablir les droits des Montagnais sur leur territoire, sont eloquents la
dessus: 

A l'appui d'une reclamation, fondee sur le droit sacre de la propriete, et 

pourquoi ce droit ne serait-il pas sacre pour des Sauvages comme pour ceux 

qui les depossedent, et de plus les laissent mourir de faim? Je dois vous dire 
que le territoire sur les rives du Saguenay ainsi que sur les rives de plusieurs 

de ses rivieres tributaires, de Tadoussac sur le fleuve St. Laurent, en descendant 

jusqu'a la Baie de Lavale, a ete depuis sept ou huit ans ouvert a l'agriculture, 

a l'exploitation des bois d'exportation, au detriment, a la mine pour ainsi dire 

absolue de la tribu des Sauvages Montagnais qui n'ont pour vivre que la chas

se et la peche sur ce territoire dont on vient de les deposseder pour ainsi dire. 

Que cette tribu depuis la conquete n'a jamais ete comptee ni protegee par le 

gouvernement; mais au contraire le gouvernement a toujours perc;u un revenu 

tres considerable de la location des Postes du Roi pour le droit exclusif de 

traiter avec eux; lequel revenu suppute jusqu'a ce jour, formerait une somme 

de cent mille livres, versee dans les coffres publics dont ils n'ont jamais touche 

un sol, mais au contraire ont ete traites par leurs maltres sans entrailles comme 

des esclaves que leur affermait la couronne, et consequemment obliges de ven

dre aces exrortionnaires leurs pelleteries a viI prix. N'auraient-ils pas le droit, 

en equite, de reclamer de la couronne une parcelle de l'interet de cette somme 

en forme d'annuite, ou au moins les six cents livres que paie aujourd'hui la 

Compagnie de la Baie d'Hudson au gouvernement pour ce privilege? 

La Compagnie de la Baie d'Hudson, dont les interets avec les Sauvages 

Montagnais sont bien diminues, depuis que ce territoire a ete ouvert aTagri

culture et au commerce des bois, ne les traite plus, meme avec ce semblant d'e

gards, comme elle les traitait ci-devant: de sorte que ces familles, au nombre 

de trois cent sur le territoire du Saguenay et d'environ quatre cent dans l'e

tendue des Postes du Roi, sur le fleuve St. Laurent, sont maintenant exposees 

a toutes especes de privations, a mourir de faim meme! Ces hivers derniers, 

sans l'asile et la nourriture que leur a donne M. Peter McLeod a Chicoutimi, 

un tres grand nombre de ces pauvres malheureux seraient morts de faim et de 

misere. 

[ ... J 
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Les emigants de l'empire, qui crevent de faim chez eux, arrivent ici par 25,50, 

80 mille tous les ans, nous apportent toutes especes de maladies; la peste 

meme en permanence: Coute que coute, il faut pourtant les secourir! ce sont 

des hommes. 

Mais les Sauvages du Saguenay, Psha! ils sont voues a la destruction qu' operera 

bien vite la marche de la civilisation que rien ne peut arreter a present dans 

cette nouvelle section de la province, a moins done que notre nouveau cabinet 

(si un sentiment de philantropie, de justice existe quelque part) ne les prenne 

sous sa protection19
• 

En plus de Laterriere, la delegation comprenait trois «interpretes». Le pre
mier, Thomas Simard (1796-1862)20, avait travaille au debut du XIX' siecle pour 
les locataires des Postes du Roi avant de devenir navigateur. 11 avait mene en sous
main pour William Price, son ami, les demarches de la societe dite des «Vingt-et
Un» qui avaient resulte en l'etablissement de scieries sur ces territoires, et ainsi 
contribue au mouvement d'exploitation et de colonisation des territoires de chasse 
des Montagnais. 

Le second, Peter McLeod (1807-1852)21, etait un personnage legendaire du 
Saguenay22. Entrepreneur forestier, il etait en quelque sorte associe par contrat a 
William Price depuis 1842 pour l'exploitation des forets du Saguenay. Considere 
comme le fondateur de Chicoutimi, ou il etait ne d'un pere d' origine ecossaise et 
d'une mere montagnaise, il etait repute pour son physique avantageux et considere 
par les Montagnais, qui l'appelaient Milaupanuish (aube du matin, l'aurore), 
«comme un frere affectionne et un ami puissant»23. 

Du troisieme interprete, John McLaren, nous savons peu de choses sinon qu'il 
etait ne en 1812 et fils de Peter McLaren, trafiquant de fourrure d'origine ecos
saise24. Made a Mathilde Simard de Chicoutimi, il aurait ete le chef de bureau de 
Peter McLeod et il habitait Port-au-Persil. 11 a laisse un recit detaille de l'expedi
tion a Montreal des chefs montagnais, recit publie dans La Presse du 3 mars 1897 
a l'occasion d'une reunion de son clan et cite par Mg' Victor Tremblay. 
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Les depenses du v,oyage ont ete payees en partie par les residents de 

Chicoutimi, les employes de Kenogarni & Point Concern Co. Les Sauvages 

sont arrives chez moi apres un voyage en raquettes a travers forets et mon

tagnes sans autre guides que leur sagacite et leur habitude des bois. De chez 

moi, a Port au Persil, nous nous sommes rendus en voiture a Quebec, OU nous 

avons pris place dans les stages ou omnibus a quatre places qui faisaient alors 

le service entre Quebec et Montreal, service atroce s'il en fUt. Cependant, en 

48 heures, grace a de nombreux relais, qui nous procuraient souvent des 

chevaux frais, apres avoir cahote de fac;on a nous briser le corps, nous sommes 

arrives a Montreal. 



En attendant notre admission aupres de Son Excellence, je me suis mis en frais 

de faire voir aux chefs sauvages les merveilles de la civilisation. Les grandes 

cabanes - maisons -, les eglises, les monuments, les edifices, les ont beaucoup 
moins frappes que les nombreuses voitures sur la glace qui leur faisaient, a dis

tance, l'effet d'un troupeau de caribous sur un lac. 

Je n'oublierai jamais leur epatement lorsque, arrives au marche Bonsecours, ils 

aper~urent l'enorme quantite de viande etalee sur la devanture des boutiques. 

On etait:j.u marche de Paques, et dans ce temps-la un boucher qui n'aurait pas 
couvert son etal de monceaux de roses, fleurs et pavillons, se serait cm 

deshonore. L'exclamation «Maskatasl» leur est souvent echappee, ce qui est le 
comble de l'epatement pour eux. Illeur semblait impossible que tout cela pu 

etre devore. Aussi, quand je leur ai dit que cela ne suffirait pas pour plus de 
deux jours, ils ont cm que je moquais tout bonnement d'eux". 

Apres avoir assiste a une seance de la Chambre d'assemblee, qu'ils trouverent 

fort ennuyeuse et a laquelle ils ne comprirent rien, les trois chefs montagnais et 

leurs interpretes furent re~us par Lord Elgin et sa suite dans le salon du gouverneur 

au Parlement et lui presenterent leur requete qui fut lue en langue montagnaise par 

l'un des chefs et traduite en fran~ais par McLaren. 
La venue des chefs montagnais a Montreal avait suscite l'interet general et fit 

l'objet de la description suivante publiee en 1862 par Samuel]. Kelso, represen

tant a Chicoutimi de la Scottish Amicable Life Assurance Society: 

We were informed by gentlemen who had the honor of beeing present, that 
their interview with His Excellency was a scene never to be forgotten. There 

stood the Earl surrounded by his handsome and brillant staff, the very essence 

of polished, courtly grace, and on the other side stood «Milaupanuish», one of 

nature's noblemen, and unquestionably the handsomest man present, while 
the three bronzed gaudily attired chiefs stood stolidly by his side, with much 

self-possession, as if they had all their lives dwelt in palaces. It is unnecesary 

to say that His Excellency dismissed the chiefs with handsome presents, 

promising to send their tribe a yearly present from that date, a promise which 

has been faithfully kept26
• 
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Le texte de la requete des chefs montagnais etait le suivant: 
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A NOTRE PLUS GRAND BOURGEOIS, 
NOTREPERE -

NOUS LES SOUSSIGNES, VRAIS SAUVAGES, 

11 y a deja quatre hivers passes, nous avons demande pour qu'on fut pris en 

pitie mais nous avons encore rien entendu pader que 1'on faisait quelque chose 

pour que notre misere fut arretee. 

Mais peut-etre que nous aurions obtenu ce que nous avons demande de notre 

bon pere, si sa vie eut ete prolongee. - (a) (a) Deputation des memes a lord 

Metcalfe en 1843 ou 1844. 

Oh! mais si tu savais comme nous sommes miserables, notre bon pere, et dans 

queUe pauvrete nous sommes! tu nous prendrais assurement en pitie et tu 

verserais des larmes, tu nous accorderais tout de suite ce que nous allons te 

demander, tu ne dirais pas vraiment mes sauvages me demandent un peu trop. 

Tache donc d'ecouter notre priere, nous te prions notre bon pere et donne nous 

le peu que nous allons te citer des besoins de subsistance pour nous et nos 

enfans. 

Conc;ois donc que c'est penible de voir des etrangers s'emparer de nos terres, 

de voir les blancs couper le bois et y mettre le feu et detruire notre chasse qui 

etait notre seule subsistance, - et pour nous rendre encore plus miserables, 

on voit les traces des sauvages etrangers qui detruisent le peu de chasse qui 

reste apres 1'incendie de nos foret, tout nous semble reunis pour nous faire 

mourir de faim. 

Rien ne nous etonne plus notre pere que de voir nos terres prises et occupees 

que nous croyions etre notre propriete la plus sacree. 

Ce que tous nos anciens peres ont toujours pense comme une chose certaine 

[et que nous pensons aussi nous}, c'est qu'il n'y a que Dieu seul qui y est plus 

mal'tre que nous, comment veux-tu qu'on ne soit point etonne d'un si grand 

changement. 

On veut t' en dire encore un peu, comprends nous bien, on ne te blame pas 

pour cela, parce que tu ne connais pas combien on souffre de faim, - et que 

tu as le creur assez bon pour nous prendre en pitie.- Mais on ne peut rien avoir 



pour notre usage et subsistance sans payer pour avec de 1'argent, c'est ce que 

nous n'avons pas, vu que notre pays est trop pauvre, comme on te 1'a deja dit. 

- On ne peut pas te 1'expliquer, mais crois nous, nous pleurons souvent notre 

malheureux sort. 

Quand onvoit 1'hiver venir, on tremble de peur de nous voir sans vetements 

et voila bien des hivers tristes que nous passons de meme - heureusement la 

providence a garde pour nous de rencontrer des bourgeois de Billots qui nous 

ont sauve la vie par 1'aide qu'ils nous Ont donnee. 

On n'est pas capable de dire par le moyen d'ecriture tout ce que 1'on endure, 

mais on t' envoie trois de nos freres alnes nos chefs qui te diront tout ce que tu 

voudras savoir de 1'etat de notre misere. 

On te prie, notre bon pere, de les ecouter et d'accorder ce que 1'on te demande. 

Voila done: nous allons commencer a te dire ce que tu dois nous donner. 

10 Qu'on nous donne un morceau de terre au Lac St.Jean des deux bords de la 

riviere Peribonka et un autre morceau a 1'entree de la grande decharge du Lac, 

la ou on s'assemble tous les printemps pour tendre nos filets, vivre au poisson 

et faire nos canots. 

20 Qu'on nous donne 1'argent paye par les bourgeois des postes de traites et 

1'argent de nos terres et nos bois. 

30 Quand les bourgeois traiteurs auront fini d'etre mai'tres des postes, qu'on 

en soit mal'tres a notre tour, avec toutes les batisses et les chapelles qui nous 

appartiennent deja. 

Voila comment ils appellent le poste de Tadoussac avec ses peches a saumon, 

le poste de Chicoutimi et celui du lac St. Jean, parce que ce sont des places ou 

on rencontre nos missionnaires tous les etes. 

40 Qu'on nous donne aussi a nous autres des presents tous les etes, comme on 

entend dire que tu donnes aux autres sauvages. 

50 Que tu fasses empecher les autres sauvages etrangers de chasser sur nos ter

res pour que les animaux augmentent. 

60 Qu' on nous donne des choses pour travailler a la terre et des graines pour 

semer. 
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70 Que tu nommes un honnete homme et nous en nommerons un autre, ils 

s'arrangeront ensemble pour separer entre nous tout ce que tu nous donneras. 

80 Que personne ne puisse nous oter ce que tu nous donneras, mais qu'il reste 

pour nous et nos enfans pour toujours et toujours. 

I:argent qu'on te demande est pour acheter des provisions, vetemens pour 

nous et nos enfans, amunitions, fusils, haches, pieges, fil a rets, couvertes, 

couteaux, cuir de caribou pour faire nos souliers et raquettes, pour racom

modage de nos chapelles et pour plusieurs autres choses qui nous manquent. 

On attend avec grande hate le retour de nos chefs et d' entendre dire que tu es 

assez bon pour nous accorder ce qu'il nous faut. 

Nous prions Dieu tous les jours que tu vives longtems et que nos raisons te 

touchent le creur. 

Crois done, c'est penible, apres avoir hiverne dans les terres et endure le froid, 

la faim et toutes les miseres - et que arrives au lieu ordinaire et assembles le 

printemps, on voit des familles de manque. Et mon pere, on demande sont-ils 

morts de maladie? on tourne le dos en pleurant - c'est fini, on comprend, ils 

sont morts de faim. 

Si tu ne nous accordes pas ce que nous te demandons, voila que nous allons 

disparattre comme la neige disparatt le printemps du soleiL 

ON TE SALUE, NOTRE BaN PERE27. 

La suite de la rencontre telle que rapportee par McLaren vaut la peine d'etre citee: 
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Lord Elgin. - Je dois avant tout vous faire mes compliments du choix fait par 

votre tribu de vos personnes pour venir me presenter sa requete. Vous etes de 

beaux specimens de votre race au point de vue physique et je ne doute pas que 

votre intelligence egale votre physique. Je me ferai un devoir de presenter 

votre petition a Sa Majeste Notre Reine et de recommander a mon gouverne

ment de faire droit a vos demandes. 

Apres avoir prononce ces paroles, Lord Elgin fit mine de s'en aller, mais il s'ar

reta a la voix de Tumas, qui cria d'une voix de stentor: «Esqua! Esqua! Apistis», 

c'est-a-dire: Arrete! Arrete! je veux encore parler. 

Lord Elgin a l'interprete: «Que veut-il?» 



L'interprete: «11 desire parler a Lord Elgin». 

Lord Elgin: «Bien». 

Tumas: Tu vas t'en aller comme cela sans nous donner quelque chose pour nous 

aider a retourner dans nos families! Nous sommes venus ici par charite et il 
faut que nous retournions vite. Qui va nous aider si tu ne nous donnes rien? 

Donne-nous aussi quelque chose pour montrer a notre tribu que tu nous as 

ecoutes. On t'a donne un «livre» de nos demandes, donne-nous en un de tes 

promesses. J'ai tout dit. 

Lord Elgin: Je vais donner ordre de faire frapper une medaille pour chacun de 

vous et de vous faire donner des fusils et des pavillons Union que vous con

serverez en souvenir de votre voyage ici. 

Tumas: «Crois-tu qu'avec cela on pourra traverser la foret et chasser pour 

vivre?» 

Lord Elgin se rerira sans repondre28
• 

Quant au tableau de Theophile Hamel, c'est le texte de Marc-Pascal de Sales 

Laterriere publie dans La Minerve du 13 mars 1848 qui naus en infarme: 

Jinvite vos lecteurs d'une nature privilegiee qui doutent que ces etres, a faces 

humaines, ne sont point de leurs freres, de se porter a l'atelier de notre habile 

artiste, M. Hamel, Oll ils verront le tableau de ces trois chefs, presentant a Son 

Excellence, lord Elgin, le memorial de leurs freres Sauvages. 

Cette peinture est un acte de record, toute une histoire dont M. Hamel a bien 

voulu, dans son enthousiasme artistique, gratifier son pays pour humilier, 

humaniser l'homme superbe en lui fesant voir d'ou il tire son origine. 

Le tableau est aussi mentionne en ces termes dans un article du journal UAvenir du 

18 mars 1848: 

Notre habile artiste, M. Hamel, travaille actuellement un tableau representant 

ces trois chefs presentant leur petition a Son Excellence. Comme tous les 

tableaux de ce monsieur, ce sera un chef-d'reuvre et le sujet est palpitant d'in

teret. M. H. aura merite beaucoup en perpetuant, au moyen de son pinceau, 

un fait historique remarquable de ces premiers habitants du pays, qui dimi

nuent a mesure que ie defrichement des terres les eloigne ou que la civilisation 

les engloutit dans sa marche rapide. 
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Samuel Kelso en parle egalement dans sa publication de 1862: 
.,. and also, at the Earl's special desire, the party sat for their likenesses in a 
group, which was finished in the highest style of art. This picture, we have no 
doubt, His Excellency retains to this hour as a memento of this vety interest
ing and, we should add, historical occurence'9. 
Le tableau a donc ete commande par Lord Elgin a Theophile Hamel afin de 

pouvoir garder souvenir de cette rencontre. Il porte bien la signature de Hamel au 
bas a droite, sur le texte de la petition ecrite en montagnais, et bien que sous la 
signature on ne puisse lire distinctement que les trois premiers chiffres de la date, 
il ne fait aucun doute qu'il s'agisse de 1848. 

Theophile Hamel, qui avait ete apprenti d' Antoine Plamondon pendant six 
ans, avait fait un sejouren Italie de 1843 a 1846. De retour a Quebec cette annee
la, il y ouvrit un atelier a l'automne30, mais s'installa bien vite a Montreal a l'au
tomne 1847, s'annon~ant en decembre dans les journaux comme peintre d'histoire 
et de portrait et invitant le public a visiter son atelier rue Notre-Dame tous les 
jours de neuf heures du matin a quatre heures de l'apres-midi, ce qui explique le 
texte de Laterriere invitant le public a voir le tableau31 • 

En s'installant a Montreal, Hamel visait a se creer une clientele parmi les 
hommes d'affaires et les hommes politiques qui gravitalent autour du siege du gou
vernement. Lorsque Lord Elgin lui commanda le tableau de sa rencontre avec les 
chefs montagnais, son atelier de Montreal etait ouvert depuis a peine quatre mois. 

Le tableau est un quadruple portrait de personnages vus de trois quarts dans 
un decor a peine esquisse qui pourrait etre celui du salon de Lord Elgin. Celui-ci 
n'y est pas represente, mais sa presence se fait sentir puisqu'il tient la place du spec
tateur. L'un des chefs, vraisemblablement Tumas Mesituapamuskan qui presenta le 
document32

, occupe le centre de la composition, tenant de sa main gauche la 
requete ecrite en langue montagnaise. Il faut dire ici que les Montagnais, 
evangelises et alphabetises a l'origine par les missionnaires jesuites, n'avaient pas 
cesse d'etre profondement catholiques et que les Oblats qui arriverent sur le terri
toire du Saguenay en 1844 decouvrirent a leur grande surprise qu'ils savaient tou
jours lire et ecrire dans leur propre langue. 

A gauche du tableau, un peu en retrait, se tiennent les deux autres chefs, dont 
l'un est vu de face et l'autre de trois quarts, les yeux baisses. Les chefs sont vetus de 
fa~on elegante et portent de chauds manteaux d'hiver, probablement tailles dans le 
tissu que leur vendait la Compagnie de la Baie d'Hudson. Il sont coiffes de bonnets 
rouges et noirs, les bonnets montagnais traditionnels typiques a cette nation. Ils 
portent une medaille de la rei ne Victoria retenue par un long ruban passe au cou, 
cadeau que leur fit lord Elgin apres leur rencontre33 • 

A droite du tableau, en retrait, se tient Peter Mcleod, vetu richement et 
elegamment a l'europeenne. Il ne porte pas de medaille, mais ce qui pourrait etre, 
un bijou de traite suspendu au cou par une chalne. La presence de McLeod se jus-
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tifie tout probablement du fait qu'il etait par sa mere, d'origine montagnaise et par 
son pere, d'origine ecossaise, un metis representant par cette alliance l'union de 
l'ancien et du nouveau monde. 

POjlr le peintre Hamel, cette commande etait de premiere importance, car 
elle le mettait en contact avec un client potentiel prestigieux. Elle eut d'ailleurs des 
suites pour sa carriere de porttaitiste. En 1849, il executait un portrait ami-corps 
de Lord Elgin (fig.2) en vue d'en faire une lithographie executee a New York l'an
nee suivante (fig.3). 

En 1852, il entreprit de faire pour le Seminaire de Quebec un grand portrait 
en pied de Lord Elgin. 11 en fit d'abord une petite version, qui nous est toujours 
conservee au Musee de l'Amerique franc;aise a Quebec3\ puis une grande version 
qui, exposee dans une des salles du Conseillegislatif en 1854, fut detruite dans l'in
cendie du Parlement de Quebec. 

En 1854, annee du depart de Lord Elgin, Hamel, s'inspirant de la petite ver
sion conservee a son atelier, peignit une autre grande version du tableau, que Lord 
Elgin rapporta avec lui en Angleterre et qui revint au pays lorsqu'il en fit un don 
personnel a Louis-Hippolyte Lafontaine. Ce tableau se trouve aujourd'hui au Musee 
du Chateau Ramezay (fig.4)3s. 

Pour Hamel, la commande du tableau des chefs montagnais eut donc une 
grande importance, en ce sens qu'elle lui attira d'autres commandes et qu'elle 
etablit publiquement que le gouverneur general du pays etait un de ses clients. 
Pour Lord Elgin, cette commande lui permettait de conserver un souvenir de cette 
rencontre bien particuliere et de rapporter en Angleterre une reuvre representant 
des Amerindiens qui sans doute s'attira beaucoup de commentaires. 

Les sequelles de la presentation de la requete furent aussi positifs pour les 
Montagnais, s'il faut en croire Mg, Victor Tremblay: 

Leur demande de secours, appuyee par un memoire presente par Peter McLeod 

pere et fils et par Mgr Flavien Turgeon, coadjuteur de l'archeveque de Quebec, 

finit par etre entendue. Le 4 novembre 1848 (en conformite avec la tradition 

des lenteurs administratives), le comite d'Etat charge d'etudier le probleme 

recommanda une allocation de 450 livres sterling (environ 2,200 dollars) pour 

le secours aux Indiens Montagnais, a confier a l'eveque de Sidyme (Mgr 

Turgeon) pour redistribution, et, le 15, la signature du gouverneur sanction

nait l'attribution d'un autre secours de 210 livres (environ 1,000 dollars) 

recommande par un memoire de Thomas Simard et quelques autres citoyens 

du Saguenay36. 

Grace a l'initiative du depute Laterriere de faire publier a Montreal dans le 
journal La Minerve, le 13 mars 1848, le long texte qui incluait la petition des chefs 
montagnais et ses propres commentaires, texte qu'it avait redige le 12 mars a 
l'Hotel Donegana OU il residait37, la rencontre du 11 mars fut largement publicisee. 
L'article de La Minerve fut repris a Montreal par le journal UAvenir, le 18 mars, et 
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fig.2 Th6Jphile Harnd, James Bruce, 8e Com[e d'Elgin e[ I 2e Com[e de Kincardine, 
1849, llUile sur toile, 32 x 27 cm, Must!> du Cha[ea.u Ramezay, Montrtal. (photo: 
Mu~ du Ch~[eau Rllmezay) 
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fig.3 Francis d'Avignon d'apl'k Theophile Hamel lames Broce, Be Comic d'Elgin el 12e 
Comle de Kincardine. 1849~J850, lithographie, 23 x 23 cm, Archives nallonales 
du Quebec. Qulibec. (Photo: Archives tlatlOn~les du Qut!bec) 
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fig.4 Th~phi!e Hamel, James Bruce, Se Comee d'Elgin et 12e Comle de Kincardine, 18)4. 
hUlle sur mile, 77 If 49 cm, Mustt du Chlccau Ramezay, Montr~aL (Photo: MusEe clu Chlheau 
Rameuy) 



le meme jour a Quebec par le Journal de Quebec. 11 fut aussi publie integralement a 
Quebec le 27 mars, avec un peu de retard, mais cette fois en premiere page, par le 
journal Le Canadien, ce qui nous amene a ajouter ici une note de bas de page qui 
decoule de ce qui precede et qui concerne un autre tableau, le Paysage au monument 
a Wolfe (fig.5) de Joseph Legare (1795-1855). 

On a beaucoup ecrit sur ce tableau depuis 1'interpretation que nous en 
avons fait en 197838, interpretation basee sur une de ses sources iconographiques, 
Mercure endorman.t Argus, gravure d'apres une reuvre de Salvator Rosa conservee au 
Musee de 1'Amerique franc;aise, OU 1'on voit Mercure jouant de la flute pour 
endormir Argus, le berger, afin de pouvoir lui voler la vache 10 dont il a la garde. 

En ajoutant des elements nouveaux dans son tableau, Legare le transforme en 

une allegorie dont on pourrait donner diverses interpretations, la plus plausi

ble etait liee au sujet mythologique de la gravure. Si 1'on prend pour acquis 

que Legare ait remplace la vache 10 par le canot d'ecorce, le berger Argus par 

l'Indien et Mercure par le monument it Wolfe, son tableau constituerait une 

allegorie it ses idees politiques apres les Insurrections de 1837-183839
• 

Le canot d'ecorce etant lie a 1'exploitation economique du pays, 1'Amerindien 
rendant les armes symbolisant les Canadiens franc;;ais et la statue de Wolfe etant 
1'image de la bureaticratie anglophone, le sens du tableau se comprend clairement. 
La scene se situe en foret, une des principales sources de richesse exploitee a 
l'epoque. 

Nous maintenons toujours aujourd'hui cette interpretation, meme apres la 
decouverte par Didier Prioul d'une source iconographique secondaire en 1991, 
Vulcain presentant a Venus des armes pour Enie, gravure conservee au Musee de 
l'Amerique franc;aise40

• Legare a ete chercher dans cette gravure non pas l'ensemble 
de l'reuvre, mais uniquement un modele pour le positionnement de 1'Amerindien. 

On sait que Joseph Legare a peint plusieurs de ses reuvres, non pas suite a une 
commande precise, mais suite a un evenement de la vie quotidienne a Quebec ou 
a sa lecture d'une source litteraire. Or, si le Paysage au monument a Wolfe n'est pas 
date, on a pris 1'habitude de le situer vers 1840. La seule certitude quant a la date 
provient de 1'annonce d'une loterie de tableaux appartenant a Legare publiee dans 
le journal Le Canadien du 2 octobre 1848, OU le lot numero 7, Monument du genera! 
Wolfe, est evalue a 7 livres. 

Connaissant d'une part les liens entre ]oseph Legare et le journal Le 
Canadien4

\ et d'autre part la frequence des evenements quotidiens qui declen
chaient la source d'inspiration des sujets de ses tableaux, nous croyons que c'est 
donc tout probablement cet article qui servit a declencher l'inspiration de Legare 
pour son tableau Paysage au monument a Wolfe que nous proposons maintenant de 
dater de 1848. 

La source litteraire vient ici eclairer les sources iconographiques et permet de 
repondre plus adequatement a la question que se posait Franc;ois-Marc Gagnon 
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fig.5 )oseph Ltgllct, Pays age IIIl monument >l Wolre, 1848, huile sur toile. 131 ); ! 75 cm, 
Musk au Qui!bec. Qu~bec. SS.l 09. (Photo: Patrick Altman) 
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dans une publication de 199742 qui reprenait une nouvelle fois l'interpretation du 
tableau: «quand se situe au juste l'action qu'il Uoseph Legare} met en scene dans 
son tableau?». 

Si elle est juste, notre hypothese permet deux niveaux de lecture du tableau. 
Un premier - et nouveau - niveau qui fait allusion a la presentation de la requete 
des Montagnais depossedes de leur territoire de chasse en foret et mourant de faim 
et un second qui repose sur l' association du sort des Amerindiens a celui des 
Canadiens franc;ais, tel qu'on le faisait a l'epoque. 

Les preuves sont ici circonstancielles et le danger c'est de preter a Legare des 
intentions qui n'etaient pas les siennes, mais il y a trop de concordances dans cette 
interpretation pour qu'elle ne provienne que des intentions de I'historien de l'art. 

JEANTRUDEL 
Departement d'histoire de l'art 
Universite de Montreal 
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Summary 

THREE MONTAGNAIS CHIEFS AND 
PETER McLEOD 
Painted by Theophile Hamel in 1848 

O n March 11, 1848 lord Elgin, the Governor-General of Canada received a 
delegation ofMontagnais chiefs and their interpreters from lac-Saint-Jean 

in Quebec. The meeting in Montreal was arranged on the initiative of Marc
Pascal de Sales laterriere, the Member of Parliament from their region of the 
Saguenay. The three chiefs, Tumas (Thomas) Mesituapamuskan, Jusep (Toseph) 
Kakanukus and Pasil (Basil) presented a petition with one hundred and six signatures. 
Accompanying the chiefs were their interpreters. Peter Mcleod, who had a 
Montagnais mother and a Scottish father, was considered the "founder" of 
Chicoutimi. His employee John Mclaren along with Thomas Simard were also 
present. One of the chiefS read the petition in their own language, explaining the 
tragic situation of the Montagnais people on the crown lands of lac-Saint-Jean 
and asked lord Elgin for his help in eight specific matters. The petition con
cluded with the following: "If you do not give us what we ask, we will dis
appear like the snow that melts in the spring sun." By the end of 1848, the peti
tion had produced positive results for the Montagnais people. 

As a means of commemorating this important meeting, lord Elgin commis
sioned Theophile Hamel to paint a portraitcrthe Montagnais chiefS and the legendary 
Peter Mcleod with their petition. Hamel had been working in Montreal since 
the autumn of 1847 and the painting was produced in his studio on Notre
Dame Street. Lord Elgin (Tames Btuce) took the painting back to Scotland with 
him in late 1854, where it remained with his heirs until it was put up for sale 
at Sotheby's inlondon on November 4,1987. At that point, all trace of the picture 
was lost but it is possibly now in a private collection. 

Prior to this, the painting was seen here in National Gallery of Canada 
exhibitions including A Pageant of Canada in 1967 and Two Painters of Quebec: 
Antoine Plamondon and Theophile Ramel in 1970. However, at that time, the figure 
on the right was identified as lord Durham. The correct identification of Peter 
Mcleod was made in 1975. Because Mcleod was a Metis, he also represented 
the concept of union between the old and the new worlds. Tumas (Thomas) 
Mesituapamuskan is shown in the center holding the petition and wearing a 
medal of Queen Victoria given to him by Elgin after their meeting. The other 
two chiefs, also wearing traditional Montagnais caps, are shown at his left. 
Hamel would paint a number of portraits of Lord Elgin and his association with 
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the Governor-General was an important asset for attracting prospective clients. 
For Elgin, the portrait was both a reminder of his success with the Montagnais 
and a picture of Canadian native people for a British audience. 

To ensure that the concerns of the March 11, 1848 meeting would remain 
in the public eye, Marc-Pascal de Sales Laterriere published the Montagnais 
petition along with his own comments on their territorial rights. The text first 
appeared in the Montreal newspaper La Minerve on Match 13. Due to its public 
interest, the article was reprinted in L'Avenir on March 18 in Montreal and in 
Le Journal de Quebec on the same day in Quebec City. In addition to discussing 
the plight of the Montagnais people, the newspapers also made mention of the 
Hamel portrait of the delegation. Shortly after, on Match 27, the text was pub
lished again in Quebec City on the front page of Le Canadien and it is known 
that this article was read with particular interest by the painter Joseph Legare. 

The iconographic sources for Legare's painting, Paysage au monument Wolfe 
are well known, especially its relationship to an engraving after Salvator Rosa. 
The P aysage was also listed as part of a group of Legare paintings for sale in 
October 1848. Nevertheless, the exact date of the painting and the occasion of 
its creation remain uncertain. After studying Hamel's painting of Three 
Montagnais Chiefs and Peter McLeod, I now believe that the Landscape with Wolfe 
Monument was produced in 1848 and that the article published in Le Canadien, 
which presented the Montagnais' petition and their pleas in the face of famine, 
was the literary source for Legare's own imagery. 

Translation: Janet Logan 
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fig.l Amibuted to Paul Kanc, The Surveyor - John Henry tefroy, (.ISB, 0'[ on canvas, 
56 x 77 cm, Glenbow Museum, Calgary. (Photo: Glenbow Museum, 55.31.3) 
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IDENTIFYING A LONG- (AND STILL) LOST 
EARLY PAUL KANE PAINTING, AND 
ATIRIBUTING A RELATED WORK TO 
ROBERT C. TODD 

Some thirteen years ago, while working on When Winter was King, a small loan 
exhibition and related publication for the Whyte Museum of the Canadian 

Rockies in Banff, I was able to relate an una~tributed canvas in the collection of 
the Glenbow Museum, Calgary, to a Paul Kane painting exhibited first in 
Toronto in 1847 (fig.l).l Known then as The Fur Trader, the painting had been 
acquired by the Glenbow Foundation from the Laing Gallery, Toronto in 1955. 
Suspecting it might be a Kane, Douglas Leechman, Director of Western 
Canadiana at the Glenbow, wrote the following year to Kenneth Kidd at the 
Royal Ontario Museum in Toronto to see if he would offer an opinion.2 After 
viewing a photograph of the painting, Kidd cautiously affirmed in 1957 that it 
probably was by Kane.3 Eleanor Ediger of the Art Division at the Glenbow then 
approached Clifford Wilson of The Beaver in Winnipeg, who responded by return 
mail that he thought the principal figure in the painting was John Henry Lefroy 
whose collection of letters, edited by George Stanley of the Royal Military 
College, Kingston, had been published recently in a volume entitled In Search of 
the Magnetic North. The frontispiece of that book, an 1853 George Theodore 
Berthon portrait of Lefroy, suggested the identification.4 Ediger then wrote to 
Stanley, who, while admitting there was some resemblance between the figure in 
the painting and Berthon's portrait, would not support the identification because 
he recalled no reference in Lefroy's papers to such a work by Kane. 5 Investigation 
was pur aside fo~ three-and-a-half years until Moncrieff Williamson, then 
Director of the Art Department at the Glenbow, approached J. Russell Harper 
at the National Gallery of Canada with his theory that the painting was a por
trait by Cornelius Krieghoff of his close friend, John Budden.6 The painting was 
subsequently sent to Ottawa for examination. According to Harper, the 
"Conservation people" (likely only Mervyn Ruggles, who had a special interest 
in Krieghoff), were almost prepared to accept the attriburion, although the noted 
Krieghoff expert, Marius Barbeau, who had taken the opportunity to view the 
painting, was "very skepticaL"7 It was returned to the Glenbow without con
firming Krieghoff aurhorship, although his name remained most closely associ
ated with the picture for the next twenty-five years. 
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In 1987 I was able to identify the Glenbow painting with a Paul Kane 
exhibited in the spring 1847 exhibition of the Toronto Society of Artists, cata
logue number 29, Scene in the North-West - Portrait. I beleived that two reviews of 
that exhibition confirmed the identification. One, in the British Colonist (10 
April 1847), is brief: '''A Scene in the North-West' representing Captain Lefroy, 
of the Royal Engineers, and his assistarit, in a snow scene, is very generally and 
deservedly admired." Another later notice in the Toronto Herald (22 April 1847), 
is more generous. Among all the paintings in the exhibition, "the first which 
claims attention, and in fact bears away the palm of excellence, is a 'Scene in the 
North-west' or a Canadian winter scene, by Mr. Kane, our townsman, which 
reflects the highest credit on his talent and genius; the figure in the foreground 
is finely conceived, and beautifully finished, and the dogs and sleigh by his side 
are also inimitable, and the aerial perspective of the piece give it the appearance 
of reality." Lefroy, a career soldier in the Royal Artillery with an interest in 
science, had arrived in Toronto in October 1842 to take up the superintendancy 
of the observatory established there as part of a British government network to 
study terrestrial magnetism. The following spring he left Lachine, Lower 
Canada; on an eighteen-month journey along the Hudsons Bay Company routes 
into the Northwest as far as Fort Good Hope on the Mackenzie River, taking 
magnetic readings at over 300 sites along the way. Wintering over at Fort 
Chipewyan at the west end of Lake Athabaska he took observations every hour 
from mid-October 1843 to the end of February, and every two minutes during 
periods of high magnetic disturbances, resulting in calculations that established 
the site of the magnetic north. Returning to Toronto in the winter of 1844, 
Lefroy over the following years became a prominent figure in the scientific, 
artistic and social life of the city. In 1846 he married Emily, daughter of John 
Beverley Robinson, Chief Justice of Upper Canada, in a dual wedding with 
George Allan who took Emily's sister Louisa as his wife. The two grooms com
missioned Berthon to paint the famous The Three Robinson Sisters (now displayed 
in The Grange at the Art Gallery of Ontario) as a surprise gift for their new 
inlaws. Lefroy helped found the Canadian (later Royal Canadian) Institute in 
1849, serving as first vice-president 1851-52, and president 1852-53. He 
returned to England when the Toronto observatory was transferred to the 
Canadian government in April 1853.8 Lefroy's sojourn in the Northwest doubt
less contributed to Kane's desire to undertake a. similar journey. In fact Lefroy 
supported the artist's petition to travel in the Hudsons Bay Company precincts 
with two letters to Sir George Simpson, Governor of the company in the winter 
of 1845-46.9 This is precisely when Kane was undertaking Scene in the North-West 
- Portrait. 

When I shared my discovery with Gilbert Gignac of what was then the 
Documentary Art and Photography Division of the Public Archives of Canada, 
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fig.2 Paul Kane, 5«oe in the Northwesl • POrtrail , 1846-47. oil on oanvas, dimensions 
unknown. IOOlllon unknown. (Phoro: Nallonal ArchiVes of Canada, c"()()7112) 

6, 



fig.] Marell & Polyblllllk, Piccadilly, London, John Henry Lefroy, 1861, albumen print 
phmogf1lph, ~(lrft ok l,jIitt, Narional Archives of Canada, Ortawa, Dale and Ryckman 
Family Colleccion (1996-201). (Phow: National Archives ofD.nada. PA-203034) 
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h~s jaw dropped. He then showed me a photograph of a finer version of exactly 
the same image - a painting at that time in the hands of Lefroy descendants in 
Britain (fig.2). I was swom to secrecy, as the Archives was in the midst of negotiating 
its purchase. When I published the Glenbow painting in When Winter Was King, 
I described it as a "later replica" that "mayor may not be" by Kane, while noting that "the 
original picture was likely painted in the winter of 1845-46, before Kane 
visited the west, and it was exhibited first in April 1847 while Kane was 
travelling on his epic journey to the Pacific coast and back." Without revealing 
knowledge of the painting then in Britain, I speculated: "Perhaps the replica was 
made when Lefroy returned to England with the original about 1855."10 The 
Archives was unable to acquire the original version, and its current whereabouts 
is unknown. 

Comparing photographs of the two paintings we can see that they are 
remarkably similar. The only substantial differences are the absence in the 
Glenbow painting of what appears in the British version to be a hat sitting on 
top of the toboggan load just in front of Lefroy, and of an axe tucked into the 
upper binding behind him. Small containers in the front of the toboggan are 
interpreted differently in the Glenbow version, and the actual portrait of Lefroy 
is much more convincing in the original, if we compare it with the Berthon 
painting of 1853 (executed some seven years later) or a photograph of 1861 
(fig.3). The Glenbow portrait is so different from these documented images of 
Lefroyas to seem to be another person. The original version is much more finely han
dled overall than the Glenbow, with greater attention to detail, a more accom
plished command of form, and more convincing portrayal of atmosphere. The 
Glenbow version is generalized and flat by comparison. If we believe it was made 
when Lefroy was about to take the original back to England in 1853, then that 
was just at the point of Kane's last big 'push to complete his famous project of 
one hundred canvases acquired by George Allan in 1856. These works are now 
in the Royal Ontario Museum and represent the main bulk of Kane's studio pro
duction. It is believed he painted very little afterwards. It also has been sug
gested that Harriet Clench, who Kane married in 1853, and who was also a 
painter, assisted him in the studio. ll Comparing the Glenbow version with the 
one known oil from her hand, a canvas of 1849 in the Art Gallery of Ontario, 
strongly suggests that she made the copy of Lefroy's commissionY 

That Kane's portrayal of Lefroy in the North-west had currency well into 
the 1850s is also suggested by a remarkable painting that surfaced at a Montreal 
auction in 1984 (fig.4).13 Northwestern Portrait, c.1855, is not yet another ver
sion because it differs in so many ways from the Kane, but because of the simi
larity of certain details - the breed, general positioning and harnessing of the 
dogs, the rigging of the toboggan and its load, in the details of the leggings and 
garters of the principal figure, of the gun case, and of the wigwam, to point out 
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figA Anrlbuted to Robe" Clow Todd, Northwestern POrtl'1lit, f. t8~~, oil on panel, H x 
}8 cm, An Gallery ofQmarlO. Toronto, 81ft from the Volunlet'r Commlttte Fund in 
celebnmon of iu ~oth AnmveJW.l'}'. 1996 (96n 7~). (Photo: An Gallery or Omarlo) 
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just the most obvious - there can be no question but that the two works are 
closely related. The exceptionally fine finish of this discovery, which is painted 
with an unusual mixture of oil- and water-based pigments on a well-prepared 
wooden panel, seems unique in nineteenth-century Canadian painting.14 I know 
of no other instance of this particular mixed-media technique, although the 
robust, classically "sculptural" modeling, close attention to detail, and refined, 
smooth finish of the sharply silhouetted figures deliberately positioned within a 
carefully rendered atmospheric space, immediately reminded me of the work of 
Robert Clow Todd. It is as though the artist had used Kane's concept as an 
authentic "setting" into which to drop a patron's portrait, much as Todd had 
done earlier in his well-known Quebec City paintings where he positioned "por
traits" of each patron's precisely described sleigh into the stock setting of the 
frozen St. Lawrence in front of the Montmorency ice cone. Comparing the head 
of the large figure to the two known signed portraits by Todd, the oil on panel 
of Narcisse Belleau in the Musee du Quebec, and the canvas of Thomas Hamilton 
Oliver currently on the Montreal art 'market, has convinced me that it is his 
work. 15 The small Belleau dates to about 1835, so is at least twenty years earlier than 
the Northwestern Portrait. As well, the direction of the light is primarily from the 
right while principally from the left in the later work - but similarities abound. 
The technique, although more polished in the later work, is essentially the same: 
an adaptation of the miniaturist's preparation of the ground that give a glow to 
the flesh, an acute sense of the sculptural form of the head, fine attention to 
detail, a similar conception of the structure of the area of the eyes, of the rela
tionship of the brow to the nose, and of the shape of the lips. The visible ear is 
cursory in both. While the clothing in the later version is more detailed and 
highly finished, both examples display a vigorous plasticity. A comparison with 
the Thomas Hamilton Oliver portrait (dated 1840) is even more telling. The extra
ordinary visual interest in the sitter's dark business clothes approaches the elan 
of the costume of the later figure. Again, there are striking similarities in the way 
the facial features are described, and the hands, somewhat etude in both cases, 
just roughly blocked out but with long, strong fingers, are also understood as 
three-dimensional forms in space. Todd, who had lived in Quebec City from 
1833, settled in Toronto the summer of 1853, so he would not have had a chance 
to see the original version of Kane's painting. 16 Although he lived in the city 
until his death there in May 1866, advertising himself first as an artist (teaching 
drawing and painting), then as a banner, herald, sign and ornamental painter, no 
other work of Todd's Toronto years is known.17 

In recognition of its obvious relationship to Kane's canvas, the painting is 
now called Northwestern Portrait and dated to c.1855, however, we cannot be cer
tain that it is by Todd. Nor can we be certain it is a direct response to what I 
have proposed is Harriet Clench's copy of Kane's composition. They may both 
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depend on a still-unknown third image. That this is Todd's only known Toronto 
painting remains an exciting conjecture nonetheless, and one that will inhabit 
my imagination until further information is found. 

DENNISREID 
Chief Curator 
Art Gallery of Ontario 
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Resume 

rIDENTIFICATION p'UN TABLEAU PERDU 
(ET NON RETROUVE) DE PAUL KANE ET 
rATTRIBUTION A ROBERT C. TO))D D'UNE 
CEUVRE QUI LUI EST APPARENTEE 

Le present article traite de la recherche que fai faite en 1987 sur un tableau non 
attribue dont le titre etait alors The Fur Trader et qui se trouvait au musee 

Glenbow a Calgary. L'~uvre a ete d'abord attribuee a Paul Kane puis, pendant 
plus de vingt-cinq ans, a Cornelius Krieghoff sans preuves solides. On peut main
tenant dire que le tableau est fortement apparente a une ~uvre de Paul Kane, Scene 
in the North West - Portrait, qui fut montree pour la premiere fois lors de l'exposi
tion de la Toronto Society of Artists en avril 1847. Ce portrait du capitaine John 
Henry Lefroy du Royal Engineers rappelle son long periple dans les Territoires du 
Nord-Ouest en 1843-1844, au cours duquel il a pris une serie considerable de 
releves qui lui ont permis de fixer l'emplacement du nord magnetique. 11 devint 
par la suite un membre important de la bonne societe de Toronto, epousa la fille 
de John Beverley Robinson, juge en chef du Haut Canada en 1846, et encouragea 
le principal portraitiste de la ville, George Theodore Berthon. Lefroy participa a 
la fondation du Canadian (plus tard Royal Canadian) Institute en 1849, et en fut 
le premier. vice-president en 1851-1852, et le president 1852-1853. Il retourna 
en Angleterre en avril 1853. Plus tot, Lefroy avait ecrit a Sir George Simpson, 
gouverneur de la Compagnie de la Baie d'Hudson, pour appuyer la demande de 
Paul Kane de voyager dans les Tertitoires du Nord-Ouest durant l'hiver de 1845-
1846. C' est justement a ce moment que fut execute Scene in the N orth-West -
Portrait. 

Le portrait de Lefroy qui avait ete expose a Toronto en 1847 etait encore, 
en 1987, entre les mains de ses descendants en Angleterre, mais on a depuis perdu 
sa trace. En comparaison, la version de Glenbow, traitee de maniere convention
nelle et sans relief, a probablement ete realisee au moment Oll Lefroy quittait 
Toronto, en 1853, emportant l'original. C'etait probablement, du moins en par
tie, l'~uvre de la nouvelle epouse de Kane, Harriet Clench, qui etait elle-meme 
peintre et qui travaillait avec Kane dans son studio. 11 est aussi possible que le 
tableau de Glenbow soit une copie faite entierement par Clench. 

En 1984, un tableau qui s'apparentait beaucoup au portrait de Kane fit 
son apparition a Montreal dans une vente aux encheres. Bien qu'execute sur un 
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support plus petit, en bois, et seIon une technique ordinairement associee a la 
peinture de miniatures, le personnage est place dans le meme cadre que le tableau 
de Kane. Il represente cependant un sujet different, non identifie. Le tableau, qui 
se trouve maintenant dans la Art Gallery of Ontario, est connu sous le nom de 
Northwestern Portrait et date vers 1855 pour souligner sa ressemblance avec l'reu
vre de Kane. Le tableau de la Art Gallery of Ontario est attribue au peintre Robert 
Clow Todd, venu de Quebec a Toronto a l'ete de 1853. Cette attribution est sug
geree par des comparaisons avec les portraits signes par Todd, en particulier ceIui 
de Thomas Hamilton Olivier, 1840. Si cette attribution est effectivement averee, 
Northwestern Portrait serait la seule reuvre connue de Todd datant de sa periode 
torontoise. 

Traduction: Elise Bonnette 
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fig.2 HllI"Old Mortimer-Lamb, Portrait - Lad)' Drummond, ,.1907. platinum print, 2'5 x 

19 cm, National Gallery of Canada. (photo: Nariona\ Gallery of Canada, 32247) 
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BETWEEN A HARD EDGE AND A SOFT CURVE 
Modernism in Canadian Photography 

This initial investigation into Modernism in Canadian photography begins with 
the first Toronto Camera Club Salon in 1903, and ends with the last Canadian 

International Salon that was held at the National Gallery of Canada in 1939. This 
also marks the year in which the National Film Board of Canada was established. 

Although Modernist photography was not systematically institutionalized 
through the formation of societies and clubs in either Europe or North America, it 
was an international trend like Pictorialism. However, in Europe, the United 
States, Russia and Mexico, Modernist photography did not follow a simple evolu
tionary path, but was rather the result of diverse influences affecting specific sets of 
cultural circumstances. In Europe, for example, experimental, avant-garde move

ments such as Cubism, Futurism, Surrealism, and Constructivism helped to shape 
the form of Modernist photography. In the United States, it was the Pictorialism 
of the Photo-Secessionists that provided both a well-established formal vocabulary 
and a critical framework from which departures were made into the language of 
Modernism. In New York, the American photographer Alfred Stieglitz (1864-
1946) started the Photo-Secession and tirelessly promoted photography as a 
medium of artistic expression, equal to painting, sculpture and the graphic arts, 
and he established important publishing and exhibition outlets for American and 
international photographers. In Russia and Mexico, other factors enabled 
Modernist photography to flourish in both these countries. A climate of cultural 
receptivity to new forms of artistic expression resulted from the social and politi
cal revolutions that both countries underwent in the late teens and 1920s. This was 
enhanced by the presence of either an indigenous avant-garde as in Russia, or the 
importation of a Modernist aesthetic by visiting photographers, such as the 
American Edward Weston (1886-1958) in the case of Mexico. Modernist 
photography in the United States shared a desire to demonstrate synchronicity 
with the present by exploring new ideas, subjects, and techniques and to define 
itself against the romantic, soft-focus aesthetic of Pictorial ism, which by the 1920s 
had degenerated into mannerism. Sharp, crisp lines and smooth, uniform surfaces 
would eventually predominate over the aesthetic of soft edges and muted tones. 
This common language of Modernist photography evolved our of the instan
taneity that new photographic technologies offered, an appreciation of the abstract 
values of light and dynamic form, and a wealth of new iconography that included 
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soaring skyscrapers, busy city streets, mesmerizing repetition of mass produced 
objects, and industrial machinery, among other images. 

The question that this study raises is the relationship of Canadian photo
graphy of the 1920s and 30s to these other Modernist photographic practices. Was 
it closer to the American model of a direct movement out of Pictoralism or an 
example of the more experimental European model? Did Canadian Modernist 
photography exhibit any particular defining characteristics? And were there 
Canadian photographers whose work could be described as Modernist, and who 
were primarily interested in "refurbish[ing} the language of their art?"l 

Although the politics of nationalism would strongly influence the direction 
that Canadian photography took during the period from 1912 to 1939, it was the 
continuing presence of the Pictorialist movement that would determine its 
character. The conduit for the dissemination of Pictorialism in Canada was the 
camera club.2 The tradition of camera clubs here was strong, going back to the 
1880s and 1890s when they were first established in eastern Canada before 
spreading across the west. Such clubs brought together individuals who had a com
mon interest in photography, either as a pastime or as a profession, and provided a 
network for sharing technical expertise and reinforcing the Pictorial aesthetic that 
borrowed heavily from the picturesque in nineteenth-century academic painting. 
Typical subjects included idyllic rural scenes, exotic, quaint villages and harbours, 
sentimental portraits of women and children, and the female nude.3 Undoubtedly, 
Canadian camera clubs like their counterparts in other nations, were often more 
dedicated to the establishment and observation of rules than to looking afresh at 
the world and its visual representation. 

Were it not for two landmark events in the history of early twentieth
century photography in Canada that moved Canadian photography away from a 
provincial arena into the international context of the Pictorialist movement, the 
quiet rhythms of camera club meetings and contests might never have been inter
rupted. The first took place in 1903 when the Pictorialist photographer Sidney 
Carter (1880-1956) and the more adventurous members of the Toronto Camera 
Club, sought to create an environment where photography would be thought
fully critiqued and exhibited in Canada. It organized its first Salon in which thirty 
prints from the Loan Collection of the Photo-Secession in New York were shown 
alongside work by club members.4 However, the conservative members within the 
club who preferred to maintain their traditional approach to print-making and 
methods of presentation, objected to the extreme manifestation of painterly effects 
in the work of the Photo-Secessionists. The second disruption occurred at the Art 
Association of Montreal in November of 1907, when Sidney Carter assembled a 
large international Pictorialist exhibition that included such luminaries in the field 
as David Octavius Hill and Robert Adamson, both of whom had furthered the 
cause of photography as art. 5 The two exhibitions were met with a certain degree 
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fig· I Sidoey Carter, Evening or Sunset on Black Cr«k, 1901, gum hlchromate prior, 15 x 
9 cm, Narional Archives of Canada. (Photo: Natioool Archives of Canada, P .... 112002) 
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of resistance from different sectors of the community. In the case of the first Toronto 
Camera Club Salon, it was the conservative photographers who resented the intro
duction of a new aesthetic. In the case of the Montreal exhibition, it was local 
artists who took umbrage at Maurice Maeterlinck's reference in the catalogue to 
photo-graphy as an art form and persuaded the Secretary of the Association, John 
Bethune Abbott, to keep the offending pages from view.6 

In addition to being the organizational and critical linch-pins of the 
Pictorialist movement in Canada, Sidney Carter and Harold Mortimer-Lamb 
(1872-1970) were both accomplished photographers. Strongly influenced by the 
work of the American Secessionists, they introduced a new vocabulary of form and 
new techniques to the Canadian photographic community. Their work not only 
received international recognition, but it brought an awareness of the importance 
of photography as an art form to Canada. The ability to translate the detailed forms 
of nature into broad atmospheric silhouettes is evident in Carter's Evening or Sunset 
on Black Creek (fig. 1); while in Mortimer-Lamb's photographs, the introduction of 
theatrical presence into the portrait genre, as in Portrait - Lady Drummond (fig.2), 
provided an alternative to the more descriptive likenesses of earlier studio 
photography. Although both Carter and Mortimer-Lamb continued to exhibit and 
publish their photographs internationally up to 1920, their involvement with 
photography waned as the Pictorialist movement itself became less vital and more 
formulaic. Although still acting as the Canadian correspondent for the British 
annual, Photograms of the Year, by 1912 Mortimer-Lamb had turned his interest 
increasingly towards painting.7 By 1917, Sidney Carter had distanced himself from 
both national and international photographic associations.S In 1928 he admitted, 
"I ... am doing less each year and with few regrets."9 

The year 1910 became critical for the evolution of American Pictorialist and 
Modernist photography when the International Exhibition of Pictorial Photography 
was mounted at the Albright Art Gallery in Buffalo, New York. This was the 
largest exhibition of photographs (almost 600 prints, including two by Carter and 
one by Canadian Pictorialist JP. Hodgins) ever to have been assembled. lO It was 
the exhibition that signalled "the victory in the battle for recognition of photo
graphy as an art form."" The occasion also marked both Stieglitz's denunciation 
of camera clubs with their rigid practices and the gradual moving away of a certain 
segment of the Pictorialist movement from tl?-e soft-focus aesthetic to what was 
called at the time "straight photography." 

More significant than the schism within the Pictorialist movement was the 
fact that Alvin Langdon Coburn and Paul Strand, the mainstays of Stieglitz's 
exhibitions and publications, were among those American photographers who 
were searching for a new vocabulary of form. By opening his galleries at '291' to 
painting, drawing and sculpture by internationally acclaimed artists, and by cham
pioning modem art, Stieglitz almost single-handedly gave photographers licence to 
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look beyond the boundaries of their own medium in their desire for a radically dif
ferent visual language. 12 Coburn's own interest in Vorticism led him to question 
the naturalist bias of current photographic representation. He asked: 

Why should not its subtle rapidity be utilized to study movement? Why not 

repeated successive exposures of an object in motion on the same plate? Why 

should not perspective be studied from angles hitherro neglected or unob

served? Why, I ask you earnestly, need we go on making commonplace little 

exposures that may be sorted into groups of landscapes, portraits and figure 

studies? Think of the joy of doing some-thing which it would be impossible 

to classify, or to tell which was top and which was the bottom! .... ! do not think 
we have begun even to realize the possibilities of the camera. '3 

By 1917 Coburn had made his first singular photographic abstractions, 
calling them Vortographs, which were images made of an assemblage of kaleido
scopic mirrors, he constructed for the purpose. In the same year Paul Strand pub
lished a group of photographs in the last issue of Camera Work which showed how 
effectively photography could describe abstract form. His ability to render the 
abstract and geometric essence of commonplace objects can be seen in Rock, Point 
Lorne, Nova Scotia (fig.3), an image Strand made during his first visit to Canada in 
1920.14 At this time in Europe, one of the initial signs of radical experimentation 
in photography was the creation of the first self-consciously artistic photograms by 
the painter Christian Schad in Germany in 1918. The making of these images dis
pensed entirely with elaborate photographic techniques and equipment, as it 
required only the simple exposure and development of a sheet of photographic 
paper upon which scraps of paper and translucent materials had been placed. 

Stieglitz's undermining of the supremacy of Pictorialist photography in the 
United States through his support of modern art and his questioning of the 
Pictorialist aesthetic, as well as the European experiments with new photographic 
techniques, had little or no effect on photography in Canada where the Pictorialist 
aesthetic was kept alive through the network of camera clubs. 15 One major force 
that did influence photographers during the period 1910-1920 was Pictorialism. 
Through the annual reports ofMortimer-Lamb and other Canadian correspondents 
in the pages of Photograms of the Year, we learn that the excitement that Carter and 
Mortimer-Lamb had earlier infused into the Canadian photography scene was dis
sipating. In 1914 the latter observed that: "Once the claims of photography for 
recognition as a medium of artistic expression excited fierce controversy. The sub
ject now is rarely debated; it has perhaps ceased to excite general interest." Perhaps 
wanting to put a more positive slant on this apathetic state of affairs, Mortimer
Lamb went on to announce, in somewhat equivocal terms, that "photographers 
have won a sort of standing which places them nearly on a plane with amateur 
painters."16 However, a "sort of standing on a plane with amateur painters" was not 
a promising position for more adventurous photographers to enjoy in Canada. 
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While international camera club exhibitions were still taking place in major 
Canadian cities, they had neither changed their content nor been successful in 
taking photography out of its ghettoized status. In addition to noting a lack of 
seriousness by most Canadian photographers (whom he perceived as mere hob
byists), Mortimer-Lamb attributed the dearth of outstanding photographers to a 
number of social and cultural deficiencies in Canada: the shortage of members of 
a leisured class, the small number of serious photographers, the lack of a market for 
Pictorial photographs, and the absence of representation of photography in public 
art galleries and museums. On this last point he presciently wrote that: "The 
educative effect of such a movement, if successfully prosecuted, would be wide
spread. It would place pictorial photography on an altogether better footing, and 
it would unquestionably stimulate photographic endeavour."!7 Informing his 
observations was the knowledge that the Albright Knox Gallery had recently pur
chased a number ofPictorialist works from its landmark exhibition in 1910. 

As if the handicaps of working in vast countries with small populations, and 
a lack of institutionalized support for photography were not bad enough, Canadian 
photographers, like their Australian counterparts, referred to as "colonials" by 
critics from the "mother country," were often addressed in rather patronizing tones 
of voice. In 1914, the editor EJ. Mortimer, reviewing the years Pictorialist work 
for Photograms of the Year wrote: "It is pleasing also to record that the leading 
workers [photographers} in the Colonies are progressing steadily towards higher 
ideals, and this year's Colonial Exhibition held at The A.P. Little Gallery indi
cated in no uncertain manner that a new generation of eager a,nd clever workers is 
coming to the front, particularly in Australia and Canada."!8 As satisfYing as it 
would be to ascribe the drive for an independent sryle of photography to this kind 
of commentary, it would be historically inaccurate. Rather it was both Pictorialism 
and die Group of Seven's nationalist message that triggered a desire among the 
more vocal Canadian photographers (many of whom were living in Toronto when 
the Group had their first exhibition in 1920 at the Art Gallery of Toronto), to pro
duce a typically Canadian school of photography that would capture the character 
of the land. 

As early as 1913, Harold Mortimer-Lamb commented that: "Most of the pic
torial work one sees - and this also applies to Canadian painting - could have 
been done anywhere; in Holland or France, or England. . .. yet to some man some 
day inspiration will come, and he will give expression to the spirit of our northern 
solitudes."!9 He then went on to discuss the vast and varied character of the 
Canadian landscape, a theme to which writers on the topic of a Canadian school of 
photography would frequently return. In 1920 Arthur Goss wrote, "I believe it 
will be along the lines adopted by a group of Canadian painters to paint our scenery 
in a Canadian way, that photographers must progress ... [to produce} something 
worthwhile and characteristic of our climate and our country. "20 
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fig.) Paul Strand, Rock, Pon tome, Nova Sooc:ia, 1919, ~b{Jn $llnr prInt, 24 x 20 (rn, 
NatIonal Gallery of Canada. (PllOto: NatlONI Gallery of Canada, }}3(9) 

But the will ro rerain the Piaorialist style and at the same ume to capture 
the specificlty and essence of Canada in a IlteraJ way almost always meant 
adopting nature as a subject, thereby seuing up an inherent contradict ion. With 
its insistence upon gestural effects and its propensity for creating atmospheric 
mood through the reduction of form to silhouette, Pictorialism was by definition, 
a style that subordinated the specific ro (he general. Joseph T. Keiley's claJm - that 
with the 1898 PhiladLlphlfl Salon a truly Amt'fican school of Pictorial phmo
gmphy had been created - is supportable only if It is prediaued upon the origins 
of the phmographers and not upon the content or style of the photographs!' It 
should be added [hat the Modernist style would not have provided Canadian 
phorographers with a solution ro the problem of this struggle with national iden
tity. Modernist phowgmphers simplified the forms of nature by reducing them w 
abstract patterns and thus subord inated the particular to the universal, just as the 
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figA John Kirkland Hodges. Idle Moment$, 1926, Gelatin silver print. 21 x 29 cm, 

Narional Archives of Canada. (PhotO: National Archives of Canada, PA [25728) 

Picroriai is[s had done. The impossibility of trying co realize in a soft-focussed, 
generic style what was distinctively Canadian about our landscape reduced 
Canaeljan phowgcaphers and writers on the subject co biner complainen about the 

impossible bigness of che land compared [0 che smallness of the phorographk 
paper as well as the unphotogenic quality of snow,ll To make matters worse a com
parison of the Canadian landscape with Great Britain only deepened [he sense of 

che uocennbleness of their mission. English scenery, claimed one of the photographers, 
was nor only more adaptable to che average sheet of photographic paper because of 
its smaller scale, but also more full of "prerty bits" when compared ro the vast and 
uncomainable Canadian Iandscape.!l 

Nevertheless, it is likely mat it was a later variant ofPic[oria1ism, rather than 
the Vortographs of Cob urn, the abs[mcrjons of Strand or me photograms ofSchad, 
that evemually motivated Canadian photographers to introduce a sharper focus to 
their images. This other style within the Pictoriniist movement evolved Out of a 
slow and somewhat decorative adaptation to the growing use of sharp-focus 
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fig., JoIu..n He1den, Pool No.l , (.1925, Ge1aun 5d~r pnm, 43 x }4 cm, Vancou~ Public 
L,bnuy. (Photo. Vancouver PublIc Libr.uy, 54767) 
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fig. 6 Bnxiie Whirelaw, GD!i Tanks. r.19Z8, gelarin silyer, 17 x 13 cm, NadonaJ Archives of 
Canada. Whom: Narional Archives of Canada, P .... 126638) 
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photography in advertising. What is certain is that the shift towards "compositions 
with an emphasis on clarity and design" did not represent a conversion to the 
Modernist desire to challenge the past and be in synchrony with the modern envi
ronment. 24 The appropriation of straight photography as an extension of 
Pictorialism was summed up by the Editor of Photograms of the Year in 1922 when 
he wrote, "This tendency [straight photography} has continued to develop, and 
during the present year the exhibitions have given a still greater indication that 
more straight photography, or what purports to the eye to be straight photography, 
has been made use of for pictorial purposes."25 

Although John Kirkland Hodges' (1888-1916) Idle Moments (fig A) 
illustrates this shift by showing an awareness of a new formal language in its adop
tion of a slightly angled view, by both its inclusion of the rear view of the subjects 
and its emphasis on geometric forms, its title betrays a continuing attachment to 
the anecdotal and picturesque aspects of the camera club aesthetic. This was not an 
isolated example. When photographers like Johan Helders (1888-1956), in his 
dynamic arrangement of curving and vertical forms of Pool No. 1 (fig.5) or Brodie 
Whitelaw (b. 1910) in Gas Tanks (fig.6), began to favour subject matter with geo
metric forms and sharp contrasts of light and shade, the austerity of the Modernist 
aesthetic was softened by printing the images on warmer, textured papers. As 
Andrew Rodger has noted, these photographers could never quite bring themselves 
to make a radical departure from the past.26 Their restraint is well illustrated by 
comparing the starkness of American Pictorialist photographer Paul Outerbridge's 
(1896~1958 ) [de Collar (fig.7) with Canadian Bruce Metcalfe's (1890/1891-1962) 
Collars (fig.8), which retains a playful, curving movement in contrast to the 
severity of the American's image. 

One of the foremost practitioners of this hybrid style of Pictorialism and 
Modernist photography was John Vanderpant (1884-1939).27 As one writer has 
pointed out, Vanderpant did not start to introduce geometric forms and more 
abstract compositions until 1929, and even then, "the persistent soft focus, the use 
of tonal paper, and significant retouching at the time of printing, mark him as an 
artist that always had one foot firmly anchored in the early precepts ofPictorialism, 
as did his use from time to time, even as late as 1935, of poetic titles."28 An exam
ple of such a title along with his most extreme expression of the Modernist 
aesthetic can be seen in Creations of Man (fig.9).29 

This ambiguity of intention and hybridity of Pictorialist and Modernist 
styles was not confined to Canadian photographers who worked exclusively 
within the Canadian milieu, but also marks the images of others who maintained 
affiliations with the Pictorialist movement. In spite of the strongly Modernist 
aspects of her later work, Margaret Watkins (1884-1969) is one such photographer.30 

As late as 1920 she was an influential member of the Pictorial Photographers of 
America and its Vice-President in 1926. Born in Hamilton, Ontario where she 
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fig·7 
Paul Omerbridge, (de 

CoUar, 1922, geiatm silver 
print, 12 x 9 cm, Merropo

linin Mus.eum of An, Ford 

Moror Company CoIL, gin 
of Ford MOtor Company 

and John C. WaddeU. 1987. 

(Photo: Merropoliran 
Mus.ewn of An, 
1987.1100.462) 

probably learned photography in her teens from an uncle, Thomas Watkins, an art 
coUecror and member of the iocaJ camera club, her career as a photographer was 
formed in the United States. In 1914, at rhe age of thirty, Warkins left Hamilton 
for New York to study at the C1arence White School of Phoco,graphy, where both 
Sriegiirz and Max Weber were on the faculty and where she herself, six years later, 
would be an Assisram Instructor.I' Watkins was associated with advertising and 
wrote the first in-depth essay on the subject of advertising and phomgraphy in 
1926,12 A palladium prim of subde and warm mnalicy, Dom~stk Symphony (fig. 1 0) 
exemplifies her ability to integrate che simplified patterns of Modernist photography 
with the muted qualities of PictOriaIism. 

Although there were Canadian phocographers in the twenties and thirties 
who sought co "refurbish the language of their art," they were willing to do so only 
to a degree that allowed them to remain within the conceptual and formal 
tradition of Pictorialism. The influence that camera clubs and the imperative for 
a nationalist style in phocography exercised over photographers is demonstrated by 
the fact that Man Ray's 0890-1926) twO RayrJgrnmJ, which were sbown with his 
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fig.S Brucr Mrtn.lsr, Collar!!, 1927, grlann SIIvrf", 18 x 23 ("rn, NiUonaI Archl\'C5 of C".anada.. 
(phom: Nallooal Arrhl\~ or Canada. PA 126~o~) 

painting Arr tk TriQmphe, in the Intenwtlo,wl Exhibition 0/ Modem Art organized by 
{he Socie{t~ Anonyme and exhibited at the Art Gallery of Toronto in April 1927. 
went completely unnoticed by commentatOrs. Rather than drawing readers' 
attention to [he radical contribution that his Rayogr .. J1IlS made to the evolution of 
photography, revIews of the /1ItmJaliollal Exhibition commented mstead on the 
Toronto Camera Club's annual Sa/on. The latter had been installed concurrently 
with the /nltrnalionnl with the supposed mtention of countering some of the heat 
generated by the radical exhibition. 

There are various reasons that could account for why a hybrid form of 
Picrorialism and straight photography prevailed 10 Canada over the purer form 
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fil.9 John Vandrrpam, Creation! or Man, 19}4, 
glow lamffll $Jilk, 8 x 10 ,rn, Nallonal 
Archlvr! of earu.da. (Pho!:o: Narionai 
Il.IduVft of Canada. PA 179~~2) 

of Modernist photography. The canon of Pictorial ism was validated by the 
National Gallery of Canada through Its annual hosung of the Canadian 
Inlmwllonal Salon of PhoIographl' Art from 1934 to 1939. Although the Salon did 
not mclude the word ~Pictorialist" m itS tide, the work It promoted was either 
partly or fully PictOnalist In spIrit, ranging from Europeans such as Pierre 
Dubreuil (ace c.I9(0) to Canadians Bruce Metcalfe, Johan Helders, John 
Vanderpam and Yousuf Karsh (h. 19(8). Absem from these annuals was the work 
of the European and American Modernist photOgraphers. 

Although [here was a growing nationalist spirit in Canada and the period 
from rhe late nineteenth century through to the First World War saw the 
establishment of music and art schools, Canada was not propelled imo the 
Modernist movement in photography the way chat Mexico or Russia were. With 
neither Russia nor Mex..ico·s post~revolu[ionary culture of experimentation, nor the 
p~nce of any indigenous, or even temporarily resident Modernist photographers, 
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fig. 10 Margam: Watkms. Domestic Symphony, 1919, palladium pMt, 21 l 16 cm, National Gallery of 
Canada. (Phoro: NatlONI Galltry of Canada, 20,627) 
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Canadians drew from what had already been institutionalized through the camera 
club and international salon circuits. Even if there were Canadian photographers 
who wanted to dissociate their aims from the nationalist agenda, no one here 
advanced the distinction between "contributions to art and contributions to 
national identity" as had the artist David MilneY 

Canadian painters whose expertise was called upon in annual Camera Club 
and International Salon juries were artists who favoured naturalism in their own 
work.36 One of the invited jurors for the Second Canadian International Salon 0/ 
Photogarphic Art in 1935 was the conservative critic and photographer Frank Roy 
Fraprie, who had criticized Stieglitz for showing "more aggressive forms of modern 
art" at '291.'37 Modernist photography was given a more respectful reception by 
Mexico's nationalist painters; "los tres grandes," were sufficiently impressed by the 
photographs ofEdward Weston and later Manuel Nvarez Bravo to take the medium 
seriously as a way of furthering their own visions (as in the case of David Alfaro 
Sigueiros), or participating in photography juries as did Diego Rivera. In contrast, 
Canadian photography went virtually unnoticed by the Group ofSeven.38 The result 
was that Canadian photographers remained marginalized and had a negligible 
impact on the art community as a whole. 

ANN THOMAS 
Curator 
Photographs Collection 
National Gallery of Canada 
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Resume 

ENTRE tANGLE ET LA COURBE 
Le modernisme dans la photographie canadienne 

C omme le pictorialisme, la photographie moderniste erait un mouvement. Meme 
si des similitudes d'expression suggerent un vocabulaire international, les racines 

de I'att de la photographie moderniste, dans tous les pays ou il s'est developpe, dif
ferent cependant considerablement. En Europe, aux Etats-Unis, en Russie et au 
Mexique, le modernisme en photographie a resulte de circonstances culturelles 
diverses et specifiques et n'a pas suivi une trace evolutionniste regulier. 

Meme si elle provenait de differentes origines culturelles, la photographie mo
derniste aux Etats-Unis et en Europe erait egalement influencee par le desir de mon
trer la synchronicite avec le present en explorant de nouvelles idees, de nouveaux su
jets et de nouvelles techniques de photographie et de se definir par opposition a 
I'esthetique romantique et floue du pictorialisme qui, dans les annees vingt, avait 
degenere en manierisme. Au Mexique et en Russie, cet elan pour se liberer des 
chai'nes du passe erait intensifie par I'experience de la revolution politique. 

L'article souleve la question des rapports entre la photographie canadienne des 
annees vingt et trente et les autres techniques photographiques modernistes. La pho
tographie canadienne se rapprochait-elle davantage d'un modeIe americain plus clas
sique ou du modele europeen plus experimental? Montrait-elle quelque caracteris
tique patticuliere? Et y a-t-il reellement eu des photographes canadiens dont I'ceuvre 
pourrait etre qualifiee de moderniste et qui auraient ete principalement interesses a 
«reformuler le langage de leur art»? 

Les trois influences qui ont marque la direction que la photographie canadienne 
devait prendre dans les annees vingt et trente ont ete le pictorialisme, le nationalisme 
et la peinture canadienne. Le pictorialisme, meme dans la vigueur de ses debuts, etait 
un mouvement conservateur qui imitait le pittoresque de la peinture de plein air du 
XIXe siecle et les aspects gestuels des techniques traditionnelles de gravure, la litho
graphie et I'eau-forte. Il a toutefois reussi a faire reconnai'tre la photographie comme 

un att. Au Canada, ses liens avec le mouvement pictorialiste americain et europeen 
ont ete forges par Sidney Carter (1880-1956) qui desirait creer un environnement 
favorable a I'exposition et a la critique reflechie d'ceuvres photographiques, selon le 
modHe developpe par Alfred Stieglitz aux Etats-Unis. Catter a organise deux grandes 
expositions mn d'integrer la photographie canadienne au mouvement pictorialiste 
international: le premier Salon du Toronto Camera Club de 1903, ou trente epreuves 
de la collection de prets de la Photo-Secession de New York etaient exposees a cote 
d'ceuvres des membres, et l'exposition pictorialiste internationale de novembre 1907 
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a la Art Association of Montreal. Bien que les deux expositions aient en~ accueillies 
avec une certaine resistance par divers secteurs de la communaute, le pictorialisme 
allait devenir de plus en plus courant au Canada. Grace a 1'omnipresence de camera 
clubs, aux Etats-Unis et au Canada, le pictorialisme avait evolue, dans les annees 
vingt, en deux courants principaux: 1'un, hybride plus interessant de sujets pictoria
listes et de formes modernistes anguleuses et l'autre, relevant d'un manierisme qui 
embrassait des sujets exotiques et sentimentaux et employait un vocabulaire de con
tours flous et d'effets d'atmosphere. Tout comme, a 1'interieur du mouvement picto
rialiste americain, certains elements resistaient au modernisme, au Canada, ces me
mes elements conservateurs tendaient a reppusser toute tentative de revitaliser le 
vocabulaire de 1'expression. L'absence, au Canada, de lieu d'exposition et de debats sur 
la photographie, en dehors du reseau des camera clubs plus interesses a etablir et 
observer des regles qu'a jeter un regard neuf sur le monde et sa representation visuelle, 
restreignait davantage la possibilite de changement a 1'interieur du mouvement pic
torialiste lui-meme et le developpement d'un mouvement moderniste. C'est princi
palement par les ecrits du photographe et peintre canadien Harold Mortimer-Lamb 
(1872-1970), correspondant aupres de la publication britannique annuelle Photograms 
of the Year, que l'on est renseigne sur 1'etat de la photographie au Canada depuis le 
debut du siecle jusqu'au milieu des annees vingt. 

La relation entre peintres et photographes a toujours ete un sujet fecond. Des 
1907, a l' occasion de l' exposition de photographie pictorialiste a Montreal, les artistes 
canadiens ont influence la maniere dont la photographie devait etre re~ue en tant que 
forme d'art. Prenant ombrage de ceque Maurice Maeterlinck parlait de la photogra
phie comme d'une forme d'art, dans l'essai qui accompagnait le catalogue, ils per
suaderent le secretaire de 1'Association, John Bethune Abbott, de cacher a la vue du 
public les pages qui contenaient cette declaration. Suivant une pratique en vigueur 
dans nombre d'autres pays, les peintres canadiens, entre autres Charles MacDonald 
Manley, George Agnew Reid et].C Forbes, etaient souvent sollicites pour faire par
tie de jurys de clubs de photographie ou pour conseiller la selection d'epreuves pour 
les salons internationaux de photographie. Cela a permis aux artistes d'exercer une 
influence considerable sur la direction que devait prendre le medium et il s'agissait 
souvent de peintres qui ne favorisaient pas le naturalisme dans leurs propres ceuvres. 
De meme, un des membres du Second Canadian International Salon of Photographic Art, 
en 1935, etait le critique et photographe traditionaliste Frank Roy Fraprie, qui avait 
reproche a Stieglitz de montrer «des formes plus agressives d'art moderne» a sa 
galerie 291. 

Ainsi, alors que des pays comme le Mexique, la Russie, les Etats-Unis et 
1'Allemagne developpaient une ecole moderniste de photographie, les photographes 
canadiens soumettaient leur art a l'autorite d'artistes travaillant dans un autre me
dium et subissaient aussi 1'emprise de 1'esthetique du Camera Club. De plus, une 
presence nouvelle et influente, le Groupe des Sept, dictait a 1'opinion canadienne ce 
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que l'art devait ou ne devait pas etre, aussi bien au plan formel qu'au plan intellectuel. 
En liant la recherche d'une identite nationale a la representation du paysage canadien, 
execute dans un style fortement gestuel et pictural, le Groupe des Sept fixa de nou
velles normes auxquelles les photographes canadiens se referaient continuellement et 
qu'ils s'efforc;aient d'emuler, a partir de 1917 environ. Comme il fallait s'y attendre, 
les photographes etaient plut6t frustres que satisfaits dans leurs efforts pour atteindre 
le meme degre d'individualisme original et robuste que 1'0n retrouvait dans les 
tableaux de leurs compatriotes. Cela n'a rien d'etonnant, vu que les tendances 
deliberement universalistes du mouvement pictorialiste, aussi bien d'ailleurs que du 
mouvement moderniste, s'opposaient a toute recherche de specificite. L'influence 
exercee sur les photographes par les camera clubs et la promotion d'un style nationa
liste de photographie est demontree par le fait que les deux Rayogrammes de Man Ray, 
exposes avec son tableau Arc de Triomphe lors de l'Exposition internationale d'art moderne 
organisee par la Societe Anonyme et montres a la Art Gallery of Toronto en avril 
1927, ont ete completement ignores, sauf pour une mention au catalogue. 

Les photographes canadiens qui introduisirent dans leurs photographies un 
vocabulaire formel nouveau et typiquement moderniste comportant des perspectives 
aux angles prononces, des vues de dos des sujets, des formes et motifs geometriques 
ainsi que de nets contrastes d'ombre et de lumiere, modifierent la radicalite poten
tielle de leurs oeuvres en contInuant d'utiliser des elements anecdotiques et pit
toresques de l'esthetique des camera clubs. Cela se manifestait ou bien par l'inclusion 
d'un titre narratif ou bien par l'adoucissement ou l'attenuation de l'esthetique mo
derniste pour la faire paraitre moins radicale. Des photographies comme Idle Moments 
de John Kirkland Hodges, 1926, Pool No. 1 ,deJohan Helders, vers 1925, Gas Tanks 
de Brodie Whitelaw, vers 1928, Collars de Bruce Metcalfe, 1927, Strength de John 
Vanderpant, n.d., demontrent qu'il y avait chez les photographes canadiens d'impor
tants praticiens du style hybride de photographie pictorialiste et moderniste. L'~
bigwte d'intention que nous voyons dans leurs oeuvres n'etait pas confinee aux pho
tographes canadiens travaillant exclusivement en milieu canadien, mais elle marquait 
egalement l'oeuvre d'autres photographes qui demeuraient affilies au mouvement 
pictorialiste a l'exterieur de Canada, y compris la Canadienne Margaret Watkins 
(1884-1969), originaire d'Hamilton, qui combinait les vocabulaires pictorialiste et 
moderniste avec une remarquable elegance, comme en temoigne Domestic Symphony, 
1919. Il y avait, dans les annees vingt et trente, des photographes canadiens qui cher
chaient a «reformuler le langage de leur art», mais qui n'etaient prets a le faire que 
dans la mesure Oll ils pouvaient demeurer a l'interieur des traditions conceptuelles et 
formelles du picrorialisme. 

Traduction: Elise Bonnette 
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SAMPSON-MATTHEWS AND THE NGC 
The Post-War Years 

I n Canada, the concept of the land and the visual representation of the landscape 
have played a critical role in realizing what Benedict Anderson has termed the 

"imagined community" and it underpins the Canadian sense of nationalism.' In a 
country with relatively few public art galleries and limited access to original works 
of art, surrogate images in the form of reproductions have played a critical role. 
They work across time and space and transcending regional difference to create a 
"Canadian" vision of the land. In this discussion of the National Gallery/Sampson
Matthews silkscreen project, I pick up on my earlier argument that our collective 
sense of what is "Canadian" in Canadian art and the positioning of the land (and 
more particularly of the wilderness aesthetic) as the key to Canadian identity can 
be traced to the Sampson-Matthews project and, more especially, to die post-war 
phase of that project.2 

This essay builds on the work discussed in my two previous articles: 
"Establishing the Canon" (1995) described an earlier, little-known reproduction 
program originated by the National Gallery of Canada in 1928, which disseminated 
hundreds of thousands of lithographic prints to schools and homes throughout the 
country. "Envisioning Nation: Nationhood and Identity and the Sampson
Matthews Silkscreen Prints: The Wartime Prints" (1998) examined the foundation 
of the Sampson-Matthews project, the Gallery's second major reproduction pro
ject.3 Whereas "Envisioning Nation" looked at the development and production 
of the 36 wartime silkscreens, this current article considers the post-1945 schools 
program, the last (post-National Gallery) commercial program, and over 80 
images associated with the Sampson-Matthews project in the period following the 
Second World War (see Appendix A). I look at the way in which the wartime 
project began with the intention of providing a contemporary focus on the 
Canadian experience and proposed a diverse rather than a homogeneous vision of 
Canadian identity with a new and more broadly representative paradigm. I also 
examine how, despite this intention, the project came to reaffirmed the position of 
the wilderness and the Group of Seven, along with its followers, as the touchstones 
of Canadian art and identity for generations of young Canadians. In the two 
decades following the war, these widely disseminated, large, attractive and 
reasonably priced Sampson-Matthews images seemed to confirm the public belief 
that the expression of national identity through landscape art was both natural and 
inevitable. 
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In an attempt to understand how the project shaped the public under
standing of Canadian art and identity, this text examines the individual works 
which comprised the series and the manner in which they were commissioned and 
disseminated. In analyzing the competing notions of art that defined the project 
over its history, I trace its evolution from a national program designed to allow 
artists from across the country to benefit from the advantages of working in 
silkscreen, to a narrowly-focussed, commercialized venture. Problematizing the 
"given" of the association between nationalism and landscape already in place 
through the earlier reproduction program, I examine the silkscreen project. It was 
intended to be broadly representative of the regional experience in Canada and to 
reflect the domestic landscape as well as the wilderness, but the project inscribed 
itself politically and symbolically into the national consciousness primarily through 
the representation of the wilderness aesthetic. As well, the article considers 
several little-known independent silkscreen projects which were associated with 
the Sampson-Matthews prints, such as the Federation of Canadian Artists' post-war 
silkscreen project and three series of prints published by the Canadian Pulp and 
Paper Association. 

The Post-War Project 
By January of 1945 the National Gallery of Canada's endeavour to supply prints to 
the armed forces was concluded; requests from the Navy, Army, Air Force and 
Auxiliary Services had been fully answered. Silkscreen prints had been sent to 
government offices throughout the world and thousands of works had been cre
ated especially for use in schools. In all, thirty artists had participated, creating 36 
different subjects of which 29 were painted specifically for the project and seven 
were adapted from paintings in the permanent collections of the National Gallery 
of Canada, the Art Gallery of Toronto and Hart House. 

Sampson-Matthews was naturally anxious to ensure the continuation of a 
project that had created business and employment for the firm. Urging the 
National Gallery to set up a revolving fund to cover the costs of new silkscreens 
and to vigorously promote sales to schools, Charles A.G. Matthews, the company's 
director, wrote that his firm had built special equipment for silkscreen production 
and that he was anxious to make continued use of it "without letup."4 To encourage 
the Gallery's ongoing participation, Matthews pointed out that the smaller-size 
works (on which the firm had already begun production) could be self-supporting 
and show a profit even if the Gallery were to give military hospitals .half of the 
quantitie~ that had been ordered. The key, he reiterated, was to "get ... the school 
project under way."5 Prints were distributed to veterans' hospitals and exhibitions 
circulated to public institutions across the country, promoting interest and sales.6 

At the same time, Sampson-Matthews was marketing the prints directly to the 
public. Schools, however, remained the principal marketing target.7 
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As the focus shifted to work for schools, so the size of the prints changed. In 
1944 the Gallery had listed twenty-nine large format (30" x 40") silkscreens in its 
catalogue of "Reproductions on Sale and Lending Collections."s On 28 February 
1945 Matthews wrote to the Director H. O. McCurry that the company had ceased 
further work in the large size and was focussing on the smaller prints, also noting 
that the print by James Wilson Morrice, worked better in this size than either of 
the earlier large format runs. By August 1945 small size editions ofL.A.C. Panton's 
Silver Stream, Leonard Brooks' Halifax Harbour, Morrice's Quebec Ferry, Albert 
Robinson's Return from Easter Mass and Thoreau MacDonald's Winter Morning were 
run in quantities of approximately a thousand. By May, however, Sampson
Matthews was back to printing editions in the large size and proposing a new run 
of 600 each of the prints by Charles Comfort, Arthur Lismer, Fred Haines, ].WG. 
Macdonald, Franklin Carmichael, W]. Phillips, and Morrice, as well as Panton's 
Windswept. 

Anxious to generate business, Matthews' correspondence with the National 
Gallery regularly concerned the need for increased awareness of the prints in 
schools and the firm's intention to take an active role, along with the National 
Gallery, in direct promotion to make sure that this occurred.9 By March 1946, the 
Gallery was actively engaged in "endeavouring to make [the} school reproductions 
more widely known throughout the Dominion" - an approach that would make 
these prints central to the formation of Canadian identity and a shared vision of the 
Canadian experience. To enhance its marketing efforts, the Gallery arranged speaking 
engagements at education conferences and advertised in educational publications.10 . 

In the typescript introduction of an illustrated brochure to be titled 
"Silkscreen Prints from Designs by Canadian Artists" (c.l946), the National 
Gallery described the wartime project. Despite the fact that a number of images 
had recently been reprinted for schools, the text implied that the works were in 
short supply, noting that the "original war aims of the series having now been 
accomplished, the National Gallery has secured a limited quantity of each print for 
distribution outside the armed forces. These prints are available for purchase by 
schools and other institutions, as well as by individuals."ll The brochure described 
twenty-nine of the Sampson-Matthews images "representing typical aspects of 
Canada from coast to coast."12 The catalogue descriptions of the works appear to 
have been based on the wartime "descriptive cards." To heighten consciousness 
of the project in the years immediately following the War, exhibitions of the prints 
were circulated to libraries and galleries across Canada. 13 

Highlighting the broad distribution of the wartime prints and their poten
tial as a tool for cultural diplomacy, the Gallery's 1944-45 Annual Report stated: 
"The prints are to be found in almost every quarter of the Allied World. It is dif
ficult to overemphasize the value of this publicity for Canada."14 Understanding 
the role of the prints as culrural ambassadors representing Canada abroad, the 
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Gallery continued to promote them internationally. In 1946 an exhibition was cir
culated in the United States; another was sent to a youth centre in Vienna 
operated by the Unitarian Service Committee of Can ad aY The Gallery's 1947-48 
Annual Report described the "[i}nternational recognition of the leading role played 
by the Canadian silk screen prints in art education [achieved} when a group of the 
prints, sent to Mexico City as part' of the Museum exhibition, was transferred to 
Paris for permanent reference at UNESCO's request."16 

There was also a strong commercial thrust in the post-war years. In 1947, 
A.Y. Jacksbn suggested marketing the prints to the CPR and CNR, each of which 
had its own rather limited (according to Jackson), reproduction series. 17 The most 
important sale, however, was to the Bank of Montreal as the Gallery's 1947-48 
Annual Report noted: "One bank has made a large purchase of these [silkscreen} 
prints from the National Gallery for display in all of its branches throughout the 
country and abroad."18 Despite the Gallery's commitment to the project, it was 
two years before any new subjects were added to the series. 19 Only in January 1948 
did the Gallery's Trustees authorize payment of $50.00 to the artists for editions of 
'the silkscreen reproductions issued by the Gallery for general sale.20 For example, 
although discussion regarding the reproduction of Emily Carr's White Church (in 
Charles Band's collection) occurred in late 1945 and the original painting was at 
the Gallery for reproduction purposes two years later; the first mention of White 
Church being available for sale is June 1948.21 

The Federation Silkscreen Project 
One reason for the Gallery's delay in expanding the silkscreen project may have 
been that, even before the War had ended, it foresaw the program being replaced 
by a scheme proposed by the Federation of Canadian Artists. McCurry and Jackson 
believed that a Federation-driven program would overcome the commercial bias 
they had deplored in the wartime project. Those committed to the scheme believed 
that the project would prove the value of the silkscreen process as an important new 
technique for the creation and dissemination of contemporary art prints and pro
vide a new source of income for Canadian artists. In what Dennis Reid would later 
describe as an "abortive" project, the Federation undertook a "national" plan, com
missioning its members to create silkscreen designs for sale and possibly for rental 
purposes.22 

McCurry, certainly encouraged by Jackson, may have been the key figure in 
bringing this project to fruition. In early 1944 he wrote to Lawren Barris, "I 
am ... interested in the scheme for getting the Canadian artists at work on 
silkscreen prints along the lines developed under the W.P.A."23 Be went on to 
describe the wonderful quality of the "exciting exhibition" of American silkscreens 
from the Museum of Modern Art, "New American Silk Screen Colour Prints," which 
the National Gallery had hosted in January 1944, and to extol the promise that fine 
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art prints held for the future. 24 Having circulated the exhibition to the Art 
Association of Montreal, McCurry proposed to Harris: "I would like to have it 
shown in every centre where we can get a group of artists together to study it and 
to realize its possibilities in making Canadian art available to all the people. I 
would be willing to buy a few sets of equipment which could be placed in such 
centres as perhaps the art schools in Vancouver, Winnipeg, Toronto and other large 
cities and allow any artists of standing to use the apparatus." He alSo remarked that 
"the Museum of Modern Art exhibition demonstrates that ... in good hands ... the 
results [of the silkscreen process} bear very little relation to the commercial 
products we have turned out for the forces." He concluded, "I know that the 
National Gallery and the Federation can co-operate to great purpose in the days 
that are ahead."25 

At McCurry's urging the American silkscreen exhibition toured Canada for 
almost a full year, travelling from Ottawa and Montreal to Toronto, a Maritime 
tour (booked by the Saint John Art Club), Vancouver and Winnipeg. In a prosely
tizing mood, McCurry wrote to Jack Humphrey, who had contributed his Grand 
Manan design to the wartime project: "I hope you will insist on having the silk 
screen exhibition and that you and some of the Saint John artists will be 
interested in trying this medium. The best way, I am sure, is for the artist himself 
to do the printing but it would be quite practicable, I think, to have someone else 
do it under the artist's direct supervision."26 McCurry must have been pleased by 
the report that, after seeing the exhibition, Maritime artists were "planning to try 
out the process and [had} ... spent considerable time in the study of the various 
techniques;"27 Prints from the exhibition were ordered from the New York-based 
Silk Screen Group by individuals across Canada.28 So impressed were members of 
the Quebec region of the Federation of Canadian Artists, who had viewed the exhibi
tion and held a panel discussion on the silkscreen technique, that they expressed 
the desire "to draw the attention of all members of the EC.A., all other artists and 
the public throughout Canada to the exhibition and, generally, to assist in publi
cizing it. "29 

On 16 February 1944, McCurry wrote to Arthur Lismer at the Art 
Association of Montreal looking for backing when he went to the Gallery's Board 
to discuss the scheme for funding silkscreen centres across the country: "I am very 
definitely interested in making this process more widely known in Canada and 
encouraging Canadian artists to use it. That was ... one of the primary reasons the 
National Gallery brought the [MaMA} exhibition to the Canada and has arranged 
its tour. I have not yet had the opportunity of discussing with the Trustees my sug
gestion that equipment be purchased by the National Gallery and placed in strate
gic centres such as the Art Association .... If you approve of this idea and I gather 
that you do, you might be willing to write me definitely requesting action." That 
same day Lismer wrote, "Is there a chance that we could set up an outfit in our 
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schools and get artists to come in and work at it? The Federation is definitely interested." 
During the war years, however, it proved impossible to obtain a quorum of the 
Gallery's Board. Transactions were approved by the Chair and there is no evidence 
that McCurry's proposal was ever formally presented to the Trustees.30 

In a draft for "Reconstruction in the Arts," the Federation of Canadian 
Artists' post-war brief to the federal government Committee on Reconstruction, 
Lawren Harris outlined the "National Gallery plan and rental scheme."3! Jackson 
strongly endorsed the Federation's program, which reflected his own commitment 
to the potential of the silkscreen.32 The "Silk screen prints plan" included a part
nership of the Federation, the National Gallery and Sampson-Matthews; all artists 
would be eligible to participate. Profits were to be allocated to artists according to 
the number and size of prints sold. The mass production this scheme offered dif
fered from the traditional artists' prints which McCurry noted had much more limited 
production and sale. The plan was for "each region to get endorsement of the plan 
from various art, music associations & clubs, service clubs, Canadian clubs, teachers 
associations, trade unions ete. in its region - giving number of members in its 
region. "33 Convinced by the promise of both income and audiences (and likely 
counting on McCurry's offer to buy the equipment), the Federation (echoing 
McCurry), proposed the establishment of silk screen production facilities in centres 
across Canada which would be available to any artist wishing to work in this 
medium. Harris put up the money to get the Federation project going. 

In the end, the vision of centres for the production of original silkscreens 
throughout the country did not materialize; in the Federation's final scheme the 
prints were not produced locally or even regionally .. Rather, Toronto-based 
Sampson-Matthews was responsible for both the production and marketing and it 
was there that decisions on what would be printed were taken. It was intended, 
however, that the project would be managed by the Federation which would retain 
the profits on sales made through its offices and agents across the country. 

Offered the option of participating as a partner in the scheme or simply pur
chasing work for resale, the National Gallery opted for the latter.34 Sensing poten
tial problems even before the project was fully underway, Jackson warned McCurry 
against "getting loaded down with things which will not sell." He advised the 
Gallery to take an arm's length position, observing that this would leave it "free to 
buy what prints" and as many as it wished. The Gallery did, however, agree to act 
as a purchaser and distributor of the silkscreens. 

Production of the Federation prints (all employing the smaller format of the 
earlier silkscreen project) began in November 1945. Jackson seems to have thrown 
himself into the project, donating a design based on Thomson'sJoe Creek to help 
finance the program and proposing production of a design by his niece, Naomi 
Jackson, of [Winter} Ste. Adele.35 At the same time Sampson-Matthews was begin
ning work on Thoreau Macdonald's Country Road. By spring of 1946 Sampson-
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Matthews was redoing the design for Bertram Brooker's Laurentian Village 
(originally proposed for the wartime project) in reduced size for the Federation. 
Dorothy Williams' Indian Village was being printed and Rody Kenny Courtice's 
White Calf was under consideration. l6 Harris contributed Algoma Lake and Island, 
Georgian Bay and Jackson, Smart River.37 On 5 June 1946 a reassured Harris wrote 
to McCurry, "Alec, Cass and I have had meetings about silk screen prints and now 
feel that the project has every chance of success." (figs~l and 2) 

In his letter, Harris envisioned a large private-sector market where the general 
public would purchase the prints for personal use or as gifts. Calculating potential 
sales, Jackson suggested that the largest market would be Ontario (70%), with 
approximately 20% of sales in the West and the rest in Quebec and the Maritimes. 
Jackson and Harris, on behalf of the Federation, debated the appropriate selling 
price of the silkscreens. Anxious to expedite sales, Harris wanted to retail them for 
$3.50; Jackson thought $4.50 more appropriate, pointing out that Harris's pro
posal offered no allowance for overhead expenses.38 The proposed 20% educational 
reduction would further reduce the Federation's income and its margin for profit. 
Harris argued that since the large wartime prints had sold for $5.00, the smaller 
Federation prints should retail for a proportionately reduced price. The debate 
between Harris and "the Rev. Dr. Jackson" (as Harris called him) was ongoing and 
Harry McCurry became the middleman in correspondence on the issue.39 Jackson 
also argued that with the reduced stock of the large wartime prints on hand, pri
vate sales of those prints should be curtailed and the remainder reserved for schools. 
Believing that the production of the wartime prints was essentially complete, he 
observed that "in a year or two, any schools will regret not having purchased 
them. "40 McCurry offered to prepare statistics on the sales of wartime prints, sug
gesting that the information would have an "important bearing on the Federation's 
programme and will be some guide as to what can be expected."41 

By 1947 the Federation had established a distriburion system for both the 
National Gallery and the Federation prints through its branches as well as a num
bet' of public and private art galleries and artists' associations across the country.42 
The Federation was responsible for all records, invoicing of its prints etc, and Sampson
Matthews was in charge of distribution on the Federation's behalf. The Gallery dis
tributed Federation prints which it had purchased at a wholesale price and included 
them in an illustrated publication of reproductions produced in collaboration with 
the Department of External Affairs in late 1948 for distribution to Canadian mis
sions abroad. McCurry also offered to include an insert indicating the locations at 
which the prints could be obtained in the National Gallery catalogue of reproduc
tions. The Bank of Montreal also purchased the Federation's silkscreens and pre
sented the prints in the post-war exhibitions at its branches across the country.43 

The 1948 National Gallery publication offers evidence that the original nine 
pri.nts were the only ones the Federation actually produced. Four images selected 
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for reproduction followed the Ontario wilderness formula. Each was the work of 
]ackson or Harris (including ]ackson's translation ofThomson'sJoe Creek) - both 

, of whom had made a personal commitment to the project. The distinguishing fea
ture of each of the others, three of which represented the typology of the pastoral 
ideal, was their decorative, Christmas-card prettiness. As] ackson later summarized 
it, "the whole thousand members turned in about twenty designs, most of them 
little water or oil paintings that had nothing to do with silkscreen and as for sales, 
I doubt if more than 15 members made any effort to sell them."44 

In this letter to McCurry he also wrote: "I don't think the Federation can 
make it go .... It is no use the Federation making any more [prints} and yet they 
should not be dropped. There is nothing else as good or as practical on the market. 
Wherever they are used people are enthusiastic about them and the schools - Canada 
could use fifty thousand of them." ]ackson also asked whether the Gallery could 
"help get the Federation out of the hole they are in as a result of their silk screen 
venture." On 1 February 1951,]ackson would report to McCurry that though the 
Federation had been able through the project to payoff all their debts and to make 
a "good profit," it had never paid the artists for their designs. Some years later the 
Gallery, unhappy with the state of the Sampson-Matthews program, would again 
look at the development of projects intended to encourage Canadian artists to cre
ate original works for the silkscreen medium, this time under its own auspices. In 
1953, the Gallery's trustees discussed a proposal for a country-wide competition for 
new designs for silkscreens. Lawren Harris, then a Board member, supported the 
project (despite the Federation experience) with the caveat that the designs sub
mitted had to be original. Despite extended discussions and strong support for the 
proposal from Robert Hubbard, Curator of Canadian Art, it never came to 
fruition. 45 

The Canadian Pulp and Paper Prints 
In 1946 Rielle Thomson, President of the Pulp and Paper Association of Canada, 
commissioned ten paintings by Canadian artists similar in size to the smaller 
Sarnpson-Matthews silkscreen prints. A year later he had Sampson-Matthews 

. reproduce the paintings as prints.46 It may have been Matthews who suggested 
working in the same format as the small wartime prints. With an eye to broader 
dissemination of the images which carried a strong promotional message for the 
pulp and paper industry, Sarnpson-Matthews undertook to offer a portion of the 
initial print run to the National Gallery at a very low price.47 

Rather than the unspoiled wilderness landscapes that dominated the wartime 
project and remained central to the formation of the Canadian aesthetic, this first 
Pulp and Paper series depicted the experience of the natural world mediated by the 
resource, industrial and transportation technologies. Representing men actively 
engaged in various aspects of life in forestry, the images portrayed mastery over the 
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country's abundant natural resources. The familiar pictorial convention of wilder
ness was adapted to project the economic value of presumably unlimited resources 
in Thoreau MacDonald's The Forest, Cloutier's Woods Work, Sydney Hallam's Log 
Drilling, Casson's Mill Village, Comfort's Bunkhouse Scene, Will Ogilvie's Paper 
MaA\ing, Bieler's Pulp Making, Jackson's Paperboard Making, Harris's West Coast Mill 
and Franklin Arbuckle's Shipping Paper. 

Published in book form by the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association in 
1948, the prints were also distributed to schools and universities across the country.48 
Although created as a promotional tool, they were exhibited along with the 
National Gallery's silkscreen prints in venues throughout Canada. Integration into 
the ostensibly neutral context of the exhibitions institutionalized the mandate of 
industrial development, associating the forestry industry and its practices with the 
rhetoric of national unity. Commenting on the uniqueness of this series but apparently 
unaware of the differing mandate of the Pulp and Paper prints, a Windsor review 
of the exhibition at the Willistead Art Gallery noted the "change from the usual 
emphasis on landscape in Canadian painting; [in these prints} most pictures show 
people doing something. "49 By 1949 the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association had 
exhausted its supply of prints and potential customers were referred to the National 
Gallery which still had "a few sets on hand."50 

Pleased with the success of the earlier series, in 1950 the Pulp and Paper 
Association purchased six new subjects for reproduction, this time in the larger 
silkscreen format. 51 Casson, Thoreal1 MacDonald, Comfort, Jackson, Arbuckle and 
Cloutier were each commissioned to create an image representing a specific 
Canadian pulpwood tree within an apparently unspoiled northern landscape. By 
November 1950 Comfort's Balsam Fir and MacDonald's Black Spruce were in 
production. Writing to McCurry on 2 November 1950, Matthews utged him to 
order a quantity for the Gallery, promoting them as "exceedingly va~uable, espe
cially for schools." While the Gallery purchased the "charming" MacDonald (a pris
tine forest scene), on this occasion it deferred on the Comfort (portraying a loco
motive pulling flatcars loaded with logs), which it deemed "more of a commercial 
poster. "52 In September 1951 the Gallery ordered 2000 prints from this second 
series and they would often be marketed along with the National Gallery images.53 

Except for Comfort's Balsam Fir, the evidence of the encroachment of industry 
which had characterized the earlier prints, was generally eliminated in this second 
series. As well as being distributed by the Gallery (with a promotional text noting 
the Pulp and Paper Association's involvement), the prints were reproduced in a 
small black and white booklet, titled Six Forest Landscapes.54 Another industry 
booklet featuring the prints included a colour reproduction of Arbuckle's Western 
Hemlock and two images from the earlier series as well as a line drawing of each 
species of tree. This publication promoted the industry as protector of Canada's 
natural heritage and its practices as environmentally sound, with captions such 
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as "A forest with a future" and "More growing than going."55 Facilitated by 
Sampson-Matthews' key role in the decision-making process regarding selection of 
prints and marketing strategy for the National Gallery, in 1953 the six Pulp and 
Paper prints from the second series would be illustrated as a group in the Gallery's 
catalogue of reproductions.56 For Sampson-Matthews this was all in the line of 
business, providing a superb distriburion system for one client through collabora
tion with another. 57 For the Pulp and Paper Association their presence in a cata
logue issued by the National Gallery of Canada and the association of the resource 
industry with the dominant images of unspoiled nature and the project of national 
identity was a brilliant marketing coup. 

The Post-War Gallery Project 
In 1948 Sampson-Matthews had sent the Gallery a number of new designs for 
approval for the school market. Neither McCurry nor Jackson was thrilled with any 
of them as few contained the "art qualities" that Jackson had stated must be associ
ated with a project designed for this audience. Although Jackson and McCurry were 
described, with Casson, as the committee that approved the selection of prints for the 
series "on behalf of the National Gallery," all of the images which Sampson-Matthews 
proposed were eventually published despite Jackson's and McCurry's concerns about 
a number of them. While Jackson was heavily involved in the Federation project and 
the selection of prints in the first phase of the Sampson-MatthewslNational Gallery 
wartime project, his influence over the selection of images for the second schools 
focussed part of the program waned in the post-war years. 

The majority of the post-war reproductions were by members of the Ontario 
Sociery of Artists and depicted stereotypical images of Canadian life, both rural and 
urban. Of the three works by Thoreau MacDonald, Jackson wrote that they looked 
"very fine, perhaps better technically than anything [Sampson-Matthews} have 
done."58 McCurry deemed Sydney Watson's St. Lawrence Town, Quebec too "dead" for 
student use. 59 However, the subject of Robert Pilot's Skating, Dufferin Terrace 
seemed to McCurry "100%" since it featured skating, "the foremost Canadian win
ter sport," in a "well-known Canadian locality." He was, however, appalled by the 
inept handling of the figures, not one of which showed a "natural skating position." 
Adamant that "the silk screen prints are spread too widely to permit us to be care
less about such elementary matters," McCurry urged Casson to "count it out" if the 
problems could not be corrected. Once again the design was printed despite 
McCurry's concerns; although some work may have been done to correct the 
problems. 

McCurry offered an equivocal response to one of Casson's own designs, more 
in keeping with the wilderness aesthetic. Apparently unwilling to be candid about 
his assessment of the work, McCurry told him that while he personally deemed 
Summer Morning "excellent," he did not think it would be popular. He went on to 
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add that others had found the rocks "too theatrical" and that "the composition did 
not hold together sufficiently well." Such criticism does not appear to have dis
couraged Casson and the work remained in print for the life of the project. 

Carr's White Church and Harold Beament's The Waiting Ones were also 
included in the June 1948 list of Gallery reproductions. While Jackson was enthu
siastic about the Carr, he had little use for Beament's work. Of Beament's wartime 
efforts, Jackson had written, "I wish the Navy would get rid of Beament but it is 
hard to find anyone familiar with boats apart from A.i. [Arthur Lismer} and he 
coul.d not leave his work."60 It was also by June 1948 that Yvonne McKague 
Housser's Poplar and Spruce and Milne's Boston Corner (sic), recently acquired by the 
National Gallery, were run in the smaller size. The remuneration paid ro artists for 
the original use of their images appears to have been increased as there are National 
Gallery records requesting payment of $100 each to Casson, Comfort, Watson and 
Ogilvie in 1950.61 

It is interesting to note the change in the operational model of the silkscreen 
program in the post-war period. First, it is Casson not Jackson, who is in the front 
line, soliciting and approving designs for new silkscreens. McCurry still appears to 
have had nominal veto power although his reservations do not seem to have had 
much impact. Secondly, the stated intention of representing a wide variety of artists 
from across the country appears to have shifted to offering a number of commis
sions to a relatively few Toronto-based Ontario Society of Artists members. 
Geographic representation in subject matter was still considered important 
although the artist might be based in central Canada. Thirdly, an illustrative 
approach to subject matter became even more predominant. 

Perhaps because of Jackson's dislike of what he deemed the commercial 
quality of some of the newer prints, the commissions were complemented by a 
growing reliance on the popularity of earlier work, particularly the Group's wilder
ness imagery and the easily recognizable subject matter of Tom Thomson. In early 
1949, Casson reported that three Thomson sketches (Portage, Ragged Lake, and 
March and Northern Lights) were being adapted for reproduction as silkscreens.62 

Praising the quality of these prints, Jackson suggested adding a few more images 
to create a "Thomson set." In February 1951 Jackson turned in a large-format 
design for Dease Bay, Great Bear Lake, writing to McCurry that this northern sub
ject should be popular. A few months later, he asked McCurry to have another of 
his canvases from this series of northern scenes (West Bay Fault, Yellowknife), which 
belonged to the Department of Resources and Development, delivered to 
Sampson-Matthews for translation to screenprint. His Smart River, originally done 
as a contribution to the earlier Federation of Canadian Artists project, would be 
included in the National Gallery's later publications as Smart River, Alaska 
Highway.63 A 1951 letter from Fred Amess in the B.C. Department of Education 
to Harris complained that the focus in the post-war reproduction program had 
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shifted to the tried and true, particularly work by Thomson and the Group and 
artists who echoed them in style and subject matter.64 The letter stated the con
cern that "there is quite a lapse in the prints of Canadian art after the group of 
seven." 

That same year, McCurry expressed his belief to Jackson that the wartime 
prints had become "a little hackneyed."6~ For his part, Jackson was firm about the 
need for quality new work, recommending that no additional reprints should be 
made from the series and that all prints should be limited to a thousand copies.66 

However, reworking existing images was a cost-effective method of operation and 
many of the extant images would be reprinted a number of times in the next 
twenty years. Only Casson and Jackson, the artists most directly involved in the 
production of the series, would withdraw a successful subject once a print run was 
sold out and replace it with a new image. 

In November 1951 Jackson, Casson and Matthews drew up a working list 
titled "National Gallery Reproductions" for McCurry's consideration and included 
possible subjects for future silkscreens. Reflecting the narrowed vision of the pro
gram, it focussed in the first instance on popular works in public and private col
lections, primarily by the Group of Seven and their contemporaries. These included 
a large-scale work based on J.E.H. MacDonald's Autumn in Algoma (The Fall of the 
Leaf) - which would be at least 50% larger than anything printed before, as well 
as Emily Carr's Blunden Harbour and Jackson's Red Maple, all in the collection of the 
National GalleryY (These works were never realized as silkscreens, although a 
number of them would be published as lithographs.) Other works proposed included 
Thomson's Pointers, a work by Lismer and J.E.H. MacDonald's Little Spruce (the 
latter two from Isabel McLaughlin's collection), as well as works by Carmichael 
and Harris. The Gallery was holding Jackson's Laurentian Farm for translation to 
silkscreen and Casson's White Pine - "another Georgian Bay subject" - was in 
production.6B At the same time, a second print by Albert Robinson (Noontime in the 
Hills) ~as recommended for reproduction bur never published.69 

Reflecting the Toronto-centric nature of the project in these years, Casson, 
Matthews, and Jackson set themselves assignments to determine other appropriate 
works by O.S.A. members. "Cass" was to visit Fred Haines' exhibition at the Laing 
Gallery and to see what Canadian subjects York Wilson had in his studio. At the 
same time, they recommended proceeding with Comfort's Algonquin Lake.7° 
Jackson and Casson were also to look at Quebec Roofs by Montrealer, Fred Taylor 
in the R.C.A. exhibition, "which is felt likely suitable for adapting." Clol,ltier, 
Hallam and Alan Collier were on the recommended list; Panton, Palmer, William 
Winter and Jack Bush were not to be asked to make paintings. Because of copy
right concerns, they did not pursue another Gagnon work.71 

A year later, two works from the National Gallery's collection, B.C. Binning's 
Ships in a Classical Calm and Alfred Pellan's Le Pot a Tabacwere forwarded for repro
duction (probably at the urging of McCurry), but would not be printed until late 
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1953.72 Although the most abstract works in the series, neither reflected the 
vitality of the current Canadian milieu. Few artists associated with the 
Contemporary Arts Society and none of the members of the Automatistes or 
Painters XI were included in the series.73 Binning and Pellan, along with Morrice's 
Quebec Ferry, would be the closest the series would come to representing the 
"modern" experience. The problem appears to have been multi-fold. First there was the 
inherent conservatism of Jackson and those responsible for the project. Their con
viction that the "modems" did not represent Canadian art determined the para
meters of the selection process. Secondly, there was the de facto operational control 
of the project by Sampson-Matthews and Casson. For the printing company, this 
was a business proposition with the emphasis on commercial success. Thirdly it 
was easier to hand out commissions to experienced designers and to locally-based 
friends and colleagues than to search broadly for "new" talent. The failure of the 
Federation to produce silkscreens of the quality that McCurry had admired in the 
1944 Museum of Modern Art exhibition may also have discouraged further risk
taking. While the Gallery did publish a small lithographic reproduction of 
Borduas' Parachutes vegetaux, it was clearly considered too challenging for the mass 
market.74 

The situation did not improve. In March 1952 Jackson complained about 
Stanley Turner's design for the Parliament Buildings, which McCurry had "passed 
on ... before Uackson} saw it."75 In September, Jackson laid blame for the poor 
quality of the recent prints on Casson who had been President of the O.S.A. (1941-
46), claiming that he was "too considerate of the lame ducks in the O. S. A. and 
trie(d} to keep them in circulation." In this category, Jackson included Haines 
(Rural Bridge), Turner (Parliament Buildings), and Hallam (Cape Breton Harbour and 
Indian Harbour, Nova Scotia).76 He urged McCurry to create a committee to approve 
designs and to remove responsibility for the selection of work from Sampson
Matthews. By the early 1950s the project seems to have become a fiefdom for 
Casson to commission work that Jackson considered second-rate. Jackson, though 
a lesser player, remained involved for iq 1951 he had translated his Laurentian Farm 
into silkscreen, as he did Ruth Pawson's Late Harvest.77 It was probably Jackson who 
obtained Sarah Robertson's Ice Cutting, Lake of the Two Mountains for reproduction 
in late 1952/8 

In 1952 the National Gallery documented the fifteen best-selling prints: all 
were images reprinted from the original wartime series. Not surprisingly, Thomson's 
Northern River and Lismer's Isle of Spruce were the most popular works having sold 
virtually the entire recent runs of several thousand prints. MacDonald's Mist Fantasy, 
Harris' Maligne Lake, Morrice's Quebec Ferry, Robinson's Easter Mass, Panton's 
Windswept, Phillip's Victoria Glacier and Comfort's Bon Echo, along with Haines' 
Beechwoods, Thoreau MacDonald's Wild Geese, Hallam's Plowman, McKague 
Housser's Evening-Nipigon, Clourier's Sugar Time, and Sampson's Veterans of the Sea, 
were also among those with the highest number of sales.79 
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The 1953 Catalogue: 60 Canadian Landscapes 
By the fall of 1952 Sampson-Matthews was urging the National Gallery to approve 
a new and aggressive marketing approach that would be controlled by the 
printing firm, although the Gallery would have the right to approve copy.80 The 
first stage of this new campaign was the preparation of a "catalogue illustrating 
some sixty or more Canadian landscapes and including the Coats of Arms of 
Canada, the latter designed by Casson."81 Intended primarily for schools across the 
country, it would also be heavily marketed to the private sector, particularly finan
cial institutions and the tourist industry along with the general public. Although 
Matthews assured McCurry that the promotion would be cost-free, his analysis was 
based on the expectation that the Gallery would share costs of promotion in the 
first instance and recoup them through increased sales of the thousands of prints it 
held in Sampson-Matthews' inventory. 

Despite the Gallery's concern about the artistic value of the prints and the 
management of the program, the catalogue Sampson-Matthews had proposed was 
published in mid-1953 under the Gallery's auspices, presumably to increase sales 
of their own large backlog of prints.82 Although the numbers of the works includ
ed skipped from number 46 to number 71, the 60 Canadian Landscapes catalogue 
in this original format remained the principal marketing tool for the National 
Gallery silkscreens throughout the fifties. 83 

With the publication of the 1953 catalogue, the sales strategy shifted from 
the marketing of sets of prints (primarily to public institutions) to the more suc
cessful sale of individual images to public and private purchasers. Marketing was 
left very much in the hands of Sampson-Matthews which opened a showroom in 
its downtown Toronto premises for the specific purpose of exhibiting the prints. In 
the first six months of 1953, the Canadian Bank of Commerce purchased over one 
hundred for display in its branches and offices. Resort owners and others in the 
tourist industry were also seen as target markets. Focussing on the sale of prints to 
the Ontario government, Jackson identified artists whose names could be used to 
promote the strong Ontario base of the project. In so doing he acknowledged the 
heavy provincial bias in the selection of artists and the relatively narrow base of 
artistic participation. 

The marketing strategy for schools and school boards was national although 
the decision was made that in light of the over 33,000 schools in Canada, only 
Ontario schools would receive a direct mailing of the catalogue. Advertisements 
were placed in publications such as the program of the British Columbia Annual 
Teachers' Convention, the Alberta Teacher, the Saskatchewan Bulletin, the Ontario 
Educational Association Programme, the Montreal Protestant Teachers' Magazine, the 
New Brunswick Education Review, and the Newfoundland Teachers Association's 
house-organ to promote the prints prior to provincial teachers' conventions. 
Because all provinces were covered in the advertising campaign, it was anticipated 
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that there would be a significant response in requests for catalogues, which con
tained order forms. s4 

A decision was apparendy made not to reprint and consequendy not to illustrate 
works that were out of stock or in short supply and that were not considered essen
tial to the series. Fifteen other works, either for future publication or for rerun but 
not in print at the time, were not illustrated in the catalogue. Thus Brooks' 
Haliburton Village, Fred Brigden's Assiniboia Valley, Haworth's Port au Persil, 
McKague Housser's Indian Children, McLaughlin's Blossom Time, Palmer's Maple 
Lake and Weston's Vancouver Lions, as well as Jackson's Peace River Bridge, Alberta 
Farm s and Quebec Village, all of which were out of stock or in very short supply were 
neither reprinted nor illustrated.ss Though Stanley Turner's Parliament Buildings 
had just been run in an edition of 700, it too was omitted from the catalogue, per
haps because of slow sales.s6 

Jackson, who remained the most prolific artist in the entire project, retained 
his commitment to being represented by new images. In 1946 he had reworked his 
painting Maple and Birch, in the collection of the Art Gallery of Toronto, which 
he described as not well-painted although it "would make an swell silk screen ... in 
the large size."s7 With hisJack Pine commissioned by the Canadian Pulp and Paper 
Association, Maple and Birch, and Dease Bay, Great Bear Lake, there were three 

large Jackson prints included in the 1953 catalogue. In addition, his two Northern 
landscapes and his Laurentian Farm were included in the smaller format. Bs A total 
of ten works by Jackson were included in the silkscreen series, seven created after 
the wartime project. There were also five by Casson; five by Thoreau MacDonald; 
and six by Tom Thomson, all but one produced in the post-war years. To accom
modate expected demand, Thomson's Northern River, Lismer's Isles of Spruce, 
Housser's Evening-Nipigon, Morrice's Quebec Ferry, Carr's White Church (also called 
Indian Church) and Jackson's Maple and Birch were rerun in full quantities and 
Haines' Beech Woods was also reprinted. Half quantity orders were placed for 
Harris's Maligne Lake, Phillips' Victoria Glacier, Panton's Windswept and Hallam's 
The Plowman; all other works intended for inclusion were in sufficient supply. 

An examination of the content and layout of the 60 Canadian Landscapes 
catalogue of 1953 offers a cogent illustration of the range and quality of the post
war program. Carefully composed of a combination of wartime works and those 
completed between 1947 and 1952, each page includes at least one work by a 
member of the Group of Seven (page one illustrating five such works). Clearly 
designed to build upon the information gleaned from the analysis of recent sales, 
each page illustrated the diversity of Canada's geography. The first page of illus
trations includedJ.E.H. MacDonald's Mist Fantasy, Harris' Maligne Lake, Lismer's 
Isle of Spruce, Jackson's Dease Bay, Great Bear Lake, Casson's White Pine, Thoreau 
MacDonald's Wild Geese, Morrice's The Ferry, Quebec, and Hallam's Cape Breton 
Harbour. Though all the artists (except Lismer and Morrice) were Ontario-based, 
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geographically the works included the standard repertoire of classic Group of Seven 
northern Ontario landscapes, a western mountain range, a Nova Scotia harbour 
scene, northern Canada, a farm scene and a Quebec view. 

The second page of the catalogue included two images of British Columbia: 
].W.G. Macdonald's B.c. Indian Village and Carr's Indian Church, along with Jack 
Humphrey's east coast Swallow Tail, Grand Manan, Comfort's Algonquin Lake and 
Watson's St. Lawrence Town, Quebec. It also included Fritz Brandtner's prairie farm 
image, the Potato Pickers, Binning's Ships in a Classical Storm and Pellan's Le Pot a 
Tabac. The third page featured Cloutier's Sugar Time, Quebec, Tom Roberts' south
ern Ontario Village in Winter, Phillip's Viaoria Glacier and McKague Housser's 
Evening-Nipigon River as well as works by Haines, Hallam, and Casson, many of 
which had earlier been condemned by Jackson and McCurry. The following page 
similarly combined images from different parts of the country.Carmichael's White 
water and Robinson's Quebec scenes (Returning from Easter Mass and Village on the 
Gulf) were illustrated along with works which Jackson andlor McCurry had found 
questionable at best: Fred Haines' "poisonous" Beech Woods, Frederick Taylor's 
"rather lame" Roof Tops, Quebec, Robert Pilot's "flawed" Skating, Dufferin Terrace, 
Casson's compositionally problematic Summer Morning and Beament's decorative 
image of Inuit life, Departure for the Hunt. If none of the latter works met Jackson's 
criteria of "artistic quality," they had passed the test of broad audience appeal. To 
augment the catalogue, Sampson-Matthews included the six forest landscapes from 
the 1950 Pulp and Paper series. 

In addition to the large-format prints which were the mainstay of the 
wartime and schools program, the catalogue included another eighteen images pro
duced in "half size" (27 x 20 inches); five of the first seven illustrated were by Tom 
Thomson. These were accompanied by Robertson's lee Cutting and Milne's Boston 
Corner (sic), (the only non-Canadian subject in the series). There were, as well, three 
works by Jackson (West Bay Fault, Yellowknife and River, Alaska Highway [Smart 
River} and Laurentian Farm), ].E.H. MacDonald's Mill at Coboconk and four farm 
subjects (three of them winter scenes). Leonard Brooks' Halifax Harbour provided 
an east-coast image and Ruth Pawson and John Ensor produced prairie images of 
harvest and grain elevators.89 McKague's Poplar and Spruce was also included among 
the half-size works. Robinson's Easter Mass, Morrice's Ferry, Panton's Silver Stream 
and Thoreau MacDonald's Winter Morning were reproduced in both large and small 
format. The catalogue was rounded out with the set of eleven illustrations of 
Casson's armorial bearings of Canada and the ten provinces - marketable images 
for the schools and other public institutions that still represented the largest clien
tele for the silkscreen prints. 

A comparative analysis of the 1953 and 1955 inventory lists reveals that 
despite the emphasis on geographical diversity and the inclusion of so many popular 
Group of Seven images, Sampson-Matthews' boast of increased sales in the period 
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after the catalogue was published ring hollow. Thomson's Northern River, reprinted 
in 1953 in an edition of750 was far and away the best seller; almost 500 prints 
were sold during this two-year period.90 Popular prints such as Jackson's Maple and 
Birch and Thomson's small landscape scene Aura Lea Lake had sold no more than 
230 prints. ).E.H. MacDonald's Mist Fantasy, Lismer's Isle o/Spruce and Thoreau 
MacDonald's Wild Geese had each sold about 200 prints. 

Interestingly, the prairie scenes were among the more popular images. In the 
1930s complaints concerning the National Gallery's lithographic reproduction 
program had made it evident that the prairie provinces were hungry for images 
that reflected their experience. Pawson's Late Harvest sold 240 prints and Ensor's 
Summer's Store had 145 sales. The two western mountain scenes, Harris' Maligne 
Lake and Phillips' Victoria Glacier, had sold 150 and 200 respectively. Large images 
ofMorrice's Ferry and Cloutier's Sugar Time, Quebec each sold about 150 copies. The 
two semi-abstract works, Binning's Classic Calm and Pellan's Le Pot a Tabac (printed 
in a relatively small run of 250 each at the time the catalogue went to press), had 
each sold 170 prints.91 

In 1954 and 1955 Sampson-Matthews documented sales on a monthly basis 
and almost all were individual works.92 In the case of the small prints, Thomson's 
were the most popular. As the school year progressed sales of Thomson's Northern 
River, Lismer's Isle o/Spruce and MacDonald's Mist Fantasy increased, reinforcing the 
impression that public institutions tended to collect images representing the 
Group aesthetic.93 Among private sales, Tom Roberts' Village in Winter was 
repeatedly the best seller, along with east-coast scenes, prairie images and Phillips' 
west-coast mountain range. 

The End of the Partnership 
By 1954 the relationship between the National Gallery and Sampson-Matthews 
had become seriously strained. The Gallery was concerned about its indebtedness 
to the printing firm; an April 1954 report prepared by Matthews indicated that, 

. of the ten reprinted subjects authorized in October 1952, only two (costing $4641) 
had been invoiced. The balance of eight subjects ($13,263), although completed, 
had yet to be charged since McCurry had requested that Matthews wait until after 
the end of 1954 when the invoices would be split into three smaller amounts.94 

Despite this, McCurry also authorized re-runs of Casson's White Pine and Haines' 
Beech Woods, indicating a continuing commitment to the project perhaps because 
of Matthews' report attributing a 154% increase in sales between October 1953 
and 1954 to his new marketing scheme. 

Sampson-Matthews was equally concerned about its own financial position 
and upset with the Gallery's hesitation to share both the cost and the work involved 
in an aggressive marketing campaign. Matthews suggested to McCurry that the 
Gallery "might wish to have Sampson-Matthews Limited take over the complete 
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silk screen proposition," recommending that the firm be responsible for all expenses 
associated with the print program, producing all new subjects and future re-runs 
without cost to the Gallery. The company would also undertake to add a minimum 
of two or three new subjects the first year, increasing the number of subjects annually 
as sales warranted. In exchange for crucial National Gallery sponsorship, he pro
posed that new subjects should be approved by the Gallery. In addition, Sampson
Matthews would continue to pay the Gallery for the revenues generated by the sale 
of prints held in stock on its behalf. Despite this offer of a buy-out, the Gallery con
tinued to be a player over the next year.95 

In April 1954 Sampson-Matthews was concerned that it required more con
trol and submitted two more proposals for the continuation of the silkscreen pro
ject: "the first being a joint participation between themselves and the National 
Gallery of Canada which would include the production of five or six new subjects 
per year at Sampson-Matthews' expense."96 The second proposal was for the firm 
"to take over the entire project and for [the Gallery} to purchase existing subjects 
at a much lower price than the present arrangement." Sampson-Matthews would 
sell new subjects to the Gallery at a discount of approximately one-third. In March 
1955 claiming that his firm was losing money, Matthews proposed a new working 
relationship.97 

By 1955, however, the climate had changed. Despite Matthews' assurances 
that sales had increased dramatically, the Gallery's Board members were concerned 
about the inventory which stood at 25,000 prints.98 Although it had paid in full 
for all prints produced to date, it still owed Sampson-Matthews almost $5000 for 
advertising and catalogues.99 McCurry, who had managed the project, had retired 
under a cloud. A 1953 report by the federal government reviewing the Gallery's 
organization and methods of operation had strongly criticized its management and 
identified the handling of reproductions as one of a number of problems. 100 

The Trustees were determined to cut their losses. The new Director, Alan 
]arvis, wrote to Matthews that given the "considerable stocks" of existing 
silkscreens, the Trustees had decided there would be no further production for 
some years to come.101 At its May 1955 meeting, the Board instructed Sampson
Matthews that they could purchase the prints held in their inventory for the 
Gallery at a 50% discounted price in exchange for credit against the Gallery'S debt. 
Thus the thirteen-year collaboration came to a formal end. Sampson-Matthews 
purchased substantial quantities of the Gallery's inventory and ended its regular 
monthly sales reports to Ottawa.102 Both Sampson-Matthews and the Gallery 
would continue to sell the prints on an individual basis. For the next five years, the 
Gallery issued royalty cheques to the artists or their estates. I03 Their records of pay
ment are informative and suggest that Ottawa sold relatively few prints by living 
artists during these years. I04 Sampson-Matthews, however, would produce twenty 
new images in the eight years between 1955 and 1963. 
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100 Canadian Paintings 
The dissolution of the National GallerylSampson-Matthews partnership in 1955 
did not mean that the silkscreen program came to an end. In 1957 Sampson
Matthews published 100 Canadian Paintings as a vehicle to market earlier prints as 
well as a number of new works. Although the Gallery had no direct involvement 
in the project after 1955, Sampson-Matthews' text suggested otherwise. Their 
booklet carried the credit line: "The subjects illustrated represent Canada from 
coast to coast. They were painted by Canadian Artists, and have been approved by 
The National Gallery of Canada." There is, however, no correspondence between 
the Gallery and Sampson-Matthews regarding approval of new images although 
the first forty-eight images in the 1957 catalogue ~ taken from prints included 
in earlier series - would have had the Gallery's imprimatur in earlier incarnations. 
Sampson-Matthews also included eleven "new" subjects. The large-size prints 
included Turner's Parliament Buildings (which had not made the 1953 catalogue), 
Jackson'sJunction of the Peace and Smoky Rivers, Carmichael's Autumn Wood Interior, 
Alan Collier's Spring Mood, as well as Tom Roberts' Road to the Village and Joachim 
Gauthier's Autumn Road, Haliburton. The new smaller prints included Thoreau 
MacDonald's Country Road and Phillips' Valley of the Ten Peaks. Long after the for
mal break, Sampson-Matthew's marketing would continue to draw heavily on the 
credibility of the original wartime project. 

100 Canadian Paintings also included Casson's armorial bearings of Canada 
and the provinces and a group of six new prints commissioned by the Canadian 
Pulp and Paper Association, continuing the effort to favorably position the industry 
in the public consciousness. These prints were based on original images by First 
Nations and Inuit artists in a variety of media, including soapstone and scrimshaw 
carvings, a mask and paintings, selected by Marius Barbeau and translated into 
stylized adaptations by his son-in-law, Arthur Price (fig. 3 ).105 The somewhat vague 
catalogue text equated Native and folk art and positioned the Native subject firmly 
as "other," providing little insight into the work of the original artist. Indeed, 
despite the generalized texts that accompanied each print and also identified the 
tribal or geographic origin of the original work, Price's designs erased the identi
ties of the individual creators. Although the National Gallery was no longer asso
ciated with the project, the Sampson-Matthews prints continued to circulate 
broadly in Canada and overseas. In 1958, for example, an exhibition of the prints 
was donated to and circulated in: the U.S.S.R.106 

Canadian Paintings 
A later booklet published by Sampson-Matthews c.1963 and titled Canadian 
Paintings, offers a clear picture of the direction the project took after the firm 
assumed full control. 107 Created in the last year in which new prints were produced, 
the publication shows that marketing had become much more sophisticated. 
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The booklet divides the "Sampson-Matthews collection" into categories to appeal 
to a variety of interests: for example, "22 Favourite Subjects - In 2 Convenient 
Sizes" included, among others, Lismer's Isle ojSpruce, Thomson's Northern River and 
Casson's White Pine. Three new images, Collier's Emerald Lake, Yoho Park, Tom 
Roberts' winter landscape from "anywhere" Ontario - Red School House, and 
Hilton Hassell's decorative Descending Sails, were also in this category. Four of the 
twenty-two "favourite subjects" were by Roberts (fig.4). 

Thirty-five images were available only in the large format, including eight 
grouped under the rubric "The Trees of Canada" - "from the quiet splendour of 
the silver birch to the stark sky-patterns of the jackpine." (fig.5) Eight other prints, 
including Turner's Parliament Buildings, Comfort's Bon Echo and Robinson's Village 
on the Gulf, along with Housser's Evening, Nipigon River and Sampson's Veterans of 
the Sea, represented "The Provinces of Canada" - "infinite in variety, in scenery in 
character ... inspiring a whole spectrum of mood and colour." (fig.6) To suit. the 
"crisp, simplified lines of today's interior decor," Sampson-Matthews offered "The 
Contemporary Scene" - the seventeen images included everything from Harris' 
Maligne Lake, Jock Macdonald's B.C. Indian Village, Carr's Indian Church and 
Housser's Indian Children to Brandtner's Potato Pickers, Watson's St. Lawrence Town 
Quehec, Binning's Ships in a Classical Calm and Pellan's Le Pot a Tahac. (fig.7) 
Finally, the brochure offered a collection of "twenty-two gems," which included 
"six landscapes by that prince of painters Tom Thomson." Works by Jackson, 
Thomson and MacDonald are described as expressing "something of the essence of 
the Canadian scene with the most exhilarating simplicity and charm." 

Without the National Gallery to provide direct access to schools the mar
keting focus had shifted to individual purchasers and businesses. In addition, the 
terms reproductions and paintings were used interchangeably, implying - as the 
National Gallery would not have done - that the images were original works of 
art. !OB Sampson-Matthews' promotional pitch stated that the large "paintings" were 
"ideal for spacious rooms in the home or for main business or reception areas in 
institutions," while the smaller images were "designed for more compact rooms or 
private offices."109 The price range established in the 1953 catalogue was now raised 
more than tenfold, from $8.00 for a large print and $6.00 for a small print to a 
range of$100.00 to $200.00 for the larger images and $80.00 to $150.00 for the 
smaller works. llo Predictably, Group of Seven works commanded the highest 
prices. 

Defining Canadian Art 
Few people today would recognize that the initial purpose of the wartime prints 
project was to broadly represent contemporary Canadian artistic production. On 
the contrary, it was "Group of Seven" silkscreens that hung in the corridors and the 
classrooms of schools and public spaces, and continued to dominate the collective 
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memory. This is not surpnsmg. Jackson, J.E.H. MacDonald, Lismer, Harris, 
Carmichael, Casson, and Tom Thomson were all represented by at least one print 
in the wartime series and the numbers increased substantially in the post-war years. 
With ten works by Jackson, five by Thomson and a strong representation of clas
sic Group images by Lismer, Harris and MacDonald, it is little wonder that the 
silkscreen project reinforced the dominance of the Group in Canadian art history. 
It may well be that east-coast and prairie viewers have a somewhat different sense 
of the project's shape, but there are no sales records that prove or disprove this 
assumption. Jackson would write in 1960, "I feel that the silk screens made during 
the war were by far the best publicity Canadian Art ever received. "lll 

In the beginning, the implementation of the program was driven by pro
jected responses of sponsors and the military. It bears repeating that Jackson con
sidered Morrice's Quebec Ferry and Brandtner's Potato Pickers the most "advanced" 
work in the wartime series. In later years the conservative nature of the program 
was assured by Casson and Sampson-Matthews' concern for the marketability of the 
work. Members of the Contemporary Arts Society, Borduas and the Automatistes 
(the "French derivatives" as Jackson called them) and those English-Canadian 
artists influenced by Abstract Expressionism were considered inappropriate for the 
series. 112 Indeed, except for the token inclusion of Binning and Pellan in the post
war period, the work of the "modems" (as Jackson called them) was never truly 
considered for inclusion in the project. 

Thus the search for "wholesome understandable pictures" that had driven the 
wartime project continued to dominate the selection of work in the post-war years. 
Sampson-Matthews' criteria of "typical Canadian scenes" that stylistically fell 
somewhere between what Matthews referred to as the "old hats" and the "modems" 
remained the order of the day. If Casson was pushed by Jackson and McCurry in 
the first phase of the project to publish Brandtner's Potato Pickers, despite its tech
nical difficulty and the questionable popularity of its subject matter, there apprears 
to have been few demands for a larger vision in the post-war years. Despite the lip
service paid to offering a "new" medium and a new way of working to Canadian 
artists, conservative tastes and the location of the decision-making process in the 
commercial rather than the artistic realm meant that this vision of Canada (and the 
goal of national unity which continued to frame the discourse of national cultural 
institutions) was to be achieved largely through the work of central-Canadians 
using conventional and safe representations. Jackson's retreat to the popular Group 
images, the "Thomson series" and his own reworking of the Canadian landscape 
theme rather than engaging the new generation of artists led not only to a reliance 
on reproductions of the popular images of Thomson and the Group and their asso
ciates from public and private collections but also the commissioning of contem
porary Group-style works from artists such as Casson', Jackson and Collier. 
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To McCurry, Harris and Jackson, the Federation project represented the best 
hope of creating a prowam that focussed on original works of art by Canadian 
artists produced in the silkscreen medium. Despite avowed interest from a range 
of constituents, the Federation's project elicited few responses and little in the way 
of truly original work. It is not surprising that the later plan, to replace the post
war project with a national silkscreen competition in order to encourage artistic 
production in the medium, did not move beyond its long incubation period with 
the Gallery's Board of Trustees. After 1955, the Gallery turned to other reproduc
tion projects, and particularly to Canadian Art magazine as well as book publishing 
to broaden awareness of Canadian art. Within several years, it would become 
involved in another silkscreen reproduction program, the Markgraf print, which in 
the late 1960s, offered a range of silkscreen images by contemporary artists such as 
Yves Gaucher, Greg Curnoe, and Joyce Wieland at reasonable prices. Despite the 
quality of the prints, the Markgraf project did not have the influential impact of 
the earlier silkscreen projects, perhaps in part because its images had moved 
beyond the familiar landscape and wilderness aesthetic. There is little doubt that 
the wartime project struck a popular and patriotic chord in a country engaged in 
nation-building and the creation of its national identity. Continuing the National 
Gallery's earlier reproduction program and the public conflation of landscape and 
nationalism, Sampson-Matthews silkscreen prints similarly served in the construc
tion of what it meant to be Canadian. 

JOYCE ZEMANS 
Department of Visual Art 
York University 
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56 The Bieler and the Ogilvie prints from the earlier series were not included in the 1953 
catalogue though some prints remained in the Gallery'S stock until the end of the decade. 

57 The correspondence also confirms that it was Sampson-Matthews rather than the 
National Gallery which was responsible for this phase of the project. Large unframed prints 
retailed for $10.00 ($18.00 framed). 

58 Jackson to McCurry, 2 Mar. 1949. 

59 McCurry to Casson, 6 July 1948. McCurry asked Watson to add "a couple of children 
trudging off to school, or home from school, or thr~wing snowballs, or a dog or a cow or a cat, - almost 
anything [that] would relieve its feeling of a dead town." 

60 Jackson to McCurry, undated wartime correspondence. As a Naval Officer on a tour of 
duty in the Arctic in 1937, Beament made numerous drawings. President of the ReA (1949-52), 
he would become known for his 1955 design of the Canadian ten cent stamp depicting an Inuit 
man spearing fish from his kayak. 

61 March 1950 and April 1950, invoices to Treasury Office, Dept. of Public Works from 
the NGC; the Ogilvie design was never printed. 

62 Casson to McCurry, 22 Mar. 1949; he adds that he has taken a personal interest in these 
works and will ensure that the colour is correct. 

63 The documentation of the C.A.G. Matthews gift of original gouaches to the 
McMichael Canadian Collection, Schedule "A," lists these works as Smart River, Alaska, and Yellow 
Knife. In the 1953 catalogue the work was included as #79, River, Alaska Highway and described 
as "A snow edged river reflecting an evening sky of soft yellows, a dark blue distant hill and darker 
tree forms with buff shore lines." 

64 Fred Amess, Dept. of Education, Summer School of Education, Victoria B.C. to Lorne 
(sic) Harris, 18 July 1951, Sampson-Matthews, 1.8-5, file 11. He also requested the development 
of a small illustrated brochure to help retailers select appropriate works for sale (in this case to 
American tourists in Victoria). 

65 McCurry to Jackson, 3 Feb. 1951. 
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66 Jackson to McCurry, 1 Feb. 1951. 

67 The Gallery had already begun to look at other approaches to reproduction, indepen-
dentlyof Sampson-Matthews. McCurry's 1952 correspondence file (MG30 D186, NAC) includes 
correspondence with the Pallas Gallery Fine Arts Publishers, London, in which the Gallery agreed 
to purchase 3500 lithographic copies of Red Maple at $1.25 each, with 500 copies for the Pallas 
Gallery, for a total cost of $4375. In an earlier transaction the Gallery had order 4200 copies of 
Lismer's Rain in the North Country at $1.05 each, along with 500 copies for the Pallas Gallery. 

68 Stanley Turner's Parliament Buildings had also been approved. 

69 Robinson's Village on the Gulf (1921), which had been acquired by the Art Gallery of 
Toronto in 1950, was published by 1952 .. 

70 Comfort had been paid $100 for the design in April 1950. 

71 Sampson-Matthews, 21 Nov. 1951, "National Gallery Reproductions, Notes on 
Reproductions." 

72 "Approval of Catalogue," 30 Oct. 1952. See also Matthews, "Silk Screen reproductions 
being held at Sampson-Matthews Ltd. as of June 30 1953," which lists these new subjects as 
incomplete. On 30 November 1953 Stanley McLean, President of Canada Packers wrote to 
Matthews that the prints of Binning, Pellan and Harris "get better and better." (Charles Andrew 
Graham Matthews, MG30 D230, Vol. 2, NAC). Matthews to McCurry, 5 Nov. 1952 shows his 
unfamiliarity with the work being reproduced as he twice refers to Pellan as "Pallent." 

73 See the author's "Envisioning Nation," 35, for further discussion on the narrowness of 
the project. 

74 See the Catalogue of Reproductions, c.1955; It includes work from earlier lithographic 
series: 46 large silkscreen prints at $6.00 and 19 smaller silkscreens at $5.00. Jackson's Red Maple 
was never included in the silkscreen series but was published as a lithograph (22 3/4" x 28") and 
priced at $2.50. The Federation prints were not included, although the six prints from the 1950 
Pulp and Paper series were. 

75 Jackson to McCurry, 23 Mar. 1952. On 7 September 1952, Jackson wrote, "Sorry about 
the Turner, you must have told them to go ahead while you were thinking of something else. It's 
a swell subject and they muffed it." 

76 Although this work by Hallam is always referred to in the catalogues as Indian Harbour, 
it is titled Fish Houses in the July 1954 sales report from Sampson-Matthews and in "Silk Screen 
Reproductions, Stocks on hand as of July 31 1955." 

77 Jackson to McCurry, 22 Mar. 1952. Jackson was paid $75 for designing the silkscreen; 
the royalties went to Pawson. See "National Gallery Reproductions," 21 Nov. 1951, which states 
that "the Gallery is holding two Jackson paintings, half size. One of these is Laurentian Farms: the 
other a Quebec scene with snake fence." 

78 Matthews to McCurry, 17 Dec. 1952. 

79 Matthews, 15 Sept. 1952, "The First 15 in Point of Sales. " 

80 Matthews to McCurry, 7 Oct. 1952. Heavily underlined, this letter stressed the cur-
rent "inadequate publicity and selling facilities" and the "relatively small scale [of sales] in rela
tion to the possible market." 

81 Ibid. A Memorandum documenting transactions for the fiscal year 1944-45 documents 
a National Gallery payment to Sampson-Matthews of $3705.30 for the coat-of-arms project. The 
catalogue included a full colour insert of Thoteau MacDonald's Spruce (#41) with the reference, 
"This insert may help to a better understanding of the richness of each of the pictures which in 
this catalogue are in black and white only." 
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82 As of June 1953, the Gallery had 6300 prints paid for and in stock at Sampson
Matthews. The list indicates that the Binning, Pellan and Harris's Algoma Lake were new sub
jects, not yet completed; while the Harris run was 750, those for Binning and Pellan were only 
250. The Gallery owned a stock of 41 large subjects, 6 from the Pulp and Paper series, and 23 
small prints. Thomson's Northern River and Carr's White Church were being rerun in editions of 
750 and 700 respectively in anticipation of future sales. On June 30, there was only one Tom 
Roberts (Village in Winter), two Thoreau MacDonalds (Wild Geese and Winter Morning) and three 
Cassons (White Pine, Summer Morning and Fisherman's Point) indicating that a number of new prints 
were rapidly commissioned to fill out the offering. Jackson's Gold Mine, in stock in small size, was 
not included in the catalogue. 

83 The inner cover reads: "Presenting 60 Canadian Landscapes for Schools. Offices. 
Homes." The first page is titled "Silks Screen Reptoductions Featuring the Work of Leading 
Canadian Painters;" at the bottom of the page in bold print is "The National Gallery of Canada, 
Ottawa." The text reads: "All [of the landscape subjects} have been approved by a committee acting 
on behalf of the Board of Trustees of the National Gallery and composed of A.Y. Jackson, CM.G., 
LL.D., the distinguished Canadian painter; A.J. Casson, President of the Royal Canadian 
Academy, 1949-52, who has also supervised and directed their production; and H.O. McCurry, 
LL.D., Director of the National Gallery of Canada. These pictures are particularly suitable for use 
in offices, schools and homes, and already have had wide acceptance by those wishing to make a 
representative collection of reproductions of Canadian art for a modest outlay." 

84 Sampson-Matthews, 16 June 1953. Document titled "SCHOOLS" outlines the mar
keting strategy. See also Sampson-Matthews, "National Gallery Reproductions: Recommendation 
to Cover all Schools," 12 Jan. 1954. 

85 This information is ascertained by comparing inventory lists prepared· by Sampson
Matthews dated 30 June 1953 and 31 July 1955. For example, the firm held 23 of Jacks on's Peace 
River Bridge in 1953 and 19 in 1955, "Silk Screen Reproductions: Stocks on Hand at Sampson
Matthews Ltd:, as of July 31 1955." On 6 December 1950, Jackson was paid $50 each for six 
designs for silkscreens, including the Negus Mine and Smokey and Peace River junction. Documents 
indicate that Quebec Village was out of stock in 1945, as was Alberta Farms. Approximately 200 
copies of Peace River Bridge remained in stock into the 1950s. 

86 Two years later in July 1955, there were still 680 prints in stock. 

87 Jackson to McCurry, 26 Apr. 1946. Requesting that McCurry arrange for the printing, 
he waived his royalty rights in exchange for a $100 fee. The print was not produced until c.1949. 

88 The original image for Gold Mines (NegusJ dates from a trip McCurry had arranged for 
Jackson, who was in Banff during the summer of 1943, to record work on the Alaska Highway 
for the federal government (McCurry to Jackson, 9 Aug. 1943). 

89 Ensor's tempera design, auctioned at Sotheby's on 14-15 May 1973, was inscribed, 
"Peace River, Sexsmith Grain Elevators." The entry refers to the NGC catalogue, Vo!. Ill, p.80, 
for a watercolour of the same subject by Ensor (reproduced no. 5778). 

90 In June 1953 there were 153 prints in stock; a rerun of750 additional prints was not 
yet complete. In July 1955, there were 436 prints in stock. 

91 See note 85. 

92 "Silk Screen Reproductions; Sales for the Month of July, 1954," Sampson-Matthews, 4 
Aug. 1954. In the majority of cases, only 1 or 2 copies of each print were sold. In the small size, 
Pawson's Late Harvest and Thomson's Aura Lea Lake sold 6 and 5 prints respectively. In August, 
Hallam (with 15 sales of Fish Houses, Indian Harbour) and Roberts' Village in Winter (13) again led 
in sales. Phillips' Victoria Glacier, Hallam's Cape Breton Harbour and Sampson's Veterans of the Sea 
followed close behind. 
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93 Sampson-Matthews, 1 Dec. 1954, "Sales for the Month of October, 1954." 

94 McCurry to Matthews, 12 Apr. 1954 and "National Gallery Reptoductions: Report of 
Meeting with Mr. McCurry, January 13th, 1954." 

95 Matthews to McCurry, 23 June 1954. Matthews calculated the total cost per large print 
at apptoximately $4.00. The net cost of the small silk screen was established at apptoximately 
$2.20; a straight discount of 40% on large and small prints was the best they could offer. At its 
April 1954 meeting, the Board discussed transferring the silk screen project to Sampson
Matthews with continuance of Gallery sponsorship and association. "It w~ felt '" desirable to 
keep the silk screen project under National Gallery control, bur that the present lack of staff and 
working space made this difficult and it might be necessary for the National Gallery to divest 
itself at least partly from the project and secure the more active co-operation of Sampson
Matthews." The problem was referred to the Executive Committee. (Minutes of the Board of 
Trustees 18th Meeting, 21-22 Apr. 1954.) No action was reported at the October 1954 Board 
Meeting although it was proposed that the Director make recommendations in this regard. 

96 See note 94. 

97 Matthews to McCurry, 9 Mar. 1955. See also Minutes of the Board of Trustees 82nd 
Meeting, 18-19 May 1955. Sampson-Matthews' letter requesting a fifty percent or more com
mission on sales with the recommendation of an increased advertising sales campaign was read. 
On the motion proposed by Lawren Harris, the Gallery moved to advise Sampson-Matthews that 
"the National Gallery does not wish to continue reproducing subjects in the silk screen process' 
at the present rime and recommends postponement of such action for a few years." No furure minuees 
record direct reference to the silkscreen project. 

98 Sampson-Matthews, 8 Aug. 1955, "Silk Screen Reproductions, Stocks on Hand, 31 
July 1955," included work in both large and small format. Matthews was also holding 1037 of 
the Canadian Pulp and Paper "Trees" series owned by the National Gallery. 

99 See "Minutes of Meeting of the Board of Trustees," 18-19 May 1955. 

100 Minutes of the Board of Trustees 79th Meeting, 20-21 Oct. 1953, (dated 21 Apr. 1954 
and signed by McCurty), 615. See also McCurry, MG30 D186, Vol. 3, NAC. McCurry responded to 
the criticisms in a six page, typescript document, "Comment on the Report of the Survey made 
by the Organization and Methods Division of the Civil Service on Canada on the National Gallery 
of Canada, Jan. 1, 1954." He wrote, "It is admitted that the current procedure regarding sales of 
reproductions and publications leaves something to be desired owing to the lack of staff. The 
development of sales by the National Gallery was a wartime growth of great rapidity and it was 
not possible ... to establish the most approved methods of handling revenue. Nor has it been pos
sible to keep stocks of reproductions ... under lock and key. A simple system of controlling sales 
[requires additional staffing}. ... It should be remembered that the NG is an educational institu
tion charged with the dury of cultivating correct artistic tastes and Canadian public interest in 
the fine arts and that a considerable portion of its work consists of lending reproductions exten
sively throughour Canada." 

101 See note 99. 

102 The last sales report covers June 1955. 

103 NGC, "Royalties to be paid on the Sales of Silk Screen Prints for the Period July 1, 
1954 to June 30, 1955;" "Royalties to be paid for the period 1 July 1955 to 30 June 1957." 
Among others, Bieler, Price and Courtice, received small cheques for sales of their silkscreens. 
(Casson received the largest cheque, $214.60, while Bieler received 30 cents.) See also: "The 
National Gallery of Canada Royalties on the sale of silk screen prints for the period 1 July 1957 
to February 20, 1958 inclusive." 
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104 For the year 1954, the estate of ].S. Hallam received $144.80 for 362 sales of two 
images; Tom Roberrs received $93.60 for 234 prints and Casson received $103.60 for 259 sales 
of his various prints. (Only three of Isabel McLaughlin's Blossom Time were sold that year.) In 1955 
and 1956, MacDonald, Jackson, Casson and Haines accounted for the majority of the sales. 

105 These images were also published in booklet form and distributed by the Canadian 
Pulp and Paper Association. On 14 December 1956, Alan Jarvis wrote to Thomson, the 
Association's President to thank him for the "excellent booklet on native design." Thomson had 
written on 5 Dec. 1956: "I enclose our latest flight into the visual arts. I do not know whether 
the illustrations are good or not, but at least they have the virtue of making people look at them. 
I thought you would be interested in seeing this effort. (Matthews, MG30 D230, Vol. 1 & 2, 
NAC.) 

106 "Canadian Paintings Shown In Russia," Montreal Gazette, 6 Sept. 1958. The exhibition 
was also documented in the U.S.S.R. Illustrated News, published by the Soviet Embassy in Ottawa. 
The most popular works were those by Jackson, Thomson, Beament, Roberrs, Collier, 
MacDonald, Leonard Brooks, Watson and Humphrey. See also 1. DEMLIN, "Canadian Art in 
Stalingrad," Northern Neighbours (August 1958): 15-16. (I am indebted to Rosemarie Tovell for 
drawing my attention to these articles.) 

107 Although the catalogue is actually undated, it states that it was published 45 years 
after Sampson-Matthews was founded. In an interview with Matthews and Casson (c.1978), 
Robert Stacey ascertained that Sampson-Matthews wasJounded in 1918. 

108 The section, "22 Favourite Subjects - In 2 Convenient Sizes" refers to "twenty-two 
paintings." The term "reproduction" is used elsewhere in the brochure but the emphasis is always 
on the notion of originality as well as the prestige of the painters included in the series. 

109 The Sampson'-Matthews collection boasted that "the most comprehensive group of 
Canadian reproductions ever offered to the public are particularly suitable for use in offices, clubs, 
schools, hospitals and public buildings, as well as in the homes of people with discriminating 
taste." 

110 The prices had been adjusted over the life of the prints. In April 1949, McCurry 
approved a price increase from $5.00 to $6.00 for large prints ($5.00 for schools and $4.00 for 
trade) and from $4.00 to $4.50 for small prints ($3.50 for schools and $3.00 for the trade). 

111 Jackson to Matthews, 9 July 1960, Collection of Fred Turner, Toronto. 

112 Jackson to McCurry, 14 Jan. 1944. 
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APPENDIX A 

THE NATIONAL GALLERY/SAMPSON-MATTHEWS 
Post-War Prints 

SERIES I and SERIES II are listed in Volume XIX/I (1998), "Envisioning Nation: Nationhood 
and Identity and the Sampson-Matthews Silkscreen Prints: The Wartime Prints" 

ARTIST WORK 

FEDERATION OF CANADIAN ARTISTS <1945-1948) 
Bertram Brooker 
Rody Kenny Court ice 
Lawren Harris 

A.Y. Jackson 
NaomiJackson 
Thoreau MacDonald 
Tom Thomson 
Dorothy Williams 

PULP AND PAPER PRINTS (1947) 
Franklin Arbuckle 
Andre Bieler 
A.J. Casson 
Albert Cloutier 
Charles Comfort 
].S. Hallam 
Lawren Harris 
A.Y. Jackson 
Will Ogilvie 
Thoreau MacDonald 

PULP AND PAPER PRINTS (1950) 
Franklin Arbuckle 
A.J. Casson 
Albert Cloutier 
Charles Comfort 
A.Y. Jackson 
Thoreau MacDonald 

60 CANADIAN LANDSCAPES <1947-1953) 

B.C. Binning 
Harold Beament 

Emily Carr 
A.J. Casson 

Charles Comfort 
John Ensor 
Fred Aines 
].B. Hallam 

Laurentian Village 
The White Calf 
Island, Georgian Bay 
Algoma Lake 
Smart River (River, Alaska Highway) 
(Winter) Ste. Aclele 
Country Road 
Joe Creek 
Indian Village 

Shipping Paper 
Pulp Making 
Mill Village 
Woodr Work 
Bunkhouse (Scene) 
Log Driving 
West Coast Mill 
Paperboard Making 
Paper Making 
The Forest 

Western Hemlock 
Poplar 
(Eastern) Hemlock 
Balsam 
Jack Pine 
(Blar;k) Spruce 

Ships in a Classical Storm 
The Waiting Ones 
Departure for the Hunt 
Indian Church 
Summer Morning 
White Pine 
Fisherman's Point, MacGregor's Bay 
Algonquin Lake 
Summer Store 
Rural Bridge 
Cape Breton Harbour 
Indian Harbour, Nova Scotia 
(Fishing Houses, Indian Harbour) 
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Lawren Harris 
Yvonne Housser 
A.Y. Jackson 

J.E.H. MacDonald 
Thoreau MacDonald 

David Milne 
Rui:h Pawson 
Alfred Pellan 
Robert Pilot 
Tom Roberts 
Sarah Robertson 
Albert Robinson 
Frederick Taylor 
Tom Thomson 

Sydney Watson 

100 CANADIAN PAINTINGS 0953-1957) 
Franklin Carmichael 
Alan Collier 
W.]. PhiJIips 
Joachim Gauthier 
A.Y. Jackson 

Tom Roberts 

Thoreau MacDonald 
].E. Sampson 

Stanley Turner 

PULP AND PAPER PRINTS (1956) 
Designed by Arthur Price 

CANADIAN PAINTINGS (1957-1963) 
Alan Collier 
Hi/ton Hassell 
Arthur Price 

Algoma Country 
Poplar and Spruce 
Maple and Birch 
Dease Bay, Great Bear Lake 
West Bay Fault, Yellowknife 
Laurentian Farm 
Mill at Coboconk 
The Plough 
The Snow Storm 
Winter Evening 
Boston Corner 
Late Harvest 
Le Pot a Tabac 
Skating, Dufferin Terrace (Citadel in Winter, Quebec) 
Village in Winter 
Ice Cutting 
Village on the Gulf 
Rooftops, Q~ebec 
Portage, Ragged Lake 
March 
Northern Lights 
Aura Lee Lake 
St. Lawrence Town, Quebec 

Autumn Wood Interior 
Spring Mood 
Valley of the Ten Peaks 
Autumn Road, Haliburton 
Gold Mine (Negus Mine) 
Junction of the Peace and the Smoky Rivers 
Road to the Village 
Main Street 
Country Road 
Gaspe 
Misty Shore 
Parliament Buildings 

King Salmon North Pacific Coast 
Plains Horsemen 
Iroquois False Face (Iroquois Mask) 
Beaver and Sturgeon 
Soapstone Loon 
Scrimshaw Engraving 

Emerald Lake, Yoho Park 
Descending Sails 
Thunderbird 

"Dates refer to the period of rime during which the image was first produced 
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Resume 

SAMPSON-MATTHEWS ET LA GNC 
Les annees d'apres-guerre, 

Le concept de la terre et la representation visuelle du paysage ont joue, au Canada, 
un role decisif dans la conscience de ce que Benedict Anderson appelait la «com

munaute imaginee» qui sous-tend le sens canadien du nationalisme. Dans un pays 
Oll il y a relativement peu de galeries d'art et Oll 1'acces a des a:uvres originales est 
limite, des images de substitution, sous forme de reproductions, ont joue un role cri
tique, traversant les frontieres du temps et de l' espace et transcendant les differences 
regionales pour creer une vision «canadienne» de la terre. Dans le present article des 
Annales d'histoire de l'art canadien, le second qui traite du projet de serigraphies 
Sampson-Matthews, je reprends mon argument initial que notre sens collectif de ce 
qu'il y a de canadien dans l'art canadien et la place de la terre (et plus particuliere
ment de 1'esthetique de la nature sauvage) comme cle de 1'identite canadienne, ont 
leur origine dans le projet Sampson-Matthews et, plus specialement, dans la phase 
d'apres-guerre de ce projet. 

Cet essai se fonde sur ce qui a deja ete etudie dans deux articles precedents. 
«Comment on a fixe le canon» (1995) decrivait un programme anterieur peu connu 
mis sur pied par la Galerie nationale en 1928, qui distribuait des milliers de litho
graphies dans les ecoles et les maisons a travers le pays. «Une vision de la nation. La 
nation, l'identite et les serigraphies du temps de guerre de Sampson-Matthews» 
(1998) traitait de la fondation du projet Sampson-Matthews, le deuxieme plus 
important programme de reproductions de la Galerie nationale. Alors que «U ne 
vision de la nation» examinait le developpement et la production des 36 serigraphies 
du temps de guerre, le present article traite du programme scolaire d'apres 1945, le 
dernier programme commercial de la Galerie et les reproductions associees au pro
jet Sampson-Matthews au cours de la periode qui a suivi la Deuxieme Guerre mon
diale. Jexamine, en particulier, la maniere dont le projet, qui devait, a 1'origine, 
fournir une vision contemporaine de 1'experience canadienne et qui proposait le con
cept d'une identite canadienne diversifiee plutot qu'homogene, en est venu a reaf
firmer la position du Groupe des sept et de leurs disciples comme pierre de touche 
de 1'identite et de 1'art canadiens. Au cours des deux decennies qui ont suivi la 
guerre, ces reproductions Sampson-Matthews (30" x 40"), grandes, belles, abor
dables et largement diffusees, semblaient confirmer la croyance populaire que l' ex
pression de 1'identite nationale par 1'art du paysage etait a la fois naturelle et ine
vitable. Pour tenter de comprendre comment le projet a forge la perception cana
dienne de l'art et de l'identite, le present article examine Ies a:uvres individuelles qui 
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composent la serie et comment elles ont ete commandees et diffusees. En analysant 
les diverses conceptions de 1'art qui ont defini le projet au cours de son histoire, j'en 
trace l' evolution, depuis le programme national, destine a permettre aux artistes a 
travers le pays de beneficier des avantages de la serigraphie, jusqu'a 1'entreprise com
merciale a la vision etroite. A partir du «donne» de 1'association entre nationalisme 
et paysage, deja mis en place par le programme anterieur de reproductions, j'etudie 
comment le projet de serigraphies destine a donner une large representation de 1'ex
perience regionale au Canada et a refleter le paysage canadien et la nature sauvage, 
s'inscrivait, politiquement et symboliquement, dans la conscience nationale a travers 
la representation de 1'esthetique de la nature sauvage. 

L'article traite aussi de plusieurs petits projets de serigraphies, independants et 
peu connus, associes aux serigraphies Sampson-Matthews. Le premier, un projet de 
serigraphies de la Federation des artistes canadiens realise apres la guerre, etait des
tine a encourager les artistes a travers le pays a utiliser ce medium et a developper 
de nouvelles sources de revenus pour les artistes canadiens. Cependant, plutot que 
d'etre faites par des artistes de toutes les parties du pays, les serigraphies etaient pro
duites par Sampson-Matthews a Toronto. Le projet se solda par un echec. Neuf seri
graphies seulement furent completees. Bien que financee par Lawren Harris et sup
portee par la Galerie nationale, la Federation n'a jamais produit la meme sorte de 
serigraphies d'art que le ptojet americain WP.A. (Works Progress Administration) 
qui avait servi de modele au projet canadien. L'ru:ticle etudie aussi trois series de seri
graphies publiees par la Canadian Pulp and Paper Association. Commandees par le 
president de la Canadian Pulp and Paper Industry et realisees par Sampson
Matthews, ces serigraphies etaient essentiellement une entreprise commerciale dans 
le but de creer une image positive de l'industrie au plan de l'environnement. 
Distribuees par Sampson-Matthews et la Galerie nationale, ainsi que par la Pulp and 
Paper Association, ces images, qui representaient divers aspects de 1'industrie de la 
foret, etaient un excellent outil de relations publiques. 

Le programme de serigraphies de guerre avait ete motive par les reactions pre
sumees des commanditaires et de l'armee. Dans les annees d'apres-guerre, la nature 
conservatrice du programme de la Galerie nationale etait assuree par le souci de 
rentabilite des imprimeurs. On trouvait que les membres de la Societe d'art con
temporain, Borduas et les automatistes, (les «derives fran~ais» comme les appelait 
]ackson), et les artistes canadiens-anglais influences par 1'expressionnisme abstrait 
americain ne convenaient pas pour cette serie. Le travail des «modernes» (selon les 
termes de ]ackson) n'a jamais ete vraiment pris en consideration pour le projet en 
depit du fait que la production se soit poursuivie jusque dans les annees soixante. La 
recherche de «bonnes images co~prehensibles» qui avait motive le projet du temps 
de guerre continuait de dominer la selection des serigraphies de la Galerie nationale 
et de Sampson-Matthews dans les annees d'apres-guerre. Les normes etablies par 
Sampson-Matthews concernant ce qui etait «des scenes typiquement canadiennes», 
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dont le style se situait entre ce que Matthews appelait les «vieux jeu» et les «moder
nes», demeuraient la regIe. L'intention de la Galerie nationale d'encourager chez les 
artistes canadiens le developpement d'un nouveau medium et d'une nouvelle 
maniere de travailler, etait soumise a des gouts conservateurs et au fait que la prise 
de decision se situait au plan commercial plutot qu'artistique. Apres 1955, lorsque 
le projet passa de la Galerie nationale a Sampson-Matthews, l'imperatif commercial 
devint encore plus fort. Peu de gens aujourd'hui reconn~ltraient que l'objectif ini
tial de ce projet du temps de guerre etait de faire largement connal'tre la production 
artistique contemporaine au Canada. Au contraire, ce qui continue de dominer la 
memoire collective, ce sont les serigraphies du «Groupe des Sept» suspendues aux 
murs des ecoles et des endroits publics et dont plusieurs avait ete creees vingt ou 
trente ans avant d'etre imprimees. Il n'y a pas de quoi se surprendre. Jackson, J.E.H. 
MacDonald, Lismer, Harris, Carmichael, Casson, et Tom Thomson ont tous ete 
representes par au moins une serigraphie dans la serie du temps de guerre, et ce nom
bre a augmente considerablement dans l'apres-guerre. Avec dix ceuvres de Jackson, 
cinq de Thomson et une forte representation d'images classiques du Groupe par 
Lismer, Harris et MacDonald, il n' est guere etonnant que, retrospectivement, le pro
jet des serigraphies ait ete vu comme le renforcement de la domination du Groupe 
dans l'histoire de l'art canadien. De plus, dans les dernieres annees de production, 
Sampson-Matthews combinait les images de tous les projets dans une meme 
brochure de commercialisation et ne faisait guere de difference entre les serigraphies 
du temps de guerre, celles de la Galerie nationale apres la guerre, celles de la 
Federation des artistes canadiens et de la Pulp and Paper Association et celles de la 
phase post-Galerie/Sampson-Matthews du projet. 

Apres 1955, la Galerie s'est tournee vers d'autres projets, notamment la revue 
Canadian Art et la publication de livres, pour faire mieux connal'tre l'art canadien. 
Plusieurs annees apres, elle s'engagera dans un autre programme de reproductions, 
les serigraphies Markgraf, qui offrai un large eventail d'images par des artistes con
temporains a prix tres abordables. Mais le projet de serigraphies Markgraf, tout en 
etant attrayant, d'excellente qualite et abordable, n'avait pas l'impact formateur des 
projets precedents, peut-etre en partie parce que ses images n'etaient plus axees sur 
l'esthetique familiere du paysage et de la nature sauvage. On ne peut nier que le pro
jet du temps de guerre touchait une corde populaire et patriotique dans un pays 
occupe a se construire une nation et une identite nationale. Poursuivant le program
me anterieur de reproductions de la Galerie nationale et la confluence du paysage et 
du nationalisme, les serigraphies de Sampson-Matthews, qu' on retrouvait partout au 
pays dans les ecoles et les bibliotheques, aussi bien que dans les lieux de villegiature 
et les maisons particulieres, servaient pareillement a la construction de l'identite 
canadienne. 

Traduction: Elise Bonnette 
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ANTHEM LIP-SYNC 

I n 1998, Marjorie B. Cohn, curator of prints at the Fogg Art Museum at Harvard 
University, announced she was including 0 Canada (fig. 1) by Joyce Wieland in 

Touchstone: 200 Years of Artists' Lithographs, which investigated the history of litho
graphy since its invention in 1798. Cohn declared 0 Canada from 1970 to be her 
favourite print in the exhibition.' "For 0 Canada, the artist sang her national 
anthem and pressed her lipsticked mouth to the lithographic stone at each sylla
ble," Cohn wrote; "the array of kiss marks was printed in lipstick pink."2 Cohn 
gave Wieland's print pride of place in the exhibition, installing 0 Canada on the 
title wall. As far as I can tell, for I did not see the exhibition, the juxtaposition 
served a double purpose. On the one hand, it reinforced the theme of the show -
the capacity of the lithographic process to reproduce unmediated the autographic 
touch of the artist. (What could be more autographically tactile, more intimate, 
even erotic, than warm lips drawing life out of cold stone?) On the other hand, it 
signalled Cohn's deep affection for the medium in question, an affection she wished 
viewers to share by, as it were, blowing lithographic kisses in their direction. In this 
essay, I want to examine Wieland's lipstick imagery ftom 1963 to 1971, especially 
those images in which she is blowing kisses at Canada, and to consider how her 
expression of a feminized patriotism has been differently read byaudiences.3 

When Wieland made 0 Canada in 1970, she had been living in the United 
States for eight years.4 In 1962 she and her husband, the artist Michael Snow 
moved from Toronto (where she was born) to New York City. She stayed in New 
York for ten years before returning to Toronto. During the decade away from 
Canada - away from her "home and native land!", as the first line in the Canadian 
national anthem exclaims - she developed a multipartite practice as a visual artist. 
Among the early paintings executed in New York was West 4th (fig.2), a 1963 Pop
phallic painting of films trip frames displaying red-tipped cigarettes and lipsticked 
mouths, with the frames running unevenly up and down the vertical length of the 
canvas. 5 Wieland was a painter, collagist, embroiderer, photographer, quilter and 
mixed media artist, not to mention filmmaker. She produced experimental work 
in all these disciplines, though film was the medium for which she received the 
widest recognition at the time; among her best-known films were (and still are) 
Patriotism, Part II (1964), Rat Life and Diet in North America (1968), and Reason Over 
Passion/La Raison avant la passion (1967-1969).6 Given her willingness to experi
ment across media, it may seem surprising that printmaking and bookmaking 
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fig.2 JoyCt Wtiland, West 4th, 
1963, oil on canvas, 77 l( 

30 cm. Privuce colJe<:tion, 
Toronco. (Phow: ~ Esmre of 
joyct' Weiland) 



oyce 
private collection. (Photo: The Estate of Joyce Weiland) 

escaped her interest until the end of the period. Even then they engaged her atten
tion only sparingly. She has made just one artist's book, True Patriot Love: Veritable 
amour patriotique, a piece d'occasion to accompany her 1971 retrospective exhibi
tion at the National Gallery of Canada in Ottawa (the first accorded a female artist 
by that institution).7 And she has made just one lithographic print, 0 Canada, exe
cuted in Halifax, at the Nova Scotia College of Art and Design, where she was a 
visiting artist and teacher for a semester in 1970. 

It is worth emphasizing that both the book and the print are one-offs. In the 
book, Wieland interleaved her own hand-written texts and photographs among the 
facsimile pages of another book, the Illustrated Flora of the Canadian Arctic 
Archipelago.8 The resulting hybrid - arctic plants intertwined with "planted" art, 
so to speak - functioned as an exhibition catalogue, though Wieland doubly con-
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founded the identity of the publication by disguising it as a parliamentary report, 
an official document, encasing the contents between severe maroon covers stamped 
with a gold Government of Canada seal. In the middle of the book, Wieland inserted 
the typed text of the first stanza of the national anthem, along with a photograph 
of 0 Canada Animation (1970), a version of the 0 Canada lithograph in which the 
red lips (and added gleaming white teeth) are represented by embroidery on cloth 
(fig.3).9 The embroidered version of 0 Canada was not the only version of the 
lithograph executed in another medium in the exhibition; nor was it the only 
medium associated with so-called women's work. 0 Canada - the quilt - placed 
each letter in the first stanza of the Canadian anthem on a gridded red ground of 
quilted cloth. The letters stitched onto the red cloth were white, a direct allusion 
to the red and white colors of the Canadian flag. Instead of producing a series of 
works in one medium on the theme of the Canadian anthem, Wieland produced a 
series of individual works in several media on that theme. 

In the introduction to Touchstone, Cohn points out that artists have drawn (or 
scratched or mouthed) lithographs, but have rarely printed them.1O Lithography 
has traditionally segregated the production.of prints on paper from the process of 
creating an image on the printing matrix, because of its technical complexities and 
the necessity of substantial capital investment. Cohn argues that the division of 
labor has had the salutary effect of freeing up the artist to experiment with 
different options for mark-making, with results that are often startlingly imme
diate - a registration of the artist's tactile presence. The opportunity for Wieland 
to make a lithograph on the "0 Canada" theme was provided by the Nova Scotia 
School of Art and Design Lithography Workshop. Founded in 1969, the workshop 
was a direct consequence of the Tamarind Lithography Workshop's success in 
reviving the medium by drawing prominent artists to Los Angeles. liThe art
school enterprise hoped to attract contemporary artists to Halifax and the east coast 
in much the same way that Tamarind had attracted artists to Los Angeles and the 
west coast; it even hired one of Tamarind's former employees as a master printer. 
The school's initiative paid off and before the workshop closed down in 1976, it 
had produced 186 editions of prints by leading artists in Europe and North 
America. Many of the prints registered the kind of tactile immediacy of interest to 
Cohn. 

In 0 Canada Wieland gives us the fragile tactility of her own skin. The 
repeated kiss of her lips stamps the print 68 singing times, each kiss a sexualized 
syllable of the Canadian national anthem. As both a feminist and a nationalist, 
Wieland played with the fact that the anthem was composed in the masculine case. 
The second line of the first stanza requires an audience to sing the words "true 
patriot-love in all thy sons command," regardless of the niceties of gender. The 
print ironically conflates male patriotic love with female erotics, while refusing to 
collapse the tension between the two. For Dennis Young, who purchased the print 
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for the Art Gallery of Ontario soon after it was executed, 0 Canada was "an 
engaging melange of [Wieland's] major themes: erotic and patriotic love."12 Cohn 
observed, rather more sharply, that "It is a feminist's acid satire against dominant 
macho patriotism, and at the same time it is an affectionate patriotic affirmation."13 
Notwithstanding Thomas Crow's observation that the art object is mute, the 
lithograph seemed to speak with bite and hurnor to both these observers. 14 

But how does it speak? Crow's observation about the silence of the art object 
points to a vexing contradiction, for it is the peculiarity of art to resist interpreta
tion as well as to beckon it. In trying to figure out exactly what sounds are being 
emitted from the lipstick traces of 0 Canada, and to whom the lithograph is beck
oning for interpretation, what "glowing hearts" (to pull another phrase from the 
national anthem) are there to respond, it would help to know more about contem
porary audiences for the print. Wieland believed, like Prime Minister Trudeau who 
was a fan of the artist's work,15 that a national program of bilingualism had the 
potential to hold Canada together internally in the face of Quebec's growing desire 
for independence, and at the same time to fend off cultural incursions and bland
ishments from the United States of America. Ifboth French and English were equal 
as languages, so the logic went, then the "founding nations" (a construction that 
conveniently ignores the preceding aboriginal nations within the Canadian geo
graphical landmass) would also be equal. 

Pace Foucault and his insights into the complexities of power as a discursive 
formation, the idea was that a language balance would induce a power balance 
within Canada. That is one reason why Wieland uses English and French side by 
side in many of her titles, and why "0 Canada," which does not need translation 
from French to English or English to French, suited her purposes so well. There is 
little doubt Wieland hoped that in the best of all possible worlds, which is to say 
a world in which Canada remained united as "The True North, strong and free" 
(another phrase from the anthem), both a sovereigntiste francophone Quebecer and a 
federalist British Columbian of similar age and class might look at 0 Canada 
during the 1971 retrospective exhibition and read the print in a comparable man
ner. She imagined that, if the bite and hurnour registered for both viewers in the 
same way, then Trudeau's policy of bilingualism and reconciliation might succeed. 
But would the bite and hurnor have, in fact, registered in the same way? Make no 
mistake, 0 Canada is a political statement.16 To the sovereigntiste Quebecer in 1971, 
who had just undergone the depredations and anxieties of the FLQ crisis that cul
minated in the imposition of the repressive War Measures Act by the Trudeau 
government, might not the antheming lips in 0 Canada have seemed to be singing 
from the wrong songsheet? Might they not have seemed to be a substitute, a gross 
caricature, for the incantatory lips featured in Leni Riefenstahl's films of the 1930s? 
Wieland herself admitted as much. During an interview in 1972, she stated that 
she sometimes "felt like Leni Riefenstahl ... a government propagandist."17 Even 
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Jig.4 Vice Attond, Kiu ofT, 1971, lithograph on paper, 76 )( 58 cm, An Gallery of 
Ontario. (Photo: An Gallery of Ontario) 
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as she was producing her most political work, she recognized that politics amuses 
and bites differently for different audiences. Like irony, it cuts more than one way. 

During the same interview, Wieland said "I think of Canada as female... . 
All the art I have been doing or will be doing is about Canada. I may tend to overly 
identifY with Canada."ls One of the products she bottled and sold at the time of 
her retrospective was "Sweet Beaver" perfume, a concoction that was part false 
advertising, part sexual innuendo and part patriotism, not unlike the elements 
comprising 0 Canada. More than humor and female erotics, however, separate the 
patriotism of 0 Canada from the patriotism expressed by the Canadian anthem or 
by the Canadian flag. The bombast of the flag, with its snow whites and Mountie 
reds, is contradicted in the print by the employment of an off-white paper stock 
and slightly muted reds in the repeating lips. The high chroma of Madison Avenue 
lipstick and toothpaste advertisements is likewise contradicted, subduing the color 
protocols of both Ottawa and Madison Avenue. 

In 1971 Wieland's lipstick semiphore attracted the attention of Vi to Acconci. 
When Acconci was at the Nova Scotia College of Art and Design as a visiting artist, 
he used the Lithography Workshop to print Kiss Off (fig.4). Like the print that 
inspired it, Kiss Off functions as both homage and satire. Following Wieland's lead, 
Acconci applied lipstick to his mouth (as shown in the photo-transfers at the top 
of the print), but instead of imprinting the lithographic stone with his lips he 
kissed his own hands and then manually smeared the stone.19 By this act of dis
placement, he wiped away the female identity he had just put on and, of course, 
violently wiped away the lipstick traces produced by Wieland in the name of a 
feminized patriotism. 

Acconci's erasure was prophetic. Thirty years have passed since Wieland exe
cuted 0 Canada, and during that time most versions of Canadian patriotism, femi
nized or not, have subsided. A few years ago the Canadian government even sold 
reproduction rights to the emblems of the Canadian Mounties to the Disney 
Corporation, a transaction that would have been unthinkable in the 1960s and 
1970s. Although Canada itself is not yet a brand name, and "0 Canada" not yet 
reduced to a promotional jingle, patriotic feeling now registers uncertainly in 
Canada. Recently a student at the Nova Scotia College of Art and Design, familiar 
with Wieland's print as well as with Acconci's, worked on her hands and knees· 
planting lipstick kisses across an entire gallery floor. It took her days to cover the 
space and, figuratively speaking, to move Wieland's kisses off the gallery wall and 
underfoot.2o At Harvard, Cohn chose to put Wieland's kisses back on the wall as a 
centrepiece of her lithography exhibition - but she did it to tell a different story 
than the one promoted by the artist, and to pleasure an American audience. 

JOHN O'BRIAN 
Department of Fine Arts 
University of British Columbia 
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Notes 

Marjorie B. COHN, Fogg Print Fans' Newsletter (Cambridge, Mass.), 15 Aug. 1998, n.p. 
Cohn's declaration that 0 Canada was her favourite print in the show was not disclosed in the 
catalogue accompanying the exhibition. See Marjorie B. COHN and Clare 1. ROGAN, Touchstone: 
200 Hundred Years of Artists' Lithographs (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Art Museums, 
1998). . 

2 COHN, Fogg Print Fans' Newsletter, n.p. 

3 In particular, I wish to examine how the multiple codes structuring 0 Canada have 
been differently interpreted by audiences possessing a range of culrural competences. See Pierre 
BOURDIEU, Distinction: A Social critique of the judgment of Taste, trans. Richard Nice 
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1984). 

4 For information about Wieland and her work, I have relied principally on Lucy 
LIPPARD, Marie FLEMING and Lauren RABINOVITZ,joyce Wieland (Toronto: Art Gallery of 
Ontario and Key Porter Books, 1987), and on the bibiographies and chronologies appended to 
the catalogue. I also consulted the Joyce Wieland archives, at York University. 

5 The words "causes cancer" are pencilled across one of the filmstrip frames, pointing to 
Wieland's acidulous engagement with health and later ecological issues in her art. But that is 
another story. 

6 See Kathryn ELDER, ed., The Films of joyce Wieland (Toronto: Toronto International 
Film Festival Group, 1999). 

7 Joyce WIELAND, True Patriot LlWe: Veritable amour patriotique (Ottawa: National 
Gallery of Canada, 1971). Johanne Sloan investigated some of the complexities of True Patriot 
LlWe: Veritable amour patriotique in a paper delivered at the annual conference of the the 
Universities Art Association of Canada, Toronto, 5 November 1999. 

8 Illustrated Flora of the Canadian Arctic Archipelago was first published as Bulletin, no. 146 
by the National Museums of Canada in 1964. 

9 WIELAND, True Patriot Love, 140. 

10 COHN, '~Introduction," Touchstone, 12. 

11 A brief history of the workshop is recounted in Robert STACEY and Liz WYLIE, 
Eighty/Twenty: 100 Years of the NlWa Scotia College of Art and Design (Halifax: Art Gallery of Nova 
Scotia, 1988), 80-81. See also Eric CAMERON, "The Lithography Workshop'" NSCAD: The 
Nova Scotia College of Art and Design Prints and Books (Halifax: Press of NSCAD, 1982). 

12 Dennis YOUNG, "Introduction," Recent Vanguard Acquisitions (Toronto: Art Gallery of 
Ontario, 1971), 19. In his assessment of 0 Canada, Young added that the lithograph was a "can
didate for the most brilliantly conceived Canadian print of the year." 

13 COHN, "The Artist's Touch," Touchstone, 28. 

14 Thomas CROW, The Intelligence of Art (Chapel Hill and London: University of North 
Carolina Press, 1999), 1. 

15 Margaret Trudeau may also have been an admirer of Wieland, but in a fit of exaspera
tion at her husband's preference for "reason over passion" she is reported to have torn the hand
stitched letters off a Wieland quilt of the same name and to have "flung them in his face." Olivia 
WARD TAYLOR, "Artist Joyce Wieland," quoted by LIPPARD, FLEMING, RABINOVITZ, 
"Watershed: Contradiction, Communication and Canada in Joyce Wieland's Work," joyce 
Wieland, 181, note 18. 
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16 "0 Canada" was adopted by Parliament as the official national anthem in 1967, the 
year of the country's centennial. The music was composed by Calixa Lavallee and the verses writ
ten by Judge Adolphe-Basile Routhier in 1880. For most of the period following its composition, 
the song was associated with French-speaking Quebec. 

17 See "Kay Armitage Interviews Joyce Wieland," Take One 3 (February 1972): 23. 

18 WIELAND, Take One, 24. 

19 STACEYand WYLIE, Eighty/Twenty, 81. I am grateful to the artist Gerald Ferguson, 
who was instrumental in the success of the Lithography Workshop in Halifax, for first drawing 
my attention to Kiss Off. 

20 Sarah Hollenberg, Sarah, You Just Can't Have 50,000 Perfect Kisses, installation piece, 
Gallery 11 at the Nova Scotia School of Art and Design, 1999. 
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Resume 

[0 CANADA 
Entre feminisme et patriotisme 

(
et essai etudie les images de rouges a levres de Joyce Wieland, de 1963 a 
1971, specialement celles ou elle envoie des baisers au Canada, et examine 

les differentes manieres dont son expression d'un patriotisme feminise est inter
pretee par le public. Lorsque l'artiste a cree la lithographie 0 Canada en 1970, 
elle habitait aux Etats-Unis depuis huit ans. Elle a demeure a New York pen
dant dix ans avant de revenir a Toronto. Pendant la decennie passee loin du 
Canada - loin de son «foyer et de sa terre natale!», comme le dit le premier 
vers de la version anglaise de I'hymne national du Canada - elle a developpe 
une technique multipartite. Mais elle n'a fait qu'une seule lithographie, 0 
Canada, executee a Halifax, au Nova Scotia College of Art and Design, en tant 
qu'artiste invitee et professeur durant un semestre en 1970. 

Dans 0 Canada, Joyce Wieland nous livre la fragile tactilite de sa propre 
peau. Un baiser de ses levres se repere 68 fois sur la lithographie, chaque baiser 
representant une syllabe sexualisee de I'hymne national canadien. En tant que 
feministe et nationaliste, Wieland a joue avec le fait que I'hymne a ete compose 
au masculin. Le deuxieme vet's du premier couplet demande a l'auditoire de 
chanter «un veritable amour de la patrie anime tous tes fils», sans se preoccu
per des distinctions de genre. La lithographie marie ironiquement l'amour mas
culin de la patrie a l' erotisme feminin tout en refusant d' evacuer la tension entre 
les deux. En depit de la remarque de Thomas Crow que l'objet de l'art est muet, 
la lithographie semble parler avec mordant et humour. Mais comment parle
t-elle? La remarque de Crow sur le silence de l'objet de l'art montre une fiicheuse 
contradiction, car c' est le propre de l' art que de resister a l'interpretation tout 
en l'invitant. En essayant de trouver exactement les sons emis par les traces de 
rouge a levres dans «0 Canada» et a qui la lithographie demande une interpre
tation, quels «coeurs ardents» (pour reprendre une autre expression de I'hymne 
national) pourraient y repondre, l'essai mene une enquete aupres des publics 
contemporains de la lithographie, y compris le premier ministre Trudeau. 11 en
quete aussi aupres des publics d'aujourd'hui. 

Il y a plus que de I'humour et de l' erotisme feminin qui distingue le 
patriotisme de 0 Canada du patriotisme exprime par l'hymne ou par le drapeau 
canadiens. La grandiloquence du drapeau, avec le blanc de la neige et le rouge 
de la Gendarmerie royale, est contredite, dans la lithographie, par l'emploi de 
papier blanc casse et de rouges legerement attenues pour les levres. Le fort con-
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traste chromatique des rouges a levres de Madison Avenue et de la publicite 
pour dentifrices est egalement contredite, attenuant aussi bien les couleurs 
d'Ottawa que celles de Madison Avenue. 0 Canada est un manifeste politique 
qui ne touche pas de la meme maniere differents publics. Comme l'ironie, cette 
lithographie a plusieurs fac;;ons de mordre. 

Traduction: Elise Bonnette 
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fig. 1 Getald Ft'tgu.son, 1,000,000 Pt'nnies, 1979, 1,000,000 Canadian ~nnit'S, ,olle.;:[ion 
of [~artist, innalled at tht' National Gal1t'f}' of Canada, 1999. (phQ(o: National 

GaUt'f)' of Canada) 
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LATE STYLE IN THE WORK OF 
GERALD FERGUSON 

The maturity of the late works of significant artists does not resemble 
the kind one finds 'in fruit. They are, for the most part, not round, but 
furrowed, even ravaged. Devoid of sweetness, bitter and spiny, they do 
not surrender themselves to mere delectation. They lack all the har
mony that the classicist esthetic is in the habit of demanding from 
works of art, and they show more traces of history than of growth.' 

Late in 1999, a moment of no mere fin de siecle ennui but full-fledged end-of
the-millennium gravitas, I was preparing a slightly ironic exhibition for the 

National Gallery of Canada about time and big numbers which I called 2000 and 

Counting. The two artists in the first part of the show, which opened in November, 
were the Japanese Tatsuo Miyajima, and the Canadian (and transplanted former 
American) Gerald Ferguson. Ferguson's contribution to the exhibition consisted 
of two works quite different in terms of appearance and date, that nonetheless 
spoke very well to my theme because of their literal manifestation of vast quanti
ties: a glittering heap of three tonnes of newly-minted pennies in one room and a 
dizzying grid of one hundred black paintings that filled the walls of another, not 
to mention the counting implied in their titles, and the large-scale manufacturing 
processes or the huge number of repeated painterly gestures involved in making 
them. These attributes introduced just the balance of fact and metaphor that I was 
looking for. 

The two works were 1,000,000 Pennies (fig. 1), which Ferguson first assem
bled with the help of a bank loan for an exhibition at the Glenbow Museum in 
Calgary in 1980, and 1,000,000 Grapes (fig.2), which he painted in Halifax in 
1996 and 1997, using a stencil of forty grapes and 250 passes over each canvas 
with a roller laden with black enamel paint, representing 10,000 grapes per 
canvas (fig.3). Although Ferguson's well-known work ethic and commitment to 
task-like procedures to make his art give one no reason to doubt that the painted 
grapes do indeed total one million, it is impossible to verify this visually, as the 
individual clusters are lost in an expanse of inky blackness (with small spots of 
white canvas showing through here and there), leaving at least one critic to note 
the resemblance of the installed canvases to starry skies. It is, in fact, possible to 
continue this metaphor of infinitude, comparing the telluric origins of the copper 
in the bright pile of pennies - a modern paean to the limitless power of shiny 
things to fascinate human beings - with the dark, absorptive surface of the 
orderly rows of canvases which reflect their blackness in the shiny surface of the 
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jig.2 Gerald Ferguson. 1,000,000 Grapes, 1996·97, acrylic gloss eruunel on canvas, 120 x 
120 cm (each canvas), courtesy of the Wynick/Tuck Gallery, Toronto, Installed at the 
National Gallery of Canada, 1999. (Photo: National Gallery of Canada) 
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fig· 3 Gerald Ferguson, 10,000 Grapes (detail), 1996-97, acrylic gloss enamel on caovas, 120 x 
120 cm, Mount Saint Vincent University Call., gift of the artist. (Photo: Steve Farmer) 
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figA Gemld Ferguson, Umided. 1969, enamel paim on unprimed canVlL5, 17} II }lO (m, 
National Gallery of Canuda. (Photo: National Gallery of Canada) 

floor, causing another space to open up beneath one's feet. Bur it is unlikely that 
Ferguson had anything like infinity on his mind in making these works. Quite 
the opposite, one suspects, rhough he musr have enjoyed rhe inrangible effects on 
che imagination that these extremely tangible works provoked. 

· · 
: · : 

In one way, 1,000,000 Pemlies and 1,000,000 Grapes are quite similar, as each 
is made up of a multitude of small discs or disc-like forms. The use of repeated 
units ro create a work has been characterisric of Ferguson's modular art-making 

procedures throughout his career, but the discs recall in particular [he dot paintings 
he made in the lace sixties and early seventies, one of which, an untirled painting 
from 1969 (fig.4), is in the collection of the National Gallery. In appearance, how
ever, this painting differs from the later works, as it is composed of venical rows of 
black dots dearly, though somewhat unevenly (owing (Q the irregularities of eacb 

pass with the spray can of paint over the template, which was a length of plasterer's 
corner beading) delineated on the white ground of the canvas. It is this orderliness, 
rogerher with an economical avoidance of excess, that distinguishes this painting 
and others like it made in the seventies from later works like 1,000,000 Pennies and 
1,000,000 Grapes, and which perhaps led Dennis Young [Q recall {he old-f.1Shioned 

principle of "decorum" in his discussion of chese works. "In such art," Young wrote, 

. 
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"the formal result, though unpredictable in detail, would demonstrate that the 
work existed not capriciously, at the artist's whim to modify or terminate a 
sequence, nor to conform with some past expectation of taste, but absolutely - as 
a system that proclaimed its own inexorable order."2 

Young is describing the deliberate suppression of personality that is charac
teristic of much art derived from conceptual principles since the sixties, best 
articulated by Sol LeWitt's famous statement in his 1967 Paragraphs on Conceptual 
Art, "The idea becomes a machine that makes the art."3 Ferguson certainly 
adhered to such principles, mentioning LeWitt along with Carl Andre, Joseph 
Kosuth and Lawrence Weiner as artists whose ideas were of interest to him at the 
time. However, he "could not accept the notion that visual considerations were 
not part of visual art,"4 and has remained committed to painting, with occasional 
interruptions while he explored other media, throughout his career. Yet by his 
own admission, the painting of the late sixties held no interest for him.5 Staying 
away from traditional artists' materials, he used enamel paints and improvised 
templates employed according to systematic, predetermined procedutes, to pro
duce reasonably regular, rationally-structuted compositions, thereby setting his 
paintings at a distance from the aestheticized visual pleasutes of formalist abstrac
tion. The phrase "with care taken" recurs several times in his notes on individual 
paintings, conveying the workmanlike attitude Ferguson brought to the tasks he 
set himself. In regard to such work, the notion of a style based on "decorum," in 
the sense intended in Latin rhetoric, which judged the fitness of the level of lan
guage used in relation to the audience addressed and the purpose intended, seems 
appropriate. Of the grand, the mixed and the plain styles identified by the 
Romans, Ferguson's is clearly plain. 

The significance of style, however, goes beyond how something is expressed. 
It is also the mutual adjustment of expressive form and content, an artist's per
sonal manner evolving over time, as well as the range of choices available to him 
or her at a particular moment and place in history. This is true even with regard 
to the "absolute" and "inexorable order" of systemic art like Ferguson's, and Eric 
Cameron is right to note that "system is not an alternative to sensibility." 
Elaborating, Cameron states, "The system is respected throughout, but Gerald 
Ferguson himself is the maker of the object as well as the devisor (sic) of the sys
tem, and at the end he exercises a visual judgement as to the acceptability of the 
results. "6 

Early Work in a Late Style 
Late style is not only manifest in the late work of an artist. It can also be discovered 
to be the style of the period in which the artist matures, late modernism in the case 
of Gerald Ferguson. And in a more general way, as the situation of art reflects that 
of society, it can be argued that the latter part of the twentieth century in the West 
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· is marked by a pervasive sense of lateness, overwhelmed, at times, by a conscious
ness of the history that has preceded it. A rapid survey of art critics and theorists as 
different as Clement Greenberg, Arthur Danto, Yve:..Alain Bois and Frederic 
Jameson, reveals the frequency with which phrases like "the crisis of Western art," 
"post-historical," "late capitalism," and "the death of painting" appear in their writings 
on culture. Theodor Adorno, the philosopher and cultural critic who has written 
eloquently about late style in the work of Beethoven, opens his own late work, 
Aesthetic Theory, with a radical statement of contingency: "It is self-evident that 
nothing concerning art is self-evident anymore, not its inner life, not its relation to 
the world, not even its right to exist." Adorno's view of the modern world is pes
simistic, even fatalistic: it is a world in which "individual and social interests are 
irreconcilable and where general harmony can be obtained only at the expense of 
individual freedom."7 To protest these conditions, art must become negative if it is 
to remain authentic, inverting the affirmation that constitutes the commodity form. 
Further, if art is to exist in a critical relationship to society, while at the same time 
embodying the social tendencies of its time, as Adorno believed, it must become 
ever more autonomous, deriving its forms from the specifications of the artist's 
imagination. However, the artist's subjective freedom is not unlimited; the artist is 
"constrained by history to deal with the most advanced ... material available," for this 
is what "provides the experience of increasing freedom, openness, newness."8 

Ferguson's early work turns on the invention of objective structures and imper
sonal procedures that deliberately limit subjective freedom in the search for an 
authentic position from which to make art. Looking back on his early work, Ferguson 
describes how his interest in and identification with the radical art issues of the late 
sixties, which were reductionist and conceptual, caused feelings of conflict and even 
guilt with his role as a painter. Although painting was supposedly dead, he writes, 

I needed painting's physical and visual confirmation (and still do), along with 
all of the attendant strategies, structures and methods as intellectual reassur
ance. I felt I was doing something to change the face and understanding of 
painting by the marks I was making on canvas. This was the only position I 
could take, because painting is the only thing I ever really understood. Yet I 
hated so much that was synonymous with painting such as class (painting's 
use as a conspicuous display of property and position), the self-indulgence, 
and the privileged place of the artist as a historical norm.9 

Further, he had doubts about the social role of art. Although he did not 
believe that art in itself could bring about social change, he had faith, at first, in 
its capacity to affect society indirectly. Therefore, art institutions had a moral 
imperative to foster art's development. However, disillusionment soon set in: "So 
much of the art that I had identified as being radical was being assimilated by 
those very structures and institutions that it had formerly threatened."1O 
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His response was to try to demystifY the art-making process. Looking for a 
formal readymade, he stumbled on the alphabet and made a series of works with 
the typewriter, twenty-six pages filled within preset margins with a single, 
repeated letter. The only criterion was that each page be error-free. It was more 
difficult than it looked and took a considerable length of time to complete. 
Intending to transfer the process to painting, he used four-inch stencils and spray 
paint and made several works with stencilled letter forms before he hit upon the 
idea of using the period from the stencil. This can be seen as an ironic reference 
to the search for the "degree zero" of painting, perhaps, that resulted in the dot 
paintings. Less potentially abstract were two paintings based on the letter "I", one 
executed in black paint sprayed through a stencil of a seriffed "I", ·and the other 
drawn in pencil around an "I" without a serif. At first one sees only the abstract 
pattern of the surfaces of the two canvases. At a deeper level, however, one 
must acknowledge the representational meaning that the letter let into the two 
paintings - the reference to the singular identity of the author - even though 
it is cancelled out by the repetition of the gesture. Creative authorship and its 
associations with inspiration and expression are held in abeyance, replaced by a 
strict, production-oriented work ethic. 

When one looks attentively at Ferguson's work from about 1968 to 1978, 
what becomes apparent is the discipline with which he submitted to the rational 
logic of the self-imposed structure of his works. Nowhere is this containment of 
subjectivity made more objectively clear than in a drypoint etching from 1972 
titled Close to the edge, but not going over the edge. The image is of a square defined by 
the bevelled edge of the etching plate, within which a hand-drawn, continuous, 
but irregular line is traced. The double entendre of the title points obliquely to 
what is at stake: the risk of losing the singular balance of subjective and objective 
reality in the work of art. The wavering line of the square within the square exem
plifies the artist's struggle for control, while at the same time it forms the imper
fect, human side of an irreconcilable dichotomy between subjective freedom and 
the objective structure of the work. One can see a similar, though less obviously 
psychological opposition in the stencilled dot paintings. Their visual interest 
derives from the tension in their formal law between arbitrariness and order. In 
the gap between the rationality of the procedures and the unavoidable imperfec
tion of the execution, one glimpses the human truth in their machine-like aesthetic. 
The invisible referent in all the works of this early period is work itself. Work 
well-done confers moral value on painting, confirming its possibility and its 
worth independent of its status as commodity. 

Changing Values 
Noting the challenge that the growing pluralism of art in the seventies posed to 
the progressive and linear view of the development of modern art, Nancy Tousley 
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wrote in an article on Canadian painting: "The one aspect of 70s painting that 
might not be expected to continue with vigour into the 80s is analytic process 
painting. Stemming from minimal and conceptual art, process in and of itself 
seems to have outlived its purpose as the single motivation for making painting." 
She did, however, suggest that conceptualism might still be a force in "reopening 
areas for artistic exploration through the making of objects."ll 

The decade of the eighties was a period of reevaluation in Gerald Ferguson's 
work, in which he absorbed and responded to a crisis in art marked by the return 
of image painting, the rise of the relativist theories of postmodernism, and the 

. growing importance of the art market. He left the task-like procedures of sys
temic painting behind, choosing to interrogate interrelated issues of authenticity, 
the mediation of experience and the commodification of art. The turning point 
came in 1979 with the proposal for 1,000,000 Pennies, a pile of pennies in a room 
that both literally and symbolically embodies value. Ferguson's statement for the 
catalogue of the Glenbow Museum's presentation of the work in 1980 takes on 
the issue directly: 

When acquired, it is the option of the owner whether the sculpture is dis
played as described in the form of 3 tonnes of copper coins, or when stored, 
deposited in a bank where it will accrue interest as a $10,000 savings 
account. 
Currently, the selling price of the work is $10,000. The artist will defer pay
ment if the prospective buyer agrees to supply the one million pennies and 
deposit them in a bank until the investment generated equals the initial 
investment in the material, thus establishing objective value in the work. At 
prevailing interest rates, it will take about six years for the piece to reach 
maturity. With the mutual consent of the artist, the piece may be periodi
cally withdrawn from the bank and displayed, therefore, it will take an inde
terminate time before the artist is paid. 
After that, it is at the discretion of the owner whether to continue to deposit 
the one million pennies in a bank, allowing them to further appreciate, or to 
withdraw them and keep it as a sculpture, in which case it will appreciate 
through the rarity of coins and the value of copper. Either way, the intent of 
the work is satisfied while fulfilling the popular conception that "works of 
art increase in value over time."l2 
The value symbolized by 1,000,000 Pennies is exchange value, not the moral 

value of work. It may have involved a lot of work to get the money together, but 
not labour in the sense in which it can be applied to the earlier paintings. 
Interestingly, Ferguson's authorship is not at stake; industrially-manufactured 
objects chosen by the artist have been part of the stock in trade of art since 
Duchamp's first readymade. However, the authenticity won through self-denial in 
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the paintings is thrown, as it were, to the winds as the pennies fall to the floor. 
Dennis Young, writing about the new direction of Ferguson's work, observed: 

it seems to be the one work that it is possible to make which conspicuously 
rejects the conditions of authenticity, uniqueness and scarcity necessary for a 
work of art to be relevant to a theory of commodities, while at the same time 
declaring an identity ... as both a commodity (on the metals market) and a 
token of all commodities in the profane world. IJ 

The formal configuration ofl,OOO,OOO Pennies is radically different from the 
rationalised economy of the paintings that preceded it. Indeed, although the history 
of minimal art is full of other examples of piles of various materials randomly 
arranged (for example, Robert Morris's Untitled {254 pieces of felt} in the collection 
of the National Gallery of Canada), in looking back at 1980 the arrangement 
seems precisely to symbolize the irrational forces of the economy driving the art 
market's rabid consumption of new art. It is not only the randomness but also the 
excessiveness of the million pennies that draws it into the irrational. From here it 
is not an impossible leap to the unconscious connections between money and shit 
theorized by psychoanalysis (and confirmed by popular expressions like "to drop 
a penny.") Unlike John Heartfield's famous montage of Hitler's belly full of coins, 
Ferguson maintains an ironic neutrality in his comments on the pile as an invest
ment, but the lowly placement of the pile on the floor - a meaningful rejection 
of hierarchy in the superceded context of minimalist sculpture - reinforces asso
ciations with a digestive accident. Is the entrancing spectacle of the pennies there
fore mere fetishistic illusion? 1,000,000 Pennies suggests at the very least that as 
art approaches the status of a commodity, the autonomy from which came its 
critical authority is illusory. 

Ferguson continued to address the problem of commodification, but as a 
painter the salient issue for him was the impact on painting of the return to the 
image, which only a decade or so earlier would have been viewed as retrogressive in 
high art circles but now provided ample sustenance for middlebrow appetites and 
had the blessings of the market. In a body of paintings called Nova Scotia Landscapes, 
made in the early eighties, he continued to question the authority of painting by 
adopting a new sort of template, the picture postcard. The views he chose were con
ventionalized depictions that owed their familiarity to nineteenth-century landscape 
painting, with titles like Sun and Surf, Panoramic View and The South Shore. To bring 
this association to the fore, "reconstituting its photographic dehydration,"14 he hired 
a painter in Saint John, New Btunswick, Gerard Collins, who did the actual execu
tion of the paintings from rudimentary drawings that Ferguson had made on the 
canvases by projecting the postcard images. Collins's painterly style served the sub
ject well. The resulting paintings, realized through an extensive series of mediating 
deferrals, have the lively immediacy of plein air painting. 
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fil.' GffaId FngUlOfl. Fjjh and Door, 1992. fflamd on nnvas. p&lmrd wood, 213 x 
224 cm, coiL of An Gall~ry of NOVJ. Seou •. (Phoro: An G.lltry of No .... Seou.) 

The paintings become meaningful as one realizes they are not what they 
seem. F~ self~xpresslon turns out to be formulaic rehash: the valued tOuch of 
the painter belongs [Q another. nature imitatf!S an because experience IfStlf is sub

ject to the mediation of conventions of seeing; conceptual an masquerades asp/tm 
air painting; and In spirt' of all this, the images prove capable of arousing emo

tion. As ferguson observed drily, "You feel cheated - maybe even guilty - for 

liking them."" It IS the semblance of subJecuvity that gives the paintings their 
critical force, opeOlng up questions on [hf> affirmations of (~ ~xpressionist5. 
Their complex series of mediarions become a way of undercutting any senst of 
"false immediacy."" To use the terms of Adomo's negativl! diala:tics, by inverting 

t~ "invt=ntd world" of the commodil)' fonn, the paintings win their authenticity. 
ev~n while ~jng obviously lOauth~ntic by OrdlOary criteria of authorship. 

As successful as the landscapes were in terms of their critical Intent 
(F~r8u.son went on to apply the same formula to postcard views of landscapes 10 
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other parts of Canada, rendering the paintings specific to the location of several 
other exhibitions), the evidence of the work that followed suggests that having 
questioned the authority of the artist's hand, he needed to find a way of bridging 
the detachment he had imposed on himself, while still dealing critically with subject
matter. By adopting the methods of nineteenth-century "theorem painting" he 
was able to build a series of still-life paintings that combined stencilled motifs 
from local popular culture with quotations of still-lifes by modern masters such 
as Cezanne and Picasso, as well as Marsden Hardey, an American painter whose 
work in Nova Scotia Ferguson had studied closely. The logic these paintings draw 
out of their multiple sources is that of the fragment, reinforced by stylistic disso
nance. The hand of the artist is present, but it is and is not his hand. The paintings 
equivocate, gradually revealing the illusory nature of the pleasurable wholeness 
that they seem at first to offer. At the same time, they introduce a new symbolic 
complexity. Not only is the still-life the most artificial of painterly conventions, 
it is also quite literally of the past, a hollowed form bereft of its living contents. 
Where once it symbolized the organic continuity of humanity with nature, sub
ject to the same cycles of growth and decline, in Ferguson's hands it is an allegory of 
the impossibility of such unity. The disintegration of the work, emptied of its for
mer meaning, is the reason for the often remarked-upon ghostliness of these still
lifes from the end of the eighties. 17 

Traces of History 
In his article on Beethoven's late style, Adorno takes issue with the usual view that 
late style is marked by the uninhibited expression of subjectivity breaking free 
from formal constraints. Referring to the "expressionless," distanced character of 
Beethoven's late music, he states that "the formal law of late works, however, is, 
at the least, incapable of being subsumed under the concept of expression. "18 He 
stresses the importance of conventions, which are no longer absorbed and trans
formed by the subjective dynamics of the music, as well as the fragmentation and 
sudden discontinuities that characterize the late style. For Adorno, it is the rela
tionship of the conventions to subjectivity that constitutes the formal law from 
which the content of the late works emerges, a formal law that "is revealed pre
cisely in the thought of death." However, mortal subjectivity cannot be the sub
stance of the late work, as is often claimed: "Death is imposed only on created 
beings, not on works of art, and thus it has appeared in art only in a refracted 
mode, as allegory." Thus: 

The power of subjectivity in the late works of art is the irascible gesture with 
which it takes leave of the works themselves. It breaks their bonds, not in 
order to express itself, but in order, expressionless, to cast off the appearance 
of art. Of the works themselves it leaves only fragments behind, and com
municates itself, like a cipher, only through the blank spaces from which it 
has disengaged itself. 19 
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Thoughts of mortality appear, too, to be on Gerald Ferguson's mind from 
the late eighties onward. They are manifest especially in the sense of loss that per
vades his appropriations of vernacular Nova Scotian culture: the urn and wreath 
decoration of a firescreen, paired with a cod jig and two iron flowers of his own 
making, arranged in a diagonal cross that symbolically cancels out the fisherman's 
tool (Neoclassical Still Life with Two Flowers and Codjig, 1993); or the crazed and 
faded paint of an old door, out of true and knobless, a literal remembrance of time 
past placed next to a field of stencilled fish, half of them swimming away from it 
and the others swimming towards it as in Fish and Door (figj). They can be read, 
also, in the more oblique reference to time in a series of twelve canvases covered 
in a sea of black paint engulfing a school of stencilled fish, Roman numerals below 
them like paintings of the Stations of the Cross (Times Roman, 1993). 

Coming after the deconstructive works of the eighties, these later works are 
surprisingly devoid of irony. They appear to emerge from a desire to express in his 
art the connection to place he lived in his day-to-day life. Ferguson has been an 
important collector of Nova Scotia folk art in his personal life, showing an out
sider's awareness of the significance of this rich vernacular tradition; yet this is the 
first time he set himself to representing something of it in his own art. Perhaps 
his work on the two seasons Marsden Hartley spent in a Nova Scotia fishing village, 
which gave rise to powerfully symbolic paintings by the earlier artist, strongly 
inflected with love and respect for the people and their harsh but beautiful envi
ronment, suggested the possibility of a symbolic dimension in his own art.20 Or 
perhaps the objects he incorporated into his paintings simply provided an objec
tive correlative to the values of diligence and fitness he brought to his work. I do 
not know whether any of these explanations are correct. What is clearly commu
nicated by the works themselves, however, is an understanding of the passage of 
time that is both retrospective and static, quite different from the sense of time as 
the duration of labour embodied in the early works. For all their metaphoric rich
ness, there is a feeling of impasse here. 

In his latest works, Ferguson has not so much removed but buried the overt 
symbolism of the pieces of the early nineties. For the hundred canvases of 
1,000,000 Grapes, he retains the stencilled reference to vernacular culture - the 
clusters of grapes that might have decorated a wall or piece of furniture. But in 
painting over them so many times he obscures their legibility and their origin. 
His repeated gesture cancels any immediate thematic potential and distances 
them from the constructed metaphors of the works of the early nineties. In so 
doing, he comes back to the abstraction of the dot paintings, via the 1,000,000 
Pennies. Like the pennies, the grape paintings are constructed from a logic of 
excess, the surplus paint all but obscuring the formal motif. In this way an inti
mation of the irrational force of the objective world that overwhelms subjectivity 
is permitted. However, their arrangement in a grid imposes an external order that 
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was absent in the pennies (although it is not a progressive order, but merely one 
that fills the room in a regular fashion, as the dots of paint had previously filled 
the canvas), so that an uneasy oscillation is created between order and disorder, or 
reason and emotion in the ensemble. 

Blackness is the compelling fact of these paintings, and the mortuary sym
bolism of the colour is an undeniable aspect of late style in these works. In the 
context of Ferguson's oeuvre, black is the colour of restraint and an almost puritan 
refusal of pleasure, yet it has never been so absolute until now. One is reminded 
that, in the larger adjacent context of modernist painting, black -like white
is the colour of the absolute, a declaration of painting's autonomy and the separa
tion of its logic from everyday reality. It is thus a sign of a late moment in the history 
of painting, marked not only by the end of representation but also by the subju
gation of subjective expression to the objective order of painting itself. 

Yet although one may understand these paintings as late works in a historical 
lineage of reductive painting, from Malevich to Reinhardt and beyond, the 
1,000,000 Grapes paintings are neither absolutely black nor absolutely abstract. 
The stencilled grapes, rendered in layer after layer of black paint, gleam here and 
there, flattened and desiccated, like crystalline fragments of coal that have lost all 
trace of their organic origin. Random spots of white canvas, missed by the roller, 
break up the blackness of the paintings and destroy their unity, allowing the con
tingent to re-enter them and, with it, the world. But these late paintings are 
devoid of melancholy and remote from the sweet sadness of the allegories of death 
in those that preceded them. They have not escaped from time. However, it is 
time stilled, caught in the grip of the inexorable rule of repetition, that is the law 
governing them. Like the musical conventions that "are no longer penetrated and 
mastered by subjectivity, but simply left to stand,"21 in Adorno's description of 
Beethoven's late music, repetition becomes the expressive substance of Ferguson's 
art, independent of his subjective will. 

1,000,000 Grapes: the title establishes the finitude of the subject of the 
paintings. A first look confirms the objective ordering power of the grid. By a 
curious reversal, however, they provoke the deeper subjective experience of infini
tude. Immersed in contemplation of their flickering blackness - literally, 
because the paintings fill the walls of the room - one understands them to be 
about limitlessness precisely because of the inability of the eyes to distinguish 
boundaries within them. The dissolution of the subject opens them to the imaginary, 
offering intimations of transcendence out of plain fact. Or, as Gerald Ferguson 
would say, allows "beauty through the back door."22 

DIANA NEMIROFF 
Curator, Modern Art 
National Gallery of Canada 
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Resume 

LE DERNIER STYLE DANS IXEUVRE DE 
GERALD FERGUSON 

Cet article est une analyse de l'a:uvre de l'artiste de Halifax Gerald Ferguson 
fondee sur le concept de «dernier style» du philosophe et critique d'art de l'e

cole de Francfort, Theodor W Adorno. La premiere partie de l'article examine le 
dernier style en rapport avec la periode du modernisme tardif auquel appartiennent 
les premieres a:uvres de Ferguson. EUe souligne les prineipales caracteristiques de 
son style, dont l'apparence impersonneUe est le resultat de l'usage qu'il fait de 
structures modulaires et de procedes systemiques typiques de l'art minimal et con
ceptuel. Plusieurs des premieres a:uvres sont erudiees en fonction des tensions entre 
cette esthetique mecaniste et rationaliste et la liberte subjective. 

La deuxieme partie de 1'article identifie un changement dans 1'a:uvre de 
Ferguson parallele au retour a la peinture figurative et a 1'influence croissante, dans 
les annees quatre-vingts, du marche de 1'art qui remettait en question 1'esthetique 
reductionniste du modernisme tardif. On voit que 1'a:uvre de Ferguson se degage 
du souci de maintenir une perspective critique sur ces developpements. 11 aban
donne ses procedes rationnels pour s'interroger sur les questions interreliees de 1'au
thenrieite, de la mediation de l'experience et de la commercialisation de l'art. 
L'a:uvte cle de cette periode de transition est 1,000,000 Pennies, un ready-made dont 
l'exces meme aborde la question des valeurs artistiques par rapport a la valeur 
d'echange du produit. 

La troisieme partie de l'article examine l'evidence du dernier style dans les 
a:uvres des annees quatre-vingt-dix. EIle s'ouvre sur un expose de la theorie 
d'Adorno sur le dernier style de Beethoven. Pour Adorno, la caracteristique princi
pale du dernier style est une veritable loi qui se revele par des pensees de mort. Cela 
fournit le contexte d'une discussion sur les tableaux aUegoriques que Ferguson a 
peints au debut des annees quarre-vingt-dix, OU les references a la perte et a la mort 
sont indirectement presentes. L'influence de la culture populaire de la Nouvelle
Ecosse ainsi que des tableaux neo-ecossais de Marsden Hardey sur ces a:uvres 
metaphoriques inhabiruelles est erudiee. On y montre cependant que le dernier 
style, dans le sens qu'Adorno lui donne, trouve sa pleine expression dans les cent 
toiles de la serie 1,000,000 Grapes que Ferguson a peintes entre 1996 et 1997. Ces 
a:uvres tardives delaissent les allegories primitives de 1'artiste pour presenter un 
symbolisme complexe, souterrain, qui depend en partie du noir. L'artiste retourne 
aux procedes repetitifs des premieres a:uvres, mais remplace leur logique 
rationneIle par une logique de l' exces qui laisse place au desordre et a l' emotion. Iei, 
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la repetition ne symbolise pas seulement la duree du travail, comme dans les pre
mieres a:uvres, mais le passage du temps en marche vers la mort. En depit de la 
finitude que laissent supposer leurs titres, les tableaux appellent paradoxalement 
une experience subjective. de l'infinitude et laisse la beaute entrer par la porte de 
service. 

Traduction: Elise Bonnette 
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